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The Draft and Final Envi ronmental Impact Statements (DEIS and FEIS) assess the environmental 
consequences of a proposed coal lease sale and subsequent mine development and operation in the Carbon 
Basin. II miles southeast of Hanna, Wyoming. This abbreviated FEIS revises and supplements the DE IS 
for the Carbon Basin Coal project (DES-98-32) and addresses comments and concerns expressed during 
the public comment period for the OEIS . The OEIS was made available to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and the public on August 7, 1998, and a Notice of Availability was published 
in the Federal Register on the same date. One public hearing was held in Hanna on September 9 , 1998. 
The comment period closed October 6, 1998. 
Public and agency comments on Chapters 2.0-4 .0, 6 .0 , and 7.0 and Appendices A and B of the OEIS 
are incorporated into this document as errata. Table 2. 18a was created to supplement Table 2. 18 in the 
OEiS to show cumulative project impacts relative to baseline conditions in the Carbon Basin Coal Project 
Area (CBCPA). All comments received during the comment period and at the public hearing are 
reproduced in Chapter 8.0 and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) responses are presented . 
The proposed project would involve development of a surface and an underground coal mine in the 
Carbon Basin . Surface mining would be conducted using a dragline and truck and shovel procedures. 
Arch of Wyoming would use an Archveyor
N
, a patented surface mining machine, to mine deeper deoosits 
of surface-minable coal . Once the surface mine highwalls have been established , underground mine 
development would commence. Surface mine development would commence in 1999 and prod ction 
would end in 2007. 
Power to the mine would be supplied via a 115-kV power line. Arch has proposed to haul coal from the 
CBCPA north on Highway 72 to the ellisting Seminoe II loadout for the first 6 years of mining, after 
which all coal would be hauled by rail. In response to public concern about hauling coal on Highway 72, 
BLM developed 10 coal transportation alternatives which were analyzed in the OEiS . 
Pursuant to a cooperative agreement between the ~ecretary of the Interior and the Wyoming Department 
of Environmental Quality (WDEQ), a federal coal lease holder in Wyoming must submit a permit 
application package to the Office of Surface Mining (OSM) for any proposed coal mining and reclamation 
operation on lands within the state. As part of the permitting process, a new mine and reclamation plan 
would be developed to show how lands in the area would be mined and reclaimed . Specific impacts that 
would occur during mining would be addressed in the mine permit, and specific mitigation measures for 
anticipated impacts also would be identified at that time. 
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Potentially significant impacts from the proposed project include bypass of unrecoverable or unleased 
coal ; permanent loss of the coal resource that is mined and combusted; loss of pronghorn and mule deer 
crucial winter range; potential for avian mortality due to collisions or electrocutions; loss of sage grouse 
breeding, nesting, and wintering habitat; potential degradation of Highway 72; loss of visual quality to 
nearby residents and recreational /ranching users ; and decreased property values for nearby residents . 
Significant beneficial impacts would include maintained or increased employment, increased tax revenue 
and royalties, and stimulation of the local economy. 
Comments on this FEIS should be directed to : 
Kurt Koner 
Rawlins Field Office 
Bureau of Land Management 
1300 North Third Street 
Rawlins , WY 82301 
For further information , contact Brenda Vosika-Neuman or John Spehar at the Rawlins Field Office, 
(307) 328-4200. 
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Dear Reader: 
In Pe;J l y Refer To : 
1793 1930) 
342 0 
WYW1J9915 
Elk Mouncain l 
Saddleback Hi 11s 
This Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEI S) has been 
prepared pursuant to 40 CFR 15 00 - 1508 for the Elk 
Mou~tain/Saddleback Hills Coal Lease Application ~1139975 
located in Carbon County, Wyoming . This copy of the FEIS is 
provided for your review. It is not a decision document. Its 
purpose is to inform you of the impacts of leasing and mining the 
Federal coal proposed for leasing and to evaluate alternatives to 
the proposal . 
The Draft Enviro~ental Impact Statement (OEIS) was mailed to the 
public in July 1998 and the formal comment period ended on 
Oc tober 6, 1998. All comments received during the preparation of 
the FEIS were considered. A formal public hearing on the 
proposed Elk Mountain / Saddleback Hil ls coal lease application was 
held at 7 p.m. on September 9, 1998. at the Town of Hanna 
Administrative Office, 301 S. Adams . Hanna, Wyoming. The purpose 
of the hearing was to receive comments on the proposed coal lease 
sale. on the fair market value and maximum economic recovery of 
the Federal coal resources in the proposed lease tract . and on 
the DEIS. A transcript of the hearing proceedings has been 
reproduced in this FEtS. An open house was held prior to the 
hearing from 6 p.m. to 7 p . m .. September 9. 1998. to answer 
questions regarding the coal lease- by-app1ication process and 
this coal lease application. 
Thirteen comment letters were received on the DEIS. The FEIS 
considers these comr,lents, which are included along with BLM' s 
responses, in Chapter 8 of the PElS. 
The public may submit comments on the FEIS for a period of 30 
duys from the date the Env ironmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
publishes their Notice of Availability (NOAI of the FEIS in the 
Federal Reg ister. We anticipate that EPA will publish their NOA 
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on January 8, 1999. In addition to comments received on the 
FEIS. the BLM will also consider c omments on the issues of fair 
market value and maximum economic recovery of coal in the 
proposed lease tract. Please address written comments to Field 
Manager. Rawlins Field Office . P.O . Box 24 07. 1300 North Third 
Street, Rawlins , Wyoming 82301. 
If you have any questions. or require additional information, 
please contact either John Spehar. Environmental Coordinator. 
at 307-328- 4264 or Brenda Vosika Neuman . Team Leader. at 
307-328-4389. 
Sincerely. 
~/~ 
Sta t e Di rec t or 
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PREFACE 
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) 
for the Carbon Basin Coal Project was released for 
public review on August 7, 1998. The Notice of 
Availability was published by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) in the Federal Register on the 
same date. A 6O-<Iay comment period, closing on 
October 6 , 1998, was provided . One public 
hearing was held in Hanna, Wyoming, on 
September 9, 1998. Comments received through 
November 10, 1998, were considered in this Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) . 
A total of 13 comment letters was received . One 
letter, from the Rawlins-Carbon County Chamber 
of Commerce, supported the project. One letter, 
from the Carbon County Planning Commission, 
requested an extension of the public comment 
period, which was not granted (see Response to 
Comment CI in Capter 8.0 of this FEIS). The 
remaining letters requested more information or 
more analysis. 
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This abbreviated FEIS revises and supplements the 
DEIS for this project. Public and agency 
comments on DEIS Chapters 2.0 through 4.0, 6 .0 , 
and 7.0, and Appendices A and B are incorporated 
into this document as errata. No revisions were 
made to Chapter 1.0. The DE IS will be required 
to accompany this FEIS because only the 
modifications, corrections, and additions are 
provided " ' the following material (with the 
exceptions of the Executive Summary and 
Chapter 8.0). Section 5 .4, Applicant-committed 
Practices, was added because Arch has committed 
to implementing certain practices , above-and-
beyond those described in Chapter 5 .0 in the 
OEIS . All comments received during the public 
comment period, including letters and verbal 
comments taken at the public hearing, are 
reproduced in Chapter 8.0 in this FEIS , and BLM 
responses are presented. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Ark Land Company (Ark), St. Louis, Missouri, 
has filed • lease-by-application (LBA) with the 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM), 
Wyoming State Office, to obtain a federal coal 
lease (wyw 139975) pursuant to provisions found 
at 43 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 3425. 1. 
The proposed lease area is located in the Carbon 
Basin, Wyoming (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2 in the 
DEIS), within the BLM's Great O:vide Resource 
Area (GDRA) approximately 3 miles (mi) north 
and northeast of Elk Mountain and 10 mi southeast 
of Hanna, Wyoming, on a mixture of federal, 
state, and private surface ownership; coal 
ownership is also mixed. Ark owns some of the 
surface and has obtained rights from other surface 
owners to access state and private land. 
The Carllon Basin Coal Project Area (CBCPA) 
encompasses 18,360 acres . The CBCPA boundary 
encompasses the area for which Arch of 
Wyoming, LLC (Arch), an affiliate of Ark, will 
apply for permits to mine from die State of 
Wyoming and was determined by Arch based on 
surface landownersbip patterns and coal 
distribution. The LBA area (see Figure 1.2 in the 
DEIS) encompasses 5,235.15 acres of federal 
mineral estate located in II discontinuous parcels 
interspersed through private and state lands and 
contains approximately 149.7 million tons of 
federal coal . The estimate of coal resources is 
based on the information provided by the 
applicant. BLM will independently evaluate the 
volume of coal reserves included in the tract as 
pan of the fair market price determination process. 
This reserve estimate will be included in the sale 
notice if the tract is offered for sale. 
The federal coal , which makes up approximately 
39" of the total estintated reserve (see Table 1.1 
in the DEIS), would be combined with state and 
private holdings to develop a feasible mining unit. 
If BLM decides not to lease the federal coal on 
these 5,235.15 acres to Ark, the private and state 
holdings would likely be surface-mined, and the 
federal surface-minable coal would be bypassed. 
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If not mined at this time, it is unlikely that federal 
surface-minable coal would be leased or mined in 
the future because the federal coal lands are too 
discontinuous to form a feasible mining unit. 
Furthermore, if the federal coal is not leased, 
underground mining of private and state coal 
would not be economically feasible at this time. 
The federal underground-minable coal could be 
leased at a later date and mined in conjunction 
with private and state underground-minable coal, 
so not leasing the underground-minable coal at this 
time would not preclude its future recovery. 
The LBA process is , by law, an open, public, 
competitive, sealed-bid process whereupon the coal 
lease is granted to the bighest bidder. Although a 
company odler dian Ark could possibly be granted 
a lease, the analysis presented in this 
environmental impact statement (EIS) is based on 
the assumption that Ark, as the owner of much of 
the surrounding coal , would be the successful 
bidder and Arch, an affili-.e of Ark, would mine 
the coal. Both Ark and Arch are owned by Arch 
Coal, Inc. In the unlikely event that another 
company is the qualified bidder on the LBA tract, 
the lease would not be issued until additional 
environmental analysis is completed. 
To process an LBA, BLM must evaluate die 
quantity, qual ity, maximum economic recovery, 
and fair market value of the federal coal and fulfill 
the requirements of the National EnvirO~nlaJ 
Policy Aa of 1969 (NEPA). This EIS is intended 
to provide both the public and agency decision-
makers with a complete and objective evaluation of 
impacts likely to result from the Proposed Action 
(the leasing of 5,235 .15 acres) and its reasonable 
alternatives and was prepared in compliance with 
the NEPA and applicable regulations and laws 
passed subsequent to NEPA, including Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations 
(40 CFR, Pan 1500-1508); U.S . Depanment of 
the Interior (USDI) guidelines in DtpartmmlaJ 
MtlIIUQ} 516, Enviro~nlaJ Quality (USDlI980); 
guidelines listed in the BLM NEPA Handbook, 
/0 
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H-I790-1 (BLM 1988); BLM's desktop reference 
Ov.rvitw of BLM's NEPA Proctss (BLM 1996); 
and BLM Guid,lines for AnIllyzing and 
Docum,nting Cumulative Impacts (BLM I 994a). 
The federal government maintains a pol icy to 
encourage private industry in the economically 
sound and orderly development and mining of 
domestic reserves, and the Secretary of the Interior 
has responsibility to carry out this policy . Since 
the passage of the Minera! uasing Act of 1 920, as 
amended (MLA), the USDI, through its 
implementing agency the BLM, has been charged 
with administering a leasing program that would 
allow the private sector to mine federally owned 
coal reserves. Furthermore, pursuant to the 
Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970, "it is the 
continuing policy of the Federal Government in 
the national interest to foster and encourage private 
enterprise in I) the development of economically 
sound and stable domestic mining, minerals ... 
industries, 2) the orderly and economic 
development of domestic mineral resources, 
reserves ... to help assure satisfaction of industrial, 
security, and environmental needs. " 
Ark proposes to obtain a federal coal lease on 
5,235 . 15 acres for surface- and underground-
minable coal, whieb would grant Ark the exclusive 
right to obtain mining permits for, and to mine, 
coal on the leased tract (see Figure 1.2 in the 
DEIS). Areb would develop and operate two 
mines: the Elk Mountain Mine for 
surface-minable coal and the Salidleback Hills 
Mine for underground-minable coal. Mining 
operations would be subject to the terms of the 
lease, the mine permits (two state permits would 
be required~ne each for the surface and 
underground mines), federal mining plan approval, 
and other applicable state and federal laws and 
regulations. Areb presently operates two surface 
coal mines (Medicine Bow and Seminoe D) in the 
vicinity of Hanna, and issuance of the new coal 
lease in the Carbon Basin would enable Areb to 
extend the life of mining operations in the area by 
20 years and to continue supplying coal to existing 
customers, as well as to develop new contracts. 
Ark currently has 93 ,700,000 tons of coal leased 
at the Seminoe " and Medicine Bow Mines in the 
Hanna Basin north of the CBCPA (see 
Figure 4 . 1), 70,000,000 tons of which have been 
mined . Current reserves are estimated at 
23,700,000 tons , 3,100,000 tons of which are 
economically recoverable reserves and will be 
d~leted by 2000 at current production rates. 
Without supplemental reserves , no additional coal 
will be available for Arch to meet electric utility 
demands for low-sulfur coal to provide the U.S. 
with electrical power and to comply with the 
atQJI Air Act and amendments. 
The primary federal action associated with the 
Proposed Action would be to hold a lease sale for 
the 5,235 .15 acres of federal coal lands in the 
project area. For th ~ purposes of this EIS, 
10 transportation options (e.g ., over-the-highway 
haulage, railroad, new haul road haulage, 
conveyor) were developed to transport coal from 
the CBCPA north to the Union Pacific Railroad 
mainline (see Figures 2 .4-2.8 and Table 2 . 11 in 
the DEIS). Access to federal land for the 
construction, operation, and reclamation of any of 
the transportation corridors would be authorized 
by BLM through the issuance of rights-of-way 
(ROWs), an action that would also require NEPA 
analysis. The environmental consequences of 
constructing, operating, and reclaiming each of the 
transportation options are evaluated in this EIS, 
sueb that, if Areb applies for a ROW grant that is 
analyzed berein, BLM may issue the ROW grant 
using an Administrative Determination tbat 
references this EIS for NEPA compliance. If 
Arch's application differs to a degree that is not 
deemed to bave been adequately treated in this 
EIS, BLM may opt to supplement the EIS prior to 
making a decision on wbedler or not to issue the 
ROW. The Record of Decision for this project 
will include a decision on whedler or not to lease 
the LBA tract as described for the Proposed 
Action, a decision on all stipulations to be added 
to any coal lease, and a list of transportation 
options that BLM deems acceptable for ROW 
grant issuance. These transportation options 
would then be evaluated by Arch and Wyoming 
1/ 
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Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) 
during the permining process . If BLM determines 
that one or more of the options are 
environmentally unacceptable, the unacceptable 
options will be stricken from the Proposed Action 
as described in the Record of Decision and these 
options would not be available to Arch . The 
analysis assumes that BLM would grant the 
necessary ROWs. If federal coal is not leased, 
BLM would grant the ROWs needed to facilitate 
mining the privately owned coal. 
The public will be able to comment on the 
transportation options during review of the DEIS 
and FEIS, during development of the mine permit 
(WDEQ has built-in public comment periods), and 
when BLM issues any ROWs. Therefore, as Arch 
finalizes plans for mine development, there will be 
several opportunities for publ ic comment on the 
proposed coal transportation plan. If a completely 
new transportation plan is developed and a BLM 
ROW is required, additional NEPA documenwion 
will be required and will include public 
involvement pursuant to NEPA. 
The leasing of federal coal is an integral pan of 
the BLM Federal Coal Management Program of 
1979 under authority of the MLA , the Ftura! 
Land Policy and MQJlQgtrnt1'J Act of 1976 
(FLPMA), and Ftura! Coal Uasing ArntndrntlllS 
Act (FCLAA). FCLAA requires that lands 
considered for leasing be included in a 
comprehensive land use plan. In 1982, a federal 
coal lease was issued for approximately 60" of 
the federal coal lands located in the Carbon Basin. 
Because that lease was still in effect at the time the 
Resource Management Plan (RMP) was prepared 
(BLM 1990), it was exempt from the coal 
screening/planning requirements, and therefore, 
there was no coal planning decision for federal 
coal lands in the Carbon Basin area included in the 
RMP. This lease was never developed and 
expired in 1992. Therefore, wben Ark submitted 
their coal lease application, the application was not 
in conformance with the existing land use plan. 
An RMP review was conducted by BLM in 
1997/98 (Environmental AsstssrntfIJ [EAlfor Coal 
Plonning Dtdsions in rM Carbon Basin Area of 
2lI1A1-41 
tht GrtaJ Divid, R.soIUCt Arta [planning Review 
EA)) (BLM 19970), and the decision ",as made to 
designate the area as acceptable for further 
consideration for coal leasing and development. 
The Federal Coal Management Program of 1979 
established four major steps- referred to as the 
coal screening process-to be used in the 
identification of federal coal areas acceptable for 
coal development. The process includes: 
identification of coal devel opment 
potential , including coal resource 
information (43 CFR 3420.1-2); 
application of the coal unsuitability criteria 
(43 CFR 3461); 
multiple use conflict evaluation (43 CFR 
3420.1-4(e)(3); and 
surface owner consulwion. 
Only those federal coal lands found acceptable for 
coal development by the screening process are 
given further consideration for leasing. 
During the RMP planning review and preparation 
of the EA described above, these four steps were 
applied to lands that include the proposed project 
area. These lands were found acceptable, and the 
RMP was amended to identify those areas in the 
Carbon Basin u open to consideration for coal 
leasing and development. The proposed iease area 
represents 35 $ of the leasable area in the Carbon 
Basin. Details of the screening process and results 
are included in the Planning Review EA (BLM 
I 997a). 
Key issues and concerns identified by the public, 
B- M, and other governmental organizations 
regarding the proposed project and analyzed in this 
EIS include the following : 
analysis of alternative coal-hauling routes 
and medlods; 
conformance with GDRA RMP; 
cumulative impacts; 
• public safety and travel/transportation 
management; 
/~ 
road maintenance; 
social and economic effects on local 
communities; 
revenue generation and job availability ; 
surface and groundw .... r impacts; 
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direct and indirect wildlife habitat loss ; 
big game winter range and migrations; 
threatened, endangered , candidate, and 
state sensitive species and thei r habitats ; 
noise impacts on residents; 
protection of cultural resources and Native 
American spiritual values and complianc.: 
with applicable laws and Executive 
Orders; 
air quality impacts; 
effects of the No Action Alternative; and 
impacts to Med icine Bow River and 
Seminoe Reservoir . 
Other issues and concerns identified during the 
scoping process and analyzed in th is EIS include: 
visual resources and aesthetics; 
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noxious weed control; 
highly erodible and unstable soils; 
wetlands, wetland functions and values , 
waters of the U.S., riparian areas, and 
alluvial valley floors ; 
paleontological resources; 
conformance with current and future land 
uses; 
impacts to existing pipelines; 
incceased traffic on roads and increased 
human activity in th~ lease area; 
potential for underground mining; 
impacts to existing water rights; 
impacts to other mineral resources 
(including oil and gas) and conflicts with 
other mineral developmeot proposals; 
construction of electric transmission 
facilities ; 
reclamation standards and procedures; 
disclosure of any and all of the applicant's 
violations of federal environmeotal laws; 
damage to other vehicles using haul route; 
mining metIIod and mining plan; 
adequacy of data used in coal screening 
process; 
monitoring of impacts; 
mine subsidence; 
impacts on recreational opportunities; 
access to underground coal reserves; 
integration of coal screening process with 
environmental atta1ysis; 
~nergy requirements and conservation 
potential of alternat ives ; and 
global warming. 
The detailed environmental analysis for the 
proposed lea.e sale includes an as=sment of a No 
Action Alternative and the Proposed Action, which 
includes 10 transportation options. The anaiys is in 
this EIS assumes that , because 79"; of the 
surface-minable coal within the CBCPA is 
privately owned, it is highly probable that this coal 
would be mined even if the federal coal is not 
leased . Therefore, the No Action Alternative is a 
"no federal leasing" action rather than a "no 
mining" action . Surface-mining the federal coal in 
addition to the private coal would result in 
incremental increases in environmental 
consequences. Under the No Action Alternative, 
undergrouM mining would oot be feasible because 
the privately owned tract is discontinuous (i.e. , in 
a checkerboard mineral ownership pattern) and 
thus oot leasing the federal coal would make the 
privately owned underground coal unecooomical to 
mine. BLM would authorize the ROWs needed to 
facilitate surface mining of the privately owned 
coal. Because BLM does oot bave authority over 
private lands or private coal, this EIS does oot 
atta1yze a No Action-No Mining Alternati"e. 
The No Action Alternative also would result in 
increased effects, over-and-above the effects 
caused by other eXlsung and proposed 
developmeots. The CBCPA and surrounding 
region are being managed for a variety of uses 
including livestock grazing, wildlife habitat, 
windpower development, oil and ,as development, 
municipalities, transportation, transmission (e.g ., 
pipelines and power lines), residential areas, etc. , 
all of which contribute to the existin, basel ine 
described in OJapIer 3 .0 of this EIS . Impacts 
associated with the add itive effects of mining to 
the existing baseline (which includes lands and 
other resources that bave been impacted by current 
managemeot) are evaluated in OJapter 4 .0, in the 
discussion of cumulative impacts for each resource 
and summarized in Table 2 .18a in this FEIS . 
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Under the Proposed Action, BLM would hold a 
competitive lease sale for surface- and 
underground-minable federal coal lands. Ark 's 
init ial LBA application of September 20, 1996, 
was modified by BLM on May IS , 1998, to 
include certain blocks of federal C<lal not originally 
appl ied for and exclude certain blocks based on 
results of the coal screening process. Ark 
subsequently revised their application to include 
BLM's !¥lay 15 modification . BLM may opt to 
hold the lease sale for surface- and underground-
minable coal concurrently or to hold two sales, 
first for the surface-minable coal and later for the 
underground-minable coal such that surface mining 
could be initiated while the BLM's geologic and 
economic evaluation of the underground reserves 
is completed . Analysis of the Proposed Action, 
therefore, includes both leasing options and both 
the surface (Elk Mountain) and underground 
(Saddleback Hills) mines. 
The EIS analyus a No Action Alternative project 
disturbanc.: area of 3,270 acres (see Table 2 .2 in 
the DE/S). The Proposed Action (i.e. , holding the 
lease sale) would add up to 1,626 acres of 
additional disturbanc.: for a total of up to 4,896 
acres (up to 50"; more disturbanc.: than for the No 
Action Alternative). 
Arch currently provides coal to several local 
customers located in Laramie, Torrington, and 
Rawlins, as well as to customers throughout the 
U.S. Coal for local customers (150,000 tons in 
1997) is currently hauled via ove:-the-road haul 
trucks directly from the Hanna Basin mines . 
Development of the new mines would allow these 
shipments to continue, probably at current levels. 
Under the No Action Alternative, mine 
development would begin in 1999. Surface 
mining would begin in 2000 and end in 2007. 
The dates given in this atta1ysis are the current 
estimates of when mining would occur, but the 
actual dates would depend on the date of mine 
permit approval . Final reclamation would be 
completed in 201 2; thus the life-of-mine (LOM) 
would be 13 years . Tbe bonding period would 
end in 2022, 10 years after final reclamation . 
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Power to the mine would be supplied via a 115-kV 
power line from one of two possible connections 
(see Figure 2 .1 in the DE/S): I) Western Area 
?ower Administration 's substation near Medicine 
Bow or 2) PacifiCorp 's 230-kV transmission line 
(currently being constructed to convey power from 
SeaWest Energy Corporation's windpower 
generating facility) (BLM 1995a, 1995b, 1997b). 
Surface mine (see Figure 2 .2 in the DE/S) 
development would include: facilities 
construction; erection of a dragline and an 
Archveyor (a patented continuous mining 
machine and conveyor used to access deep but 
surface-minable coal more efficiently than with 
surface or underground mining metIIods) (see 
Figure 2.3 in the DE/S); topsoil salvage; drilling, 
blasting, and removal of overburden; coal removal 
and transpon; and reclamation. On-site facilities 
would include: an office complex including 
administrative offices, changing and lunch rooms, 
sanitary facilities, and a service building; an 
equipment-ready area; a maintenanc.: shop; a 
water pump house; a fuel station; a storage yard ; 
a coal transfer station; a parking lot; a solid waste 
landfill ; the 115-kV power line; substations ; and 
an explosives ~torage area. 
Ponions of County Road 2/5 (see Figure 2 .1 in 
the DE/S) would be upgraded to haul road 
standards and used to access Highway 72. Access 
to various suppon facilities (substations, power 
line, drill sites, monitoring wells, etc.) would be 
via WDEQ-approved roads within the CBCPA 
wbich would be relocated periodically during the 
LOM . Roads that are 110 longer needed for mine 
operations would be reclaimed during interim 
reclamation. 
Arch bas ~roposed to haul coal from the CBCPA 
oorth on Highway 72 to the existing Seminoe II 
loadout (see Figure 2.1 in the DEIS) wbere it 
would be loaded onto trains. During scoping, 
BLM received many comments concerning the 
safety hazard presented by hauling coal (up to 
436 trips/day) through the town of Hanna. In 
response to these concerns , Arch ; the WDEQ, 
Abandoned Mine Lands Program (AML); 
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Wyoming OeparuneDt of Transportation; and 
Carbon County have initiated plans to construct a 
two-lane bridge and a 2-mi long road on private 
land east of Hanna between Highway 30/287 and 
the end of Highway 72 at Elmo (herein referred to 
as the Hanna Bypass) (see Figure 2 .1 in the 
OEIS). The Hanna Bypass would be a county 
road and available for public use before, during, 
and after mining. Funding for the project is being 
provided by Arch, AML, Wyoming 's Industrial 
Road Project, and Carbon County. The Hanna 
Bypass is a county project that does not involve 
any federal lands; therefore, it is included only in 
the cumulative impacts analysis in this EIS . 
Under the No Action Alternative, one mine permit 
application would be prepared to satisfy WOEQ 
requirements for baseline analyses of affected 
resources and detailed mine, reclamation, and 
mitigation plans. Whereas Clapter S.O in the 
OEIS presents generalized mitigation measures and 
performance standards for mine development and 
operation, the mi1>e permit application would 
include site-specific It'j tigation measures (e.g. , 
placement of erosion control devices , lOcation and 
construction of sediment ponds, drainage retention 
plans). 
Arch proposes 10 use two surface-mining methods 
at the Elk Mountain Mine: I) conventional 
drilling and blasting combined with a dragline for 
overburden and coal removal and 2) an 
Archveyor· continuous mining machine (see 
Figure 2 .3 in the OEIS) for mining coal on 
exposed highwalls . Approximately IS.OS million 
IOns of coal would be mined using a dragline and 
7 .40 million tons would be mined using the 
Archveyor-. 
in advance of the pit, and overburden removed 
with the dragline would be cast directly inlO a 
previously mined area and regraded . Thus, 
mining and backfilling would become a continuous 
operation, reducing the need to handle overburden 
material more than once. Pursuant 10 the 
approved reclamation schedule, salvaged IOpsoil 
would be replaced on regraded areas, and the area 
would be r~vegetated. Where possible, topsoil 
would be directly backhauled and placed on 
regraded areas . Large haul trucks (e. g ., 200-ton 
capacity) would haul coal from the pi ts to transfer 
stations where it would be loaded onto 
over-the-road haul trucks. 
Once a coal-bearing highwall has been exposed , 
additional coal would be mined using an 
Archveyor· which consists of a modified 
continuous miner coupled with an art iculated 
traveling conveyor system. The Archveyor-
would be computer-controlled to aulOmaticaily 
shear up and down within a coal seam, dumping 
cut coal onto the conveyor. The conveyor would 
be approximately S ft off the "ound and driven by 
40 horsepower motors spaced at 24.5-ft intervals. 
A loadout at the conveyor's terminus would 
elevate the coal so that it could be loaded into 
haulage trucks (either over-the-road or 2OO-ton 
haul trucks). 
Surface mining would begin with a pit in the 
southwestern portion of the CBCPA, and 
successive mining passes (i .e., topsoil salvage, 
Overburden removal, and coal removal) would be 
made parallel 10 the pit's northern face, so that 
initial mining would advance in a northeasterly 
direction C,see Figure 2 .2 in the DEIS). The 
Archveyor would be erected after approximately 
five passes, after which both mining medJods 
would be employed for the life of Ibe surface 
mine. The anticipated production rate would be 
between 1.3 and 3 .1 million IOns per year. 
The mining sequence would include: topsoil 
salvage; overburden drilling, blasting, and 
removal; and coal drilling, blasting, removal , and 
transport to a loadout! coal-handling facility Where 
the coal would be crushed and loaded onto trains 
for final transport. When the first pit is opened, 
topsoil and overburden would be salv,,,ed and 
stockpiled separately, and coal would be removed. 
As mining pro"esses, topsoil would be salvaged 
As part of the mining plan, Arch would leave a 
1000ft buffer of unmined land around Second and 
Third Sand Creeks (see Figure 2 .2 in the DEIS). 
The only impact would occur in 2002 when the 
dragline would be walked from the southwestern 
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10 the northeastern portion of the CBCPA during 
which Third Sand Creek would be crossed twice. 
At each crossing, a temporary pad , constructed 
according 10 WOEQ requirements and composed 
of gravel , would be placed in the stream channel 
10 provide a relatively level surface for draghne 
passage. Pad slopes would be. stabilized using 
riprap, netting, or other appropnate matenal, and 
sediment fences or other sediment uapPlDg deVices 
would be placed at the base of the P~ ~uch that, 
if a slOrm occurs while the pad IS ID place, 
sediments would DOt be transported downstream. 
Pads would be in place no longer than 3-4 days; 
after the dragline passes, pads would be removed 
according to a WDEQ-approved plan. The 
dragline walk road would be reclaimed from 
7S0 ft wide 10 200 ft wide and used as a haul road 
for the remaining LOM. Culverts would be 
installed where the haul road crosses Third Sand 
Creek in accordance with the WDEQ-approved 
mining plan. 
Reclamation would be completed throughout the 
LOM as construction and mined-<lut areas are. no 
longer required for operations . A dewled 
reclamation plan, including a reclamation 
schedule, would be developed for the ROWs and 
the mine permit pursuant to BLM and WDEQ 
regulations . Once construction is co~plete, all 
diswrbed areas not required for operallons would 
be reclaimed. Arch will tinish reclaiming the 
existing Medicine Bow and Seminoe U Mines and 
then transfer reclamation personnel and eqUipment 
to the Elk Mountain Mine. No more than four 
successive cuts would be made before spoils piles 
from previous cuts are re"aded, IOpsoiled, and 
revegetated. When mining is complete, the 
postmining IOpo"aphy would be restored to the 
approximate original contour or an approved 
equivalent. Slopes would be re"aded, topso.iled, 
and revegetated . Facilities, includlDg power hnes, 
would be removed to at least 6 .0 inches below 
ground level , and facilities areas would be 
reclaimed as required by the WDEQ-approved 
reclamation plan. The final topography would be 
similar to the premining IOpography, but 
postroining slope gradients would be slightly less 
steep (e.g ., 0-12% compared with 0-13%). 
Each phase of reclamation (i .e. , postconstruction, 
interim, and final reclamation) would involve the 
following steps . Spoils would be regraded 10 ~ 
WDEQ-approved postmining IOpography . TopSOil 
would be replaced on graded spoils and tilled and 
treated 10 prepare the seedbed. Tillage and 
treatment methods would vary depending on soil 
type and landscape position , but would pr~bably 
include ripping, discing, and poSSible addl!lon of 
soil amendments. Prepared areas would be seeded 
with an approved seed mixwre, and newly seeded 
areas would be protected, as appropnate, from 
wind and water erosion, grazing by livestock and 
wildlife, and unauthorized traffic using mulches, 
netting, fencing , signing, or other appropnate 
methods . Weeds would be controlled accordlDg 10 
an approved weed<ontroi program. The detailed 
reclamation plan would be included in the ROWs 
and mine permit. 
Final reclamation would begin in 2008 and would 
take approximately S years 10 complete (I.e., 
2012). 
Under the Proposed Action, BLM would hold a 
coal lease sale of the LBA tract (see Fi~re 1.2 in 
the OEIS), subject 10 coal lease stipulatiOns 
developed in the Planning Review I:.A (BLM 
1997a) and this EIS . Because the proposed proJ~ 
area is within an area of • checkerboard 
landownership (a pattern of alternating sections of 
federal , state, and private land), .the use of federal 
land is needed for optimal mJne development. 
This EIS analyzes a projected Proposed Action 
diswrbance area of up 10 4,896 acres (up 10 SO% 
more than under the No Action Alternative) from 
mining and from power line, railroad, and road 
corridors outside the LBA tract (see Table 2 .2 In 
the DEIS). Surface landownership of diswrbed 
lands would include approximately 4,320 acres of 
private land, 179 acres of s~ land, and 397 acres 
of BLM-administered pubhc land. 
Surface mining would occur as described for the 
No Action Alternative with an additional 837 acres 
(a 26% increase) diswrbed because more coal 
would be surface-mined (see Table 2 .2 ID the 
DEIS). Underground mine development would 
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occur within the pits created by surface mining. 
Portals would bt constructed using continuous 
mining machines to cut the main entries to the 
underground coal. Additional on-site facilities 
would include an underground longwall mining 
system. Depending on the transportation option 
selected, the coal-handling facility (used to load 
coal into railcars) would bt located within the 
CBCPA or near Medicine Bow. Two additional 
IIS-kV substations would bt required to operate 
underground mine equipment and the 
coal -handl ing facility . Onu the underground mine 
is near full production, the existing Seminoe" 
loadout facility would bt disassembled and 
reclaimed according to Arch's currently approved 
reclamation plan (permit No. 377-T4). Facilities 
and transportation corridor construction (e.g., 
coal-handling facility, haul roads, a railroad) 
would create up to 789 acres of additional 
disrurbance, for a total surface disrurbance of up 
to 4,898 acres . 
Arch's proposed transportation plan would include 
6 years (2000-2005) of hauling coal via the 
primary haul road west to Highway 72, north on 
Highway 72 to Hanna Junction, east on 
Highway 30/287 to the Hanna Bypus, and then 
north on the Hanna Bypus to the Seminoe" 
loadout (see Figure 2.1 in the DEIS). Concurrent 
w;!h underground mine development, Arch 
proposes to construct a railroad between the 
CBCPA and the Union Pacific Railroad near 
Medicine Bow (see Figure 2.4 in the DEIS), and 
btgiMing in 2005, all coal (except for local 
customers) would bt hauled via rail. However, in 
response to public concern about haul truck traffic 
on Highway 72, BLM has developed additional 
transportation options. Selection of one or more 
transportation options over Arch's proposal to haul 
coal on Highway 72 for the first 6 years of mining 
would alleviate the safety hazards and maintenance 
concerns for Highway 72, but would also hive 
ramifications for other resources such as wildlife, 
visual resources, air emissions, dC. Any ROWs 
outside the permit area would include a 
BLM-approved ROW reclamation plan . 
Environmental consequences of each option are 
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analyzed as part of the Proposed Action in 
Chapter 4.0 of this EIS . 
As part of the Proposed Action. Arch would 
prepare a detailed Resource Recovery and 
Protection Plan (R2P2) for BLM and two mine 
permit applications for WDEQ. The R2P2 would 
describt how the proposed operation would meet 
MLA requirements for diligent development, 
production, resource recovery and proleCtion (i.e .• 
efficient recovery of the federal coal reserves). 
continued operation, maximum economic 
recovery, and !he rules of 43 CFR 3480 for the 
LOM. MLA requires that. btfore conducting any 
federal coal development or mining operation on 
federal coal leases, the operator must submit an 
R2P2 within 3 years of the effective date of the 
lease. The lessee is obligated to mine according to 
the approved R2P2 or face lease suspension or 
cancellation. Two mine permit applications would 
bt prepared to satisfy Office of Surface Mining 
(OSM) and WDEQ requirements for baseline 
analyses of affected resources and detailed mine, 
reclamation. and mitigation plans. 
Under the Proposed Action, the surface mine 
would bt developed and operated as described for 
the No Action Alternative although more coal 
would bt mined using surface-mining methods . 
Larle trucks (e·I ., 2OO-ton capacity) would haul 
coal from the pits to transfer sWions or 
coal-bandling facilities, dependinl on the 
transportation option selected. Of the 34.S million 
tons of surface-minable coal, an estimated 
31.1 million tons (90~) would bt recovered (2S~ 
more than for the No Action Alternative). Of the 
197.1 million tons of uoderlTound-minable coal, 
88.02 million tons (4S~) would bt recovered. 
The anticipated production rate would bt between 
1.3 and 7.7 million tons per year. 
Underground mininl would bt performed usinl a 
standard lonl"'all mining system which utilizes I 
shearinl device with two rowinl drums for 
cuttin& coal , a self-propelled hydraulic roof 
suppon, and a conveyor to continuously mine coal 
(see Figure 2.10 in the DEIS). Durinl the fint 
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year of underground mine development (2003). 
main entries (the South Mains) would bt cut in 
Section 34. T.20 N., R.80 W. (see Figure 2.9 in 
the FEIS). During the second year. additional 
main entries (the East Mains) would bt cut in 
Section 29 . T.2 l N .• R.79 W. The South and 
East Mains would intersect underlround in 
Section 24, T.21 N., R.80 W. 
Main entries would bt cut us ing continuous mining 
machines equipped with rotating drums with bits 
that cut coal directly from an exposed coal face 
and load it on to a conveyor or into shuttle cars. 
which haul it to a conveyor. Main entries would 
bt initiated at the base of the highwalls exposed by 
surface mining and would follow the Johnson 
Seam down to approximately 600-800 ft , where 
most underlround mininl would occur . The East 
and South Mains would bt approximately 2.0 mi 
and 3.3 mi long, respectively, and approximately 
18 ft wide and 10 ft high . 
The continuous miners would then cut around 
blocks (referred to as panels) of underground coal 
(see Figure 2.11). Each panel would bt 
approximately 1.000 ft wide and 10,000 ft long. 
Onu the South and East Mains intersect (in 
Section 24, T.21 N., R.80 W.) and the first few 
panels have been developed, a lonl"'all mininl 
system would bt installed at the western end of the 
southwestemmost panel . 
While the continuous miners continue to develop 
lon""all panels, the lon""all mininl system would 
mine from the exposed coal face ~f each panel. 
The lon""all mining system would bt equipped 
with a shearer that bas two rOWing drums for 
cutting coal , a self-advancing hydraulic roof 
suppon system, and a conveyor to trlDSpon coal . 
The rowing drums would move down and up 
along the coal face, cuttinl approximately 
18 inches with each pass. The hydraulic roof 
suppon system would automatically move towards 
the receding coal face, and the roof would bt 
allowed to cave into mined-out areas. Cut coal 
would fall onto a chain conveyor to bt transported 
to a tailgate conveyor and up to the ground surface 
via the east mains, where it would bt temporarily 
stockpiled in a storage barn. For panels on the 
western side of the mine, mining would occur 
from west to east along the coal face . At the end 
of each pass, the drum and roof suppon system 
would bt walked back to the western end for 
another pus . This pattern would bt reversed on 
the eastern side. 
The underground mine would bt ventilated with 
exhaust fans along the portals and venical air 
shafts located on the South and East Mains. 
At the coal-bandling facility , raw coal would bt 
dumped into storage barns or a hopper in a 
crushing building, wbere the coal would bt sized 
to 2 inches and then conveyed to storage silos or 
to a tipple equipped with an automatic sampling 
system and scales. Coal would bt loaded into 
railcars from the tipple. The entire facility would 
bt fully enclosed to minimize fugitive dust 
emissions . 
Estimated production rates for the underground 
mine would rlllle from 0.3 to 6.6 million tons per 
year. Total production from combined surface and 
underground operations would range from 1.3 to 
7.7 million tons per year. 
Nine additional alternatives were considered but 
not analyzed in detail. 
• Prohibit mining of the tract. 
• Hold a competitive lease sale of other tract 
configurations to make the LBA tract 
attractive to other bidden. 
• Hold a competitive lease sale for a 
BLM-preferred tract configuration. 
• Postpone competitive lease sale. 
Hold a competitive lease sale for 
surface-minable coal only (exclude furure 
leasing of underground reserves). 
• Hold a competitive lease sale for 
underground reserves only. 
• Alternative mining plans (resource 
protection alternatives). 
Alternative mining methods. 
Upgrade Highway 72 to four lanes. 
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The following critical elements of the human 
environment would he affected or potentially 
affected by the No Action Alternative and the 
Proposed Action: air quality, culwral resources, 
floodplains, Native American religion concerns, 
threatened and endangered species, hazardous or 
solid wasl<$, water quality, and wetlands/riparian 
zones. This EIS also discusses the critical 
elements of environmental justice and wilderness. 
In addition to critical elements, this EIS discusses 
potential effects of the proposed project on 
climate, topography/physiography, geology, 
minerals , geologic hazards, paleontological 
resources , water quantity and use, soils and 
watershed, noise, odor, electric and magnetic 
fields, vegetation, wildlife and fisheries, 
socioeconomics, surface ownership and use, and 
visual resources. 
Air quality in the region is generally good (BLM 
I 995a). The CBCPA is located entirely within the 
Laramie Air Basin, which is desipated as a 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) 
Class II area under the WDEQ, Air Quality 
Division (AQD) Implemeotltion Plan (BLM 
1987a: 152-168). PSD Qass II areas are those that 
may he developed, and the release of limited 
concentrations of certain pollutants over Qass II 
PSD increments is permitted as long as National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards are maintained 
(AQD 1989) and emissions are within the PSD 
Qass II increment. The nearest PSD Qass I area 
(an area where little air quality deterioration is 
allowed) is the Savage Run Wilderness, located 
approximately 30 mi soutb-southwest of the 
CBCPA. Although the Savage Run Wilderness 
Area is not a federally mandaIed PSD Qass I area, 
it has the legal requirement to he managed as a 
Qass I area under the Wyoming Air Quality 
Standards and Regulations. Other Qass I areas in 
the region include the Bridger Wilderness in 
Wyoming and the Mourn Zirkel Wilderness in 
Colorado. 
Fugitive dust (uncoMrOlled wind-arried particles) 
from nalural sources, surface coal mines, highway 
construction, roads, and OIher types of 
development or diswrb8DCeS (e.g ., recreation and 
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livestock grazing) increases the ambient level of 
suspended particullle$ in and adjacent to the 
CBCPA, especial ly during dry windy periods. 
Visibility in the region is very good (general ly 
greater than 70 mi), and fine panicles are 
considered to he the main source of visibility 
degradation. 
Air pollutant emissions would he highest in 2005 
(see Table 4 .2 in the DEIS); during this year, no 
exceedances of National Ambient Air Quality 
Su.odards or Wyoming Ambient Air Quality 
Standards are anticipated at or heyond the CBCPA 
boundary. This demonstration indi.:al<$ that, 
during mine operation, pollutant concentrations in 
ambient air at areas of public access will he within 
the standards developed by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and the WDEQ 
for the protection of public health . Furthermore, 
all concentration contributions are smaller than 
applicable PSD increments. Air quality 
monitoring stations would he established prior to 
mine development in accordance with ClIapter I, 
Section 21(f)(iv) of the Wyoming Air Quality 
Standards and Regulations, and air quality would 
he monitored for the LOM. 
The proposed coal mines and transponation 
corridors would he located primarily in the Carbon 
Basin, a deep strucrural and topograpbic basin 
composed of 11,000-14,000 ft of sedimentary 
rocks. The Carbon Basin is separated from the 
Hanna Basin by a nortbeast-treoding anticline that 
forms Simpson Ridge. Elevation within the 
CBCPA ranges from 6 ,820 ft in the floodplain of 
Second Sand Creek to 7,660 ft on Simpson Ridge. 
Relief between plains and rid,es is typically leas 
than 200 ft . The landscape is composed of rolling 
bills, relatively flat oodplains and uplands, 
deeply dissected valleys, and steep ridees. In the 
CBCPA, drainage is predominantly to the 
east-northeast via Third and Second Sand Creeks, 
which are tributaries to the Medicine Bow River 
(see Filllfe 3.4 in the DEIS). In the Simpson 
Rid,e vicinity, drainage is to the northeast into 
Fint Sand Creek. The transponation corridor 
areas also ultimately drain into the Medicine Bow 
River via ephemeral channels, although a small 
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ponion of runoff drains into playas with no 
outlets. The project area is within the Medicine 
Bow River watersbed which is within the North 
Platte River watershed . 
The No Action Alternative and Proposed Action 
would have widespread, long-term, and permanent 
effects on topography. During mining, direct 
impacts to topography would include sbon- and 
long-term disruption of the landscape due to pit 
excavation and the development of a 175- to 200-ft 
highwall and 1000ft bigh spoil piles . After 
reclamation, topography in surface-mined areas 
(including areas mined with the Archveyor) 
would he similar to premine topography, with the 
exception that the overall landscape would he 
somewhat flatter and approximately 10 ft lower 
because coal has been removed . Impacts to 
topography due to underground mining would 
include the subsidence of approximately 
7,322 acres (257 acres of which would already he 
affected by surface mining), which would result in 
a gradual lowering of the landscape. Topographic 
impacts would also likely alter snow distribution 
patterns within and adjacent to mined areas. 
Lowering of the landscape due to coal removal and 
subsidence would DOt constiWte a significant effect 
on the human environment, and none of the 
topographic impacts would violate management 
objectives. 
Coal reserves in the CBCPA are predominantly 
contained in the Hanna Formation. There are an 
estimated 34.5 million tons of low-sulpbur 
biwmiooussurface-minablecoal and 197.1 million 
tons of underground-minable coal within the 
CBCPA. 
Compared with other coal beds, the Johnson Seam 
(the principal seam proposed for mining), wbich 
occurs at the base of the Hanna Formation, is most 
consistent in quality, distribution, and thickness 
and thus is the most imponant seam within the 
Hanna Formation (Morrison-Knudsen Company, 
Inc. 1977). In areas proposed for surface-mining, 
depth of the Johnson Seam ranges from 0 to 200 ft 
below the ground surface. In areas proposed for 
underground mining, the Johnson Seam is 
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200-600 ft underground. Thickness ranges from 
very thin or absent up to 32 ft and averages 
approximately 11- 12 ft . The Johnson Seam 
contains few panings, but sbaley zones 
(1 .0-2.0 inches thick) are common throughout the 
seam. 
Under the No Action Alternative, removal and 
eventual combustion of approximately 
22.45 million tons of surface-recoverable coal 
would constiWte a significant impact because it is 
nonrenewable. Approximately 209 . 15 million tons 
of surface- and underground-minable (see 
Table 1.1 in the DEIS) coal would he bypassed. 
This would also constiwte a significant impact. 
Under the Proposed Action, an estimated 
119.12 million tons of surface- and underground-
recoverable coal would he removed and evenrually 
combusted (431 % more than for the No Action 
Alternative). This would constiWte a significant 
impact because it is nonrenewable. An estimated 
112.48 million tons of surface- and underground-
minable coal would he bypassed ; this would also 
constiWte a significant impact. 
Oil, gas, and other mineral exploration and 
development would he permitted in the CBCPA 
for the LOM as long as exploration and 
development would not interfere with coal mine 
development and operations. The potential for 
near-fuwre oil and gas development in the CBCPA 
is slight. 
Imponant paleontological resources on CBCP A 
(fossils of scientific significance) are not likely to 
he directlt (Le. , destroyed due to mining or 
Archveyor subsidence) or indirectly (i .e. , 
collected by unauthorized personnel) impacted by 
the project because there is low potential that 
important paleontological resources occur in the 
CBCPA. While the formations within the CBCPA 
are known to contain imponant fossils elsewhere 
in the Carbon and Hanna Basins, results of a field 
survey for fossils showed that there was little 
potential to encounter important fossils during 
mine development and operation (Winterfeld 
1997); therefore, DO significant impacts are 
anticipated . 
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As part of the mine pennit application, Arch 
would be required to prepare a detailed soil 
handling plan (e.g., amount to be salvaged by soil 
type, locations and volumes of topsoil stockpiles, 
topsoil stockpile protection measures) and a 
detailed soil replacement and reclamation plan, 
including specific soil trea!ments needed to restore 
productivity. Because soils would be protected for 
the LOM and productivity would be restored 
during reclamation, impacts to soils under the No 
Action Alternative and the Proposed Action would 
not be significant. 
The normal annual precipitation (12 inches) in the 
CBCPA vicinity produces approximately 
0.13 cubic feet per second (cfs) of runoff per 
square mile of drainage area. Runoff occurs 
mainly as a result of summer thunderstorms and 
rain showers; however, a small portion results 
from snowmelt (Mesilla Valley Engineers, Inc. 
1977). Runoff events are of high intensity and 
shon duration. 
The principal drainaies within the CBCPA are 
Second and Third Sand Creeks, which are 
tributaries of the Medicine Bow River, the only 
perennial stream in the viCinity (see Figure 3.4 in 
the DEIS). The extreme nonhwest corner of the 
project area is drained by First Sand CreeIc. 
Second Sand Creek flows eut through the CBCP A 
and intersects the Medicine Bow River 
approximate1y 3 mi eut of the CBCPA. Third 
Sand Creek flows southeut and then turns 
nonheut, leaves the CBCPA, and flows 2.S mi to 
its confluence with Second Sand Creek. 
Watershed areu for Second and Third Sand 
Creeks are 12.0 square (sq) mi and 10.7 sq mi. 
respectively. The southwestern portion of the 
CBCPA lies in a closed buin approximately 
9.4 sq mi in size. 
As part of the permit to mine, Arch would be 
required to prepare a deWIed surface water 
protection plan which would include provisions for 
diversions, sediment ponds, chatmel modifications 
and restorations. and surface water monitoring. 
ChatmeI and drainaie restoration plans would be 
included in the WDEQ-approved reclamation plan. 
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Therefore, no significant surface water impacts are 
anticipated . 
The Lewis Shale outcrops around the entire 
Carbon Basin, with the exception of a small area 
: 1 the basin's nonhwestern end , forming a 
bowl-shaped layer of relatively impervious 
nwerial and thereby separating the overlying 
aquifer system from regional aquifers (BLM 1979; 
Vaughn Hansen Associates, Inc. 1982) (see 
Figure 3.S in the DEIS). The Lewis Shale almost 
completely eliminates hydrologic connection 
berween the CBCPA and the Medicine Bow River. 
Alluvial aquifers along the Medicine Bow River 
overlie the Lewis Shale and the Medicine Bow 
Formation but are not in contact with the Hanna 
Formation. 
Impacts to groundwater within the Carbon Basin 
would include: 
• direct groundwater consumption at a rate 
of up to 126,000 gallons per day; 
• indirect groundwater loss due to 
evaporation; 
• temporary loss and permaDent alteration of 
coal and overburden aquifers due to 
mining and subsidence; 
• direct impaclS to groundwater users due to 
groundwater consumption and drawdown 
in areu adjacent to the proposed mines; 
• possible very long-term (thousands of 
years) reduction in groundwater quality in 
the replaced overburden aquifer or 
overburden that is broken during 
subsidence; and 
• accidernal temporary pollution caused by 
UDWanted discharges to groundwater. 
Arch would be required to implement a LOM 
groundwatering monitoring program, and thus 
impacts to groundwater would DOl be significant. 
Compliuce with Mine Safety and Health 
Administration (MSHA) rules, potential loss of 
hearing. or increued DOise levels that would 
adversely affect local residents' ability to sleep or 
perform daily tub are primary concerns for DOise 
management within the CBCPA and along the 
JI 
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transponation corridors. The analyses presented 
in th is EIS show that noise impacts usociated with 
the No Action Alternative and the Proposed Action 
would not be significant . 
Sl6ebrush shrubland (11 ,867 acres), mixed 
shrub/rough breaks (3 ,S08 acres), bottomland 
shrub (1,346 acres), and grass /subshrub 
(865 acres) constiNte 96" of the total naturally 
occurring vegetation within the CBCPA (see 
Table 3.13). Approximate1y 2" of the total 
project area was previously disrurbed by mining 
and has been reclaimed or is currently disNrbed 
due to roads, pipelines, and abandoned mines. 
The remaining land area (2" of the CBCPA) 
consists of bottomland grasslands, playas, 
reservoirs/stockponds, greasewood flats , hay 
meadows, and cottonwood bottoms. 
As part of the permit to mine, Arch would be 
required to prepare a detailed reclamation plan 
which would include procedures for establishing 
self-sustaining plant communities and standards for 
revegetation success. Arch would be required to 
post a reclamation bond which would DOt be 
released until revegetation success standards have 
been met. Thus, DO significant impacts to 
vegetalion would occur under the No Action 
Alternative or the Proposed Action. 
There are more than 30 potential wetlands 
(approximately ISO acres) within the CBCPA (see 
Figure 3.4 in the DEIS). Most wetlands occur 
adjacent to the Medicine Bow River (up to O.S mi 
from the main channel) where periodic flooding 
has caused the development of wetland hydrologic, 
vegetative , and soil ; characteristics . 
Approximately 30 acres of wetlands 
(impoundments and springs) occur along Second 
and Third Sand Creeks and are classified as 
temporarily, seasonally, or semipermanently 
flooded. Additionally, 23 potential wetlands, most 
of which are less than 1 acre in size, occur in 
small depressions and playas throughout the 
CBCPA. 
Arch would be required to develop a wetland 
mitigation plan, in consultation with WDEQ and 
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the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which would 
be implemented during final reclamation such that 
wetlands would be restored acre-for-acre (or more) 
and wetland values and functions (Le ., hydrologic 
and ecologic characteristics) would be similar to 
premine conditions. In addit ion to mitigation 
requirements for jurisdictional wetlands, it is the 
BLM's policy to protect all w.etlands located on 
BLM-administered surface. On those areu where 
BLM owns the coal and the surface is privately 
owned, the BLM would discuss wetland protection 
with the surface owner. Therefore, impacts to 
wetlands would not be significant. 
The topography, soils, water resources, and 
vegetalion within the CBCPA provide habitats 
used by numerous wildlife species (see Table 3.15 
in the DEIS). Four big game marnmaI species 
occur on or adjacent to the CBCPA: pronghorn, 
mule deer, white-tailed deer , and elk. An 
additional 67 marnmaI species are known to occur 
or are likely to occur in the vicinity of the 
CBCP A. Predator species known to occur or 
potentially occurring in the area are coyote, red 
fox, swift fox, gray fox , black bear, raccoon, 
ermine, long-tailed weasel, black-footed ferret, 
mink. badger, western spotted skunk, striped 
skunk. moumain lion, and bobcat (Clark and 
Stromberg 1987; TRC Mariab Associates Inc. 
[TRC Mariab) I99S; Intermountain Resources, 
Inc. 1997; Luce et aI . 1997). Lagomorph species 
include desen cottontail, mountain cottontail , 
black-tailed jackrabbit, and white-tailed jackrabbit 
(Clark and Stromberg 1987; TRC Mariab 1995; 
Intermountain Resources, Inc. 1997; Luce et aI. 
1997). Sciurids (i .e ., squirre1s) known to occur or 
potentially occurrin~ within the CBCPA include 
yellow pine, least, and Uinta chipmunks; 
yellow-bellied marmot; Wyoming, thirteen-lined, 
a'ld golden-mantled ground squirrels; white-tailed 
prairie dog; and eutern fox and red squirrels 
(Clark and Stromberg 1987; TRC Mariab 1995; 
Intermountain Resources, Inc. 1997; Luce et aI . 
1997). Other rodents in the area include nonhem 
pocket gopher, olive-backed and silky pocket 
mice, Ord's kangaroo rat. beaver, western harvest 
mouse, deer mouse, white-footed mouse, nonhem 
grasshopper mouse, bushy-tailed woodrat, several 
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species of voles (i.e.. southern red-backed. 
heather. montane. long-tailed. prairie. and 
sagebrush). muskrat. western jumping mouse. and 
porcupine. Several species of shrews (Le .• 
masked. pygmy. dusky. dwarf. water. and 
Merriam's) and bats (i .e .• pallid bat. little brown 
myotis. long-Ieged myotis. fringed myotis. 
small-footed myotis. Townsend's pale big-ared 
bat. big brown bat. and hoary bat) also are known 
to occur or may occur on the CBCP A (Clark and 
Stromberg 1987; personal communication. August 
IS. 1997. with Bob Luce. Nongame Biololist. 
Wyoming Game and Fish Department [WGFD)) 
(see Appendix A in the DEIS). 
The entire CBCPA is considered suitable habitat 
for raptor hunting. foraging. and perching. Raptor 
species observed within or adjacent to the CBCPA 
include turkey vulture. osprey. bald eagle. 
northern harrier. sharp-shinned h.wk. northern 
goshawk. broad-winged hawk. Swainson' , ha ... k. 
red-tailed h .... k. ferruginous h.wk. rough-Ieged 
h .... k. golden eagle. American kestrel. merlin. 
peregrine falcon. prairie falcon. great homed 0 ... 1. 
... estern burrowing 0 ... 1. shon-ared 0 ... 1. and 
northern saw-whet owl (TRC Mariab 1995; 
Intermountain Resources. Inc. 1997; WGFD 
1mb). Other raptor species poIaIIiaJly occurring 
... ithin or adjacent to the CBCPA are Cooper's 
h .... k. barn 0 ... 1. and long-ared 0 ... 1 (Scott 1987; 
Russell 1990; WGFD 1994; TRC Mariab 1995; 
Luce et aI . 1997). Most breeding species in the 
area migrate south to more hospitable climatea 
during the winter; however. golden eagles. bald 
eagles. and great homed owls remain year-round. 
Rough-Ieged h .... ks move into the CBCP A during 
the ... inter and migrate north during the breeding 
season. Peregrine falcons have been observed 
hunting adjacent to the CBCP A (TRC Mariab 
1995). 
One hundred seventy-five intact raptDr DeItS ... ere 
located within the S9.22S-1Cre (94-mf) wildlife 
survey area in 1997 (see Table 3.16 in the DEIS). 
for a total density of 1.86 DeItS per mI' and 
0 .32 active nest per mI' (Intermountain Resources. 
Inc. 1997). 
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Two species of upland game birds-sage grouse 
and mourning dove--and approximately 
148 passerine species occur within the CBCPA. 
The mourning dove is a common breeding bird in 
the CBCPA. and a number of waterfo ... 1 species 
have been observed on the various impoundments. 
reservoirs. and perennial creeks and rivers within 
and immediately adjacent to the area. 
Five threatened. endangered. or candidate (TE&C) 
wildlife species have been dccumented or 
potentially occur on the CBCPA (black-footed 
ferret. bald eagle. peregrine falcon. mountain 
plover. and swift ('x) (see Table 3.18 in the 
DEIS). Thiny-six additional U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) and/or Wyoming state 
species of concern occur or potentially occur in the 
CBCPA. 
The EIS analysis shows that the proposed mine(s) 
... ould result in locally significant impacts for 
crucial winter range and overlapping crucial ... inter 
ranges for pronghorn and mule deer and for sage 
grouse strutting grounds and breeding babitat 
... here habitat is removed; however. with 
mitigation. mine development and operation should 
DOt have • significant impact at the regional 
population level and management objectives would 
be met for all ... ildlife resources. Direct avian 
monality due to collisions ... ith vehicles. po ... er 
lines. etc .. ... ould constitute an illegal take under 
the Endongeru Spedes Aa. the Migf'QIory Bird 
Tre4ty Aa. and/or the &Id Eagle Protect/on Act. 
depending On the affected species and ... ould 
constitute. significant impKt. 
A total of 160 cultural resources sites bas been 
recorded vithin the CBCPA; 114 sites are 
prehistoric. 37 are bistoric. and nine are 
multicomponent-<ontaining both prehistoric and 
bistoric resources. Situ recommended as eligible 
for nominllion to the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP) include the Johnson. Kent. Black 
Diamond. and Richardson Mines and the Johnson 
winter ranch beldquaners. and four of the 
multicomponent lites have components thll are 
recoJDJDended as potentially eli,ible. The 
remaining sites are recommended as not eligible. 
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All eligible sites would either be avoided or 
otherwise mitigated via an ageney-approved dill 
recovery program. At the time of FEIS 
preparation. the aass m inventory repon was in 
agency review. and it ... as not known wbich sites 
the agencies (BLM. State Historic Preservation 
Office [SHPOI. WDEQ. and OSM) wOi21d 
designate as eligible. Agency determination of 
eligibility would be required prior to implementing 
a testing program to determine the Significance of 
potentially eligible sites. Native American 
consultation will be conducted to determine NRHP 
eligibility of sites irnponant to Native Americans. 
With mitigation and monitoring. mine development 
and operation would DOt cause siJDificant impacts 
to cultural resources. 
Mine development and operation ... ould continue 
employment opponunities for workers no ... 
employed II Arch's Medicine Bow and Seminoe D 
surface coal mines. both of which ... iII likely be 
mined out by the year 2000. Continued or 
increased employment ... ouId be significant and 
beneficial . Property values at the N/S Livestock 
Company and Johnson Ranches would decrease for 
the LOM. ...bich ... ould constitute • significant 
impKt. 
Communities ... ithin Carbon County. entities ... ith 
interests in the area. and individuals ... ith ties to 
the area all h.ve concerns about the presen~ of 
coal mine(s) in the area. With regards to 
environmental justice issues affecting Native 
American tribes or groups. the CBCPA contains 
DO tribal lands or Native American communities. 
and no treaty rights or Native American trust 
resources are kno ... n to exist for this area. 
There could be. 1.140" increase in truck tnffic 
depending on the leasing alternllive and 
transponation options selected (see Table 4 .17 in 
the DEIS). Traffic volume (up to 914 vehicles per 
d.y) could ex.:eed High .... y 72 desiJD standards 
(744 vehicles per d.y). Arch is currently 
negotilling ... ith the Wyoming Department of 
Transponation to develop mitigllion for this 
impKt ... hich. without mitigation. ...ould be 
significant. Loss of life and property due to 
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accidents would also constitute a siJDificant 
impKt. The increased traffic volume would 
increase the likelihood of traffic accidents. 
especially II intersections such as the junction of 
High .... ys 72 and 30/287 wbere baul trucks 
returning to the mine ... ould b.ve to make • 
left-hand turn across traffic. No other impacts 
would be significant because DO violations of 
Wyoming Department of Transponation 
regulations ... ould occur. 
Major land uses within and adjacent to the project 
area are agriculture (primarily cattle and sheep 
grazing); wildlife habitat; dispersed outdoor 
recreation (e.g . • huntin,. biking. camping. wildlife 
observation. nature photograpby. and off-road 
vehicle use); and oil and natural gas explorllion. 
development. and transponation. Mining ... as. 
previous land use. as exhibited by the numerous 
abandoned mines in the CBCPA. 
Surveys of Carbon County residents conducted 
recently as part of the devdopment of • Carbon 
County land use plan suggested. need to balance 
the cooservllion of natural resources and the 
economic viability of resoun:e-based industries in 
the county; bo ... ever. commercial miniDg activities 
... ere viewed favorably by 54" of those 
responding to the queation (Pedersen Planning 
ConsultatDS 1997). The Carbon County Land Use 
Plan (pedersen Planning ConsultatDS 1997) 
recommends thll areas in the county suitable for 
surface or underground coal mining be designated 
to accommodate those uses. 
The CBCP A and most of the traDSponation 
corridors are within • Visual Resource 
Management (VRM) aw m area. The 
north ... estern portion of corridon B-1. B-2. B-3. 
C-I. and C-2 are ... ithin • VRM aw IV area. 
VRM objectives for aass m areas allo ... moderate 
changes to the existing landscape. but management 
activities associated ... ith these changes should DOt 
dominate the view of the casual observer and 
changes should repear the basic elements of the 
charKteristic landscape. VRM objectives for 
Class IV areas allo ... chan,es thll may subordinate 
the original composition and charKter. but reflect 
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what could be • natural occurrence in the 
landscape. 
There has been little development within the 
CBCP A and along the transportation corridors 
such that the natural visual quality is relatively 
undisturbed. Existing developments that currently 
affect visual quality include roads, pipelines, 
telecommunications lines, power lines, mines, 
PlCifiCorp's 23O-kV transmission line, and oil and 
gas development. At the northern ends of the 
transportation corridors, other developments such 
as the towns of Hanna and Medicine Bow, the 
Seminoe U Mine, Miner's Subswion, and 
Higbway 301287 affect existing visual quality. 
Topo"apby would screen the mine for all but 
O.S mi a10nglDterstate 80 (1-80) and 1.0 mi along 
Higbway 72 (see Figure 4 .8 in the DE[S); 
therefore, the dragline and spoil piles would be 
visible for O.S-I .O minute off to the viewer's side 
and thus is not lilteIy to dominate the view of a 
cuual observer. Furthermore, most motorists in 
this area would be looking It EI!:c MoUDtain, wbich 
is a strikingly scaic feature and on the opposite 
side of [-80 and thus would draw anention away 
from the mine. [f the spoils and dragline were 
viewed head-on for several minutes, the mine 
would dominate the view, but given the 
circul1lSWlCes along [-80 and Highway 72 in the 
mine area, impacts are not expected to be 
significant. For off-bighway viewers (e.g . , 
travelers on County Road 3, rmcbers, 
recrealionists, eIC.) in the mine vicinity and 
residents of the N/S Livestock Company and 
Johnson Ranches, the mine would dominate the 
landscape and thus would s:gniticantly impact 
visual quality. However, the number of viewers 
would be relatively few. 
Arch evaiUlled potential bazardous wastes within 
the CBCPA using existing sources of information. 
The area was found to be free from obvious 
environmental delt"adllion within the scope of the 
hazardous substances and petroleum products 
idemified in the Comprehout~ EnvITOIIIIID/IQJ 
IUsponse, CompensaJion, and LillbiUry Act of 
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J 920. Potential sources of future contamination 
would include: 
• spilling, lealting, and/or dumping of 
hazardous substances, and/or petroleum 
products associated with mineral, coal , oil, 
and/or gas exploration and development 
and agricultural and livestock activities 
and 
• other sources of contamination not 
currently obvious or identiliable. 
The small amount of soil thlt potentially could be 
contaminated, coupled with appropriate and timely 
cleanup, would result in negligible potential soil 
implCts from accidental spills. Proper 
containment of oil and fuel in storage areas and 
location of flCilities away from drainages would 
limit potential surface and groundwater 
contamination and preclude Illy possible wildlife 
exposure. 
Since project operations would comply with all 
relevant federal and stale laws regarding hazardous 
materials and with directives idemified in the 
Hazardous Mllerials Management Plan and the 
Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures 
Plan for this project, no significant impact is 
antiCipated. 
Tbe primary irreversible and im:trievable 
commitment of resources would include labor, 
materials, and energy expended during mine 
development, operIlion, and reclamation; coal 
mining and eventual combustion; I\"OUndWIler 
consumption by mine equipment and loss via 
evaporllion; surfllce Wiler loss via evaporllion; 
soil loss through wind and Wiler erosion; loss of 
productivity (i .e., forage, wildlife babn.) from 
lands devoted to project activities during the time 
!bose lands are out of production and until they are 
successfully revegetated; inadvertent destruc:tion of 
paleonto[ogical or cultural resources; and 
It"-.:idental animal monality as discussed in the 
impact analysis in Chapter 4 .0. 
LOM fuel consumption under the No Action 
Alternative would be an estimated 12.71 million 
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gallons for IIUD1IIg and reclamation plus an 
additional 4 .87 million gallons for over-the-road 
coal haulage (see Table 4 .18 in the DE[S). Under 
the Proposed Action, LOM fuel consumpti.on 
would be an estimated 40.63 million gallons (a 
27.92 million gallon [220'1] increase over the No 
Action Alternative) for mining and reclamation 
plus an additional 0-33 .29 million gallons per year 
depending on the transporwion alternative 
selected. 
Under the No Acti('n Alternative, an estimated 
138.00 million kilowatt bours (kwb) would be 
required over the LOM (see Table 4 .19 in the 
DE[S). Electricity consumption would be "eIlest 
between 2001 to 2007 (approximately 
16.20 million kwblyr) . Tbe dragline, estimated to 
consume 0 .7 million kwblmonth, would be the 
I\"eIlest consumer of electricity under the No 
Action Alternative. Electricity consumption for 
the Archveyor- (2001-2010) would be 
approximately 0.3 million kwblmonth. Loadout 
facilities are estimated to consume 0 .15 million 
kwblmonth (1.8 million kwblyr), and genera! 
support facilities are estimated to use 0.2 million 
kwblmonth. 
Uoder the Proposed Action, approximately 
354.00 million kwb would be consumed over the 
LOM (216.00 million kwb more la IS7'1 
increase] than for the No Action Alternative). 
Consumption It the mine (i .e ., excluding 
transportation options) would be bighest between 
200S and 2010 wben an estimated 24.00 million 
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kwblmonth would be used. Electricity 
consumption rates for the lonpall mining system 
(2005-2020) and the continuous miners 
(2004-2020) would be approximately 0 .40 million 
and 0 .25 million kwblmonth, respectively. 
Only the conveyor transporwion option 
(options 7, 8, and [0) uses additional electricity, 
over-and-above the amount required for the 
Proposed Action. Under options 7 and 8, an 
additional ISS .S2 million kwb would be 
consumed; under option 10, an additional 
544.32 million kwb would be consumed. 
Chapter S.O in the DE[S reproduces, in their 
emirety, WDEQ's performance standards for 
surface and underl\"OUnd mines and BLM's 
mitigllion guidelines. These standards and 
guidelines were developed specifically for the 
purpose of environmental protection, and Arch 
would be required to comply with all of the 
applicable requirements. These reguJllions and 
guidelines have been reproduced because they 
provide the details of mitigation and monitoring 
required for this project but they may not be 
readily available to the public or other E[S 
reviewers for whom proposed mitigllions must be 
fully disclosed. Tbe environmental analysis 
presented in Chapter 4 .0 assumea thlt these 
miticllion measures would be s_fully 
implemented for the LOM. Tbe FElS includes a 
new Section S.4 wbich lists additional mitigllions, 
committed to by Arch, for implCts idemified 
during the DE[S. 
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:U NO ACTION, PROPOSED ACTION, AND ALTERNATIVES 
Page 2-1, column 2, paragraph I , line 4 . Replau 
"due to environmental considerations." with 
"based on results of Ibe coal screening process." 
Page 2- 1, column 2, paragrapb I, line 16. After 
"(Saddleback Hills) mines." add "The Proposed 
Action is BLM's preferred alternative." 
2.1.1 OycryjCW 
Page 2-5, column I , paragraph 3, line 2 . After 
"and end in 2007." add "The daus given in Ibis 
analysis are Ibe current estimaus of when mining 
would occur, but Ibe actual daus would depend on 
Ibe date of mine permit approval . " 
2,1.5 Power y"" IOd """m!jon Co(11lnldion 
Page 2-17, column 2 , paragraph 2, line 9. 
Replau "Suggested Practices for Raptor 
Protection on Power lines (Olendorff et al . 1981 )" 
wilb "MitigOling Bird Callisions with Power lines: 
1hL Stale of the Art in 1994 (APLIC 1994) and 
Suggested Practices for Raptor Protection on 
Power lines: 1hL Stale of the Art In 1996 
(APLIC 1996)" . 
2 2 4 I Mining Methods 
Page 2-36. Replau Figure 2.9 wilb Figure 2.9 on 
Ibe next page. 
2.4 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUf 
NOT ANALYZED IN DETAIL 
Page 2-53, column 2 , paragraph 4, line I. 
Rep!au "Eight" wilb "Nine". 
Page 2-54, column I . Before paragraph I , insert 
Ibe following par..grapbs. 
"No Action - No Mining Alternatiye. Under this 
al ternative, Ibe coal lease would not be offered for 
competit ive sale at this time. For purposes of th is 
analysis , the No Action-No Mining Alternative 
would assume that the adja.:eut private land and 
202A I-O I 
coal would not be developed. This alternative was 
not analyzed further for the follow ing re;o",-.s : 
I ) The CBCPA is :ocated in an _ " 1 of 
checkerboard landownership ( i.e . , 
alternating federal, state, and pr;·: ate 
lands). Ark owns over 70% of the land 
and approximately 60% of the co!l in the 
project area. Ark 's developtllc:nt of the 
Carbon Basin surfau coal mine is not 
cont ingent upon obtaining a federal coal 
lease in the project area. Ark also has the 
ability to access private coal lands wilbout 
BLM ROWs, although ROWs across 
federal land may be preferred by Arch , 
they are not requited . However, BLM 
cannot deny Ark reuonable access 
necessary to develop its private property. 
For this reuon, the No Action-No Mining 
Alternative is an alternative that would not 
be realized if chosen by the BLM AO and 
therefore is not a reuonable alternative. 
2) The No Action-No Mi~jng Alternative is 
not required to provide a baseline from 
which to compare other act ion 
alternatives . The CBCPA baseline levels 
of current activity and resource values are 
adeq1aldy described in Otapter 3.0 and in 
the existing disturbance description of the 
cumulative impact analysis . These 
baseline levels provide Ibe BLM AO and 
the public with sufficient information from 
which to make an informed decis ion on 
which action alternative is preferred 
(basel ine information has been added to 
Table 2 . 181 in the FEIS). 
3) The No Action and the Proposed Action 
as presented stress the reliance and the 
connectivity of the private and federal coal 
and related mining actions. As presented, 
the two action alternatives establish 
reuonable scenarios to mine the available 
coal resources and develop logical mining 
units . The federal action cannot stand 
alone because Ibe fede. aI coal cannot be 
economically mined wilbout Ibe private 
hold ings. The federal action is 
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Figure 2.9 Generalized Mining Plan, Elk Mountain and Saddleback Hills Mines. 
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inextricably connect<:d to private mining 
actions, so the impacu of both federal and 
private actions are also connect<:d. They 
are thus deseribed as such so that the 
public and decision-makers are fully 
informed of the impacu of both the federal 
and private actions . 
"BLM has analyzed the coal deposits in the project 
area to deler1lline the most reasonable way to mme 
the coal . If the federal coal is oot soldlleased and 
if the private coal is mined, then the federal coal 
located in these scanered parcels wouid be 
bypassed and 00 private underground coal would 
be mined. BLM's preferred alternative, therefore, 
is to lease the federal coal and to maximize the 
recovery of all other coal within the project area. 
2OlA1-41 
"The basis for the Proposed Action and No Action 
Alternatives is BLM's assumption that the private 
coal wiII be mined . This assumption is reasonable 
and true and, therefore, obviates the need for a No 
Action-No Mining Alternative." 
2.S SUMMARy OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACI'S 
Page 2-56, column 2, paragraph 3, line 4; 
Qange "Table 2.18." to "Tables 2 . 18 and 2.18a. 
Page 2-64, Table 2 . 18, Row 5, columns I and 5. 
Replace "0.75 mi " with " \.O mi" . 
Page 2-68 . After Table 2 .18, insert Table 2. 18a 
below . 
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Table 2 . 18a Baseline Conditions and Environmental Consequences of the No Action and Proposed 
Action Alternatives and Cumulative Project Impacu . 
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AslMtima1ed 
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IUrf_and 
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3_0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
3 1.2 Ajr Ouality 
Page 3-2, column 2, paragraph I, line 2. Replace 
"Although the State of Wyoming manages the 
Savage Run Wilderness as a Class I wilderness, it 
is not a federally mandated PSD Class I area (Le., 
it has not been designat<d Class I by congress and 
thus legally does not have to be managed as a 
Class I area) (BLM 1995a), and the state is not 
proposing to apply for a federal Class I 
designation (personal communication, June 1998, 
with Darla Potter, WDEQ)." with " Although the 
Savage Run Wilderness Area is not a federally 
mandated PSD Class I area, it has the legal 
requirement to be managed as a Class I area 
through the Wyoming Air Quality Standards and 
Regulations. " 
Page 3-2, column 2, paragraph 2, line 3. Replace 
"Chapter I, Section 22(j)" with "Chapter I, 
Section 21(f)(iv)" . 
3,1.3 ToDO!!oDby/PIJysioc[lDby 
Page 3-5 . Replace "Figure 3.2" with "Figure 3 .2" 
on the next page. 
3 I 5 4 Locatable Minerals 
Page 3-7, column I, paragraph 3, line 4 . Replace 
"Harris et al. 1985" with "Harris 1996" . 
Page 3-7, column 1. After paragraph 3 add "The 
Hanna Formation coals in the Carbon Basin 
contain uranium with a mean value of 3.9 parts 
per million (Glass et aI . 1980). Trace element 
analyses completed for two cores drilled in the 
CBCP A confirm the presence of uranium in Hanna 
Formation coals (personal communication, 
November 1998, with Bob Janssen, BLM). 
However, the amounts are small and not 
economically recoverable, so this resource is not 
addressed further ." 
202Al-Oi 
3 I 5 5 Salable MIDerals 
Page 3-7, column 2, paragraph I, line 10. 
Replace "Harris and Meyer 1986" with "Harr is 
1996". 
3 2 I Vegetation Communities 
Page 3-24, column 2 , paragraph I , line 1. 
Replace " Appendix A" with " Append ix B". 
3 2 I 3 Wetlands 
Page 3-28, column I, paragraph 3. At the 
begiMing of the paragraph add "Under Executive 
Order 11990 (May 24, 1977), federal agencies are 
directed to take action to minimize the destruction, 
loss, or degradation of wetlands and to preserve 
and enhance the natural and beneficial value of 
wetlands when carrying out programs that affect 
land use. It is the BLM's policy to protect all 
wetlands, whether determined to be jurisdictional 
or functional located on BLM-administered 
surface." 
3 2 2 I Big Game/Other Mammals 
Page 3-30, column I, paragraph 2, line IS. After 
"(WGFD 1997.) ." add "Other factors contributing 
to the decline of the prongh'lm herd include range 
and highway fences, land uses such as oil and gas 
cievelopment and coal mining, and habiw 
modifications (personal communication, October 
1998, with Steve Faceiani, WGFD)." 
Page 3-32, Table 3.1 4, Elk, Snowy Range Herd. 
Replace "4,900" with "6,000". Replace "7,000" 
with "6,000'", add footnote I "I 1997 posthunt 
population.", and after "Wildlife Management 
Coordinator, WGFD" add "and personal 
communication , October 1998, with Steve 
Faceiani, Deputy Director, WGFD ." 
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Figure 3.2 Stratigraphy of the Hanna Formation (Morrison-Knudsen Company, Inc. 1983). 
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Page 3-33, Table 3.15, footnote I . After "raptor" 
insert "nesting and foraging". 
Page 3-36, column I , paragraph 3, line S. 
Replace "4,900 animals , and the estimated 1996 
posthunt population was approximately 7,000 elk 
or 143~ of objective" with "6,000 animals , and 
the estimated 1997 posthunt popUlation was near 
the objective" . 
Page 3-36, column 2, paragraph 3, line 1. 
Replace "Predator" with "Carnivore" . 
3222 Birds 
Page 3-39, column 2, paragraph 2 . Add "Since 
many raptor species are known to nest within and 
adjacent to the CBCPA, the entire CBCPA is , for 
the purposes of this analysis , considered suitable 
nesting habitat." to the end of the paragraph . 
Page 3-44, column I , paragraph 3, line 3. 
Replace "(28~)" with "(78~)". 
Page 3-44, column 2. After paragraph 1 insert the 
following sentence as a paragraph : "Sage grouse 
popUlations have been declining throughout the 
range of the species for a number of reasons, 
including (but not necessarily limited to) reduction 
in amount and quality of habiw from human 
activities and possibly from naNrai suc:ces.sion and 
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reduced predator control (Braun et aI . 1977; Call 
n.d. ; Klebenow 1969)." 
3 2 2 4 fisheries 
Page 3-46, column 2, paragraph 2, line 9. 
Replace "brook trout" with "Iowa darter, fathead 
minnow, emerald shiner, bigmouth shiner -. 
Page 3-46, column 2, paragraph 2, line 12 . 
Replace "silver shiner" with "sand shiner" . 
323 I Wildlife 
Page 3-47, column I , paragrapb 3, line 4. 
Replace "1996" with "19960" , 
3232 Plan'" 
Page 3-56, column 2, paragraph 3, line S. 
Replace "70" with "79" . 
3,5.3 RCQ'CI1jon 
Page HiS, column 2 . After paragraph 2, insert 
the following paragraph: "Ac:ces.s to federal land 
within the CBCPA is limited by the checkerboard 
landownership pattern, and only 320 acres are 
legally accessible. Portions of Sections 28 and 32, 
T .21 N., R.79 W. are accessible via County 
Road 3. 
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES AND MITIGATION MEASURES 
Page 4-2, column 2, paragraph 2, line IS. After 
"Mountain;" add "Interstate 80; ". 
Page 4-2, column 2, paragraph 3, line 8. Delete 
" , big game,". Line 12. Delete the sentenee "Big 
game cumulative impacts were analyzed for each 
herd unit area." The big game cumulative impact 
analysis area was the ClAA sbown on Figure 4.1, 
page 4-3 , in the DEIS. 
Page 4-4, Table 4 .1, Mines. Replace "Edison 
Development Co." with "Energy Development 
Company". 
4.1.1 Cljmate 
Page 4-5, column 2. After paragraph I, iosen the 
following paragraphs. 
"Direct impacts on snow accumulation patterns 
resulting from mining would include increased 
snow accumulation and localized snowdrifts 
formed by structures (e.g., spoil piles, buildings, 
railroad) and snow driftslberms caused by snow-
plowing operations on roads. The size of I drift 
formed by a solid thr~imensional rectangular 
object (e.g., buildings) varies with its bei&bt and 
width (fabler and Associates 1994; Tabler 1986) . 
A key-bole shaped bare area would extend 
downwind of sueb objects, bordered by wiog-
shaped drifts that would extend for considerable 
distances downwind. Total mass of snow stored in 
these drifts would represent only. small fraction 
of the total snow transport 1Cr0S5 the project area. 
"If roads are properly designed and maintained as 
described below, serYice/baui roads would bave 
little effect on snow redistribution. Potentially 
significant impacts would occur if roads are 
improperly designed and maintained. Slow-
moving snow removal equipment, sueb as graders, 
could form berms along the roadside that would be 
traps for blowing snow; these drifts typically grow 
rapidly as subsequent snow removal o"orations 
increase their beight. Because snow particles 
free:u together, disturbed snow bardens and thus 
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becomes resistant to wind erosion. Roads would 
be elevated above the surrounding terrain, 
wherever po!lSible, so that wind would keep roads 
relatively free from snow accumulation. Wing-
type plowing equipment, whieb typically prevents 
berm formation , would be used wherever feas ible. 
"Drift caused by spoil piles, buildings , and other 
facilities could obstruct vehicular traffic on 
downwind roads. Substantial snow accumulation 
may occur both upwind and downwind from 
chain-link fences (such as those used to fence 
substations), which may affect traffic on adjacent 
roads. 
"Indirect impacts would occur due to the effects of 
snow distributions on geologic hazards (see 
Section 4.1 .5), soils (see Section4. 1.7), hydrology 
(see Section 4 . 1.8), vegetation (see Section 4 .2 . 1), 
and wildlife (see Section 4 .2 .2)." 
4 I 2 2 Near-field Mndelipg 
Page 4-14, column 1. After paragrapb I, insert 
the following paragrapb: "Model results also 
show that pollutant concentrations would be within 
current W AAQS and NAAQS at I distance of 6S6 
or less ft from the baul route. The towns of 
Hanna and Elmo are approxirnate1y 5.000 ft and 
660 ft, respectively, from the proposed baul route, 
so no adverse health effects to the residents of 
these towns would occur due to degraded air 
quality. Residents may notice. slight reduction in 
air quality, wbieb could be annoyin, to some 
residents . " 
4 I 2 4 Cumulatiye Impacts 
Pile 4-14, column I , paragraph 3. Replace the 
entire parlifapb with the follow in, paragraph: 
"The C1AA for air quality was defined, using 
WDEQ guidelines, as the area within whieb PM .. 
concentrations were 5 I'g/m' or greater over a 
24-bour perind and I ".g/m' or greater annually. 
Near-field modeling results were used to define 
these areas , sbown on Figures 4 .5 and 4 .6, 
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respectively. Based on WDEQ requirements, all 
pollution sources , including the proposed mine, 
within these boundaries must be identified and 
included in the analysis of cumulative impacts. 
No large pollutant sources are known to exist 
with in these areas, so no cumulative effects (as 
defined by WDEQ regulations) are anticipated. " 
Plies 4-15 and 4-16, Figures 4 .5 and 4 .6 . 
Replace with Figures 4.5 and 4.6 on the next 
page. "Figure 4 .5 Air Quality C1AA - 24-bour 
PM,. Emissions. " "Figure 4.6 Air Quality C1AA 
- Annual PM, •. " 
4 I 4 2 Proposed Action apd Trwporwion 
Opljons 1-10 
Page 4-22, column 2, paragraph 4, line 7. 
Replace "2 ,488 " with "4,107". 
4 I 5 I No Action Alternatiye 
Page 4-24, column 2, paragrapb 3, line 10. After 
"possible." insen "Additional mine-<:aUSed snow 
accumulation in landslide areas could cause 
landslides during spring snowmelt." 
4 I 6 2 Proposed Action 
Page 4-28, column I, paragraph 3, line 4 . 
Replace "859" with "837" . 
4 I 7 I No Action AlterpJljye 
Page 4-30, column 2, paragraph 3. After the third 
bullet, add the followin, bullet: 
". reduced or increased soil productivity or 
erosion due to snow redistribution;" 
Pile 4-31, column 1. After paragrapb 3 add the 
following paragraph: "RedJ<ud or IncrttJIeil SoIl 
ProdJlctiviry DIM! to Snow Redistrlblllion. Snow 
accumulation caused by mine facilities could blve 
beneficial or adverse effects on soils. Beneficial 
impacu would occur wbere melting drifts enhance 
soil moisture thereby increasing soil productivity 
and reducing the potential for wind erosion. 
Adverse effects would occur if soils on slopes 
become SlDJrated due to melting drifts and slope 
movements or piping cause accelerated erosion . 
Adverse effects would also occur if soil moisture 
in the early growing season becomes high enough 
to preclude growth by certain species (e.g. , big 
sagebrush). " 
4 I 7 2 Proposed Actjop 
Page 4-31 , column 2, paragrapb 4, line 2. 
Replace "859" with "837" . 
Page 4-31, column 2, paragraph 5, line 5. After 
"No Action A1lerOative." insert the following 
sentence: "Snow is likely to accumulate on the 
I ..... ard side of the railroad grade and to blow free 
of the windward side, creatin, elevated and 
reduced moisture conditions, respectively. " 
Pile 4-32, column 1. After paragraph I, insert 
the followin, paragrapb: "Roads would be 
designed to prevent snow accumulation, and wing-
type plows would be uaed to prevent berm 
formation adjacent to roads. 'iberefon:, baul road 
construction and operation is not likely to affect 
soils during the 5 years of altered snow 
distribution patterns. Railroad effects would be as 
described for transportation options 1-3." 
Pile 4-32, column 1. After paragrapb 2, insert 
the following paragrapb: "Snow would likely 
accumulate along the conveyor, wbieb would cause 
increased soil moistun: and prnductivity in drift 
areas, altbou&b too much moisture could inhibit 
growth by some species (e.,., bi, sagebrush). In 
IIeep areas, the eohanced soil moisture may cause 
accderated water erosion. Railroad effecu would 
be as described for transportation options 1-3." 
Pile 4-32, column 2 , paragraph I, line 2. After 
"remain for the LOM." insert "Effects of baul 
road and conveyor operation on snow distribution 
patterns would be as described for transportation 
options 4-6 and 7-8, respectively ." 
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4 I 8 I Surface Water 
Page 4-34, column 2, paragraph 2, line II. 
Replace "an estimaled 35 acre-ft per year of 
surface wiler would be lost via evaporation which 
is 0.027" of the average annual flow in the 
Medicine Bow River . 8e<:ause this is a small 
proportion of the tota! flow in the regional system, 
no downstream users would be impacted by this 
loss." with "an estimaled 14 acre-ft per year of 
surface wiler would be lost via evaporation which 
is 0.011" of the average annual flow in the 
Medicine Bow River. 8e<:ause this is a small 
proportion of the tota! flow in the Medicine Bow 
River, minimum flows would be maintained and 
no downstream users would be impac.ed by this 
loss." 
Page 4-35, column I, paragraph I, line 2. 
Replace "Mitigation for depletions is discussed in 
Section 5. 1.13." with "Mitigation for depletions 
would be conducted in occordance with the Final 
Biological Opinion on Minor Wiler Depletions to 
the Plane River System and the Cooperative 
Agreement between the states of Wyoming, 
Nebruka, and Colorado, and the Secretary of the 
Interior dated July 1997." 
Page 4-35, column I, paragraph 5, line 2. After 
"to topographic changes" insert "and snow 
redistribution. " 
Page 4-35, column 2, paragraph I, line 5 . After 
"Bow River." insert "Snow redistribution caused 
by mine facilities could affect the local surface 
hydrology, but impacts would not be significant. 
Snow accumulation areu would be sources for 
additional spring runoff which could cause eblDDd 
or gully devdopmem, ponding, or increased 
overland flow . Surface runoff pIIterDS also could 
be affected if facilities prevent or reduce 
deposition in llllUtal snow accumulation areu. 
Oanges in SIIOW accumulation and spring runoff 
patternS would not affect local surface wiler 
quality because all flow from the mine would be 
contained in evaporation/sedimentation ponds and 
discharged in accordance with Arch's NPDES 
permit." 
Page 4-36, column I, paragraph I, line 6 . After 
"Oapman Draw." insert "Sno'" accumulation on 
the leeward side of the railroad grade could cause 
increued runoff during snowmelt (increued runoff 
quantities and higher or lower quality , depending 
on the sediment load entrained by the runoff) but 
impacts ... ould not be significant. " 
Page 4-36, column I , paragraph 2, line 19. After 
"anticipated ." insert "If roads are properly 
designed and sno ... ·removal procedures are used 
that prevent formation of roadside snowdrifts, no 
surface wiler impacts would result from these 
transportation options. If berms are allo ... ed to 
form, roadside spring runoff would increue 
slightly, and surface wiler quality may be higher 
or lower, depending on the amount of sediment 
entrained by the ruooff. Impacts from railroad 
construction and operation would be u described 
for transportation options 1-3." 
Page 4-36, column 2, paragraph I , line 8. After 
"anticipated." insert "Snow that accumulates along 
the conveyor would contribute to a local increue 
in spring runoff, the quality of wbieb would 
depend on the amount of sediment carried. 
Impacts from railroad construction and operation 
would be u described for transportation 
options 1-3." 
Page 4-36, column 2, paragrapb 2, line 12. After 
"No Action Alternative." insert "Impacts to 
surface wiler quantity and quality due to bllll road 
and conveyor construction would be u described 
for transportation options 4-6 and 7-8, 
respectivdy. 
4 2 I J Plant CaromuO*' 
Page 4-45, column 2. After paragraph I, insert 
the following paragraphs. 
"Tree loss would be minimized by routiog power 
line and transportation corridon to avoid trees, 
wbere feasible. Performance standards (see 
Section 5.1.2.10) state that trees and vegetation 
may be cleared only for the essential width 
oecessary to maintain slope stability and to serve 
Carbon Basin Coal Projea ElS 
traffic needs . Loss of trees would be handled in 
accordance with the WDEQ-approved reclamation 
plan. 
"Sno... redistribution also may affect plant 
community distribution. In areu wbere snow 
accumulates, soil moisrure may be greater but soil 
temperatures may be colder Iller into spring, thus 
favoring species adapted to more mesic, cooler 
babiws. Conversdy, a reduction in drifting in 
natural snow accumulation areu would sbift 
species composition towards species favoring xeric 
babiws. Sbifts in species composition may be 
significant in localized areu, but the postmining 
vegetation mosaic would be similar to the 
premining mosaic (u required by WDEQ) and 
thus area·wide effects would not be significant. " 
4 2 I 2 Wetlands 
Page 4-48, column I . Prior to paragraph 2, add 
the following paragraphs. 
"Jurisdictional wetlands are those wetlands under 
the regulatory overview of the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers and must meet specific requirements 
rdating to vegetation, soils, and bydrology. All 
other types of wetlands are functional wetlands. 
In addition to mitigation requirements for 
jurisdictional wetlands, the BLM's policy is to 
protect all wetlands located on BLM·adminislered 
surface. On those areu wbere BLM owns tbe 
coal and tbe surface is privatdy owned, the BLM 
would discuss wetland protection witb tbe surface 
owner. 
"Prior to disturbance, all wetlands witbin tbe 
CBCPA, wbether jurisdictional or functional , will 
be ddineated by tbe lessee. If wetlands are 
discovered on any lands leued for federal coal 
during these surveys, the lessee will contact the 
BLM to determine the action to take to eitber 
1) protect or 2) restore the value of tbese areu 
after mining to ensure 110 net loss of wetlands. " 
4.l.l Wildlife and Fjshcrirs 
Page 4-51 , column 2, paragraph I , line 2 . After 
"mountain plover." add "In accordance ... ith 
WDEQ regulations, ... ildlife babiw would be one 
of the postmining land uses. " 
4 2 2 1 No Action Alterna!iye 
Page 4-51, column 2 . After paragraph 2, add the 
following paragraphs. 
"Winter or winter/yearlong crucial winter range is 
very important to pronghorn (Guenzel 1986), mule 
deer (Mackie and Pac 1980; Carpenter and 
Wallmo 1981 ; Olson 1992), and dk (Adams 1982) 
populations in that it provides rdid and survival 
opporrunities during periods of adverse weather. 
For all three of tbese species, .now depth and 
condition is tbe primary factor governing use of 
crucial range (Gilbert et aI . 1975; Bruns 1977; 
Yoakum 1978; Carpenter and Wallmo 1981 ; 
Adams 1982; Ndson and Leege 1982; Rudd 1982; 
Skovlin 1982; GuemeI 1986; Oedeltoven and 
Lindzey 1987). The energy costs of locomotion 
for a particular bi, ,ame species are dramatically 
devated in SIIOW depths above front knee beight 
(parker et aI . 1984). Mdt·freeze and wind crusts 
tbat form on the surface of acaunulated snow can 
prevent access to underlying vegetation (Carpenter 
and Wallmo 1981). It is likely tbat SIIOW 
accumulation patternS in tbe mine vicinity would 
change u a result of spoil piles, buildings, and 
other facilities, although the extent of tbese 
changes is not Icnown. Drift formation in 
undisturbed crucial winter range would further 
reduce tbe amount of tbis important range type to 
proncbom and mule deer. Bi, ,ame moving 
though crucia! and other range types may 
encounter areu of drifted snow tbat could impede 
movement. These drifts probably would not be 
extensive, unless they occur along roads, and big 
game could euily move around them. Loca! 
babiw changes may occur (over many yean) due 
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to increased soil moisture from mine-induced 
snowdrifts, and too much moisrure in big 
sagebrush habiw may cause the elimination of big 
sagebrush. 
"Another factor that may have long-term effects on 
crucial winter range is postminiog topography, 
which is expected to be smooth and rolling, 
without some of the ridges and valleys that 
currently exUt. Ridge removal would reduce an 
imponant component of crucial winter range 
available to big game animals. Snow 
redistribution is also strongly influenced by 
topography becaUJe snow is deposittd in sheltered 
areas (such as the leeward side of ridges or hills 
and bebind shrubs) and removed from exposed 
areas (such as hill tops or open plains or between 
shrubs). By creating a smoother postrnine 
topography and removing shrubs, reclaimed areas 
would be prone to blowing free of snow wbich: 
I) may increase the amount of herbaceous forage 
that is exposed during winter, 2) may decrease the 
potential for shrub establishment due to area-wide 
exposure (and thus desiccation) to wind and sun, 
and 3) may cause snow to be deposittd do ... n ... ind 
thereby causing permanent losses of ... inter range 
capability adj;;cem to the mined area. So, in 
addition to forage removal from direct diswrblllce, 
there would be permanent effects due to the 
changed topograpby. Mitigation ... ouId be 
developed durin, permit preparation, and if crucial 
winter range is a desigDlled postrniDe land UJe, 
WGFD would be consulttd, and the effects of 
topography on various components of crucial 
habiw ... ould be considered." 
Page 4-S3, column I, paragraph I , line 3. 
Rqlloce "1996" ... ith "1996a". 
Page 4-S3, column I, paragraph I, line 4. After 
"important to pronghorn (e.g. , sagebrush)" add 
"(Reeve 1984)." 
Page 4-S3, column I, paragrapb 2, line 10. After 
"harassed" add "(Reeve 1984; Yeo et aI . 1984)" . 
Pace 4-S3 , column I, paragraph 3, line 3. After 
"areas of increased UJe. " insert "Displacement of 
2alAI-Oi 
pronghorn ooto surrounding private lands could 
increase damage complaints from landowners to 
the WGFD." 
Page 4-53, column 2, paragraph 2, line 22. 
Replace "1996" with "1996a" . 
Page 4-54, column I , paragraph 3, line 3. After 
"areas of increased UJe." insert "Displacement of 
mule deer onto surrounding private lands could 
increase damage complaints from landowners to 
the WGFD." 
Page 4-S5, column 2, paragraph I, line 1. 
Replace "An additional 18 raptor species are 
known to occur or have the potential to occur 
within the CBCPA" with" An additional 18 raptor 
species are kno ... n to occur or have the potential to 
occur ... ithin and adjacent to the CBCPA, 
including the nearby Hanna RCA" . 
Page 4-SS, column 2, paragraph I, line 27. After 
"No Action Alternative." add "Maclaren (1985) 
demonstrated that some raptor species in this area 
(e.g ., prairie falcons) require very specific nesting 
substrates, wbereas other species (e.g., ferruginous 
bawk) ... ilI nest on a variety of feawres . 
Displacemeat from the mine development area 
... ould thus bave a greater effect on some species." 
face 4-SS, column 2, paragraph I, line 34. After 
"regional raptor population" insert "(i.e., the 
assemblage of raplOn that utilize babiw ... ithin 
and adjacent to the CBCPA)" . 
Pace 4-56, column I, paragraph I, line 17. After 
"associated ... ith coal transporwion." add "lbe 
Hanna RCA ... ouId be traversed by over -the-
hipway haul trucks, thereby increasing the 
potential for vehicle-bird collisions for the II-year 
LOM. It is also possible that raplOn within the 
HIMI RCA ... ouId be displaced further from the 
high .... 'y due to additional traffic, although in a 
study t.l at included portions of the CBCPA, 
Maclaren (\985) fouod that 77'1. of rapton nesttd 
... ithin sight ..r road. Because of the proliferation 
of ranch roads and two-tracks, rapton in this area 
may habituate to traffic. " 
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Page 4-56, column I, paragraph I , line 40. After 
"disturbed." begin a new paragrapb ... ith the 
follo ... ing senteoee. "lbe policy established by the 
BLM Ra ... lins Field Office is to require a 0.7S-mi 
buffer zone between active raptor nests and human 
activity; however, miti,ation presented in the BA 
for this project recommends that construction and 
disturbance ... ithin 1.0 mi of an active raptor nest 
would be avoided, if possible, from February I 
through July 31." Continue paragraph ... ith 
"Federal and swe permits . . ." 
4 2 2 2 ProooKd Actiop 
Page 4-S9, column 2, paragraph 2, line 18. After 
"(Table 4. 16)." add "Over-the-bighway haulag. 
through the Hanna RCA would occur for S yean, 
rather than the II years uoder the No Action 
A1tema1ive, thereby reducing the amount of time 
rapton would be exposed to potential coll isions 
... ith haul trucks and other mine-related vehicles. 
Raptors mayor may not be displaced from the 
road due to the additional traffic (Maclaren 
1985)." 
Page 4-S9, column 2, paragraph 3, line IS. After 
"(Table 4.16)." add "Haul road A ... ouId traverse 
approximately 6 mi ... ithin the Hanna RCA, 
resulting in 14S acres of diswrblllce. About 4.4 
mi (107 acres) of haul road B ... ouId be located 
... ithin the Hanna RCA. Operation of either route 
may or may not cause birds to be displaced from 
adjacent babiw (Maclalcn 1985). HIIII truck 
traffic (23-136 trips per day) ",ouId be reduced 
compared with the No Action Alternative (1~36 
trips per day) so the potential for vehicle-bird 
collisions ... ould be lo ... er." 
Pace <HiO, column I, paragraph I, line 14. After 
"(Table 4 . 16)." add "Approximately S.6 mi 
(34 acres) of conveyor A would be located in the 
Hanna RCA; 1.2 mi (7 acres) of conveyor B 
would be within the RCA. lbe conveyor may 
displace raplOrs from adjacent habiw, but because 
the conveyor would be a fixed entity, birds may 
habituate to it and thus loss of habitat due to 
displacement could be lower than that for over-tbe-
bighway or baul truck options. lbere ... ould be a 
mioimaI amount of pick-up truck traffic along 
conveyor routes . The potential for direct mortality 
",auld be greatly reduced compared with the truck-
haulage options." 
Pace 4-62, column I , paragraph I, line 13 . After 
"(Table 4. 16)." add "Transportation options 9 and 
10 are not I ikely to directly affect raplOrs in the 
Hanna RCA." 
4 2 3 I No Actiop Ahcrnatiye 
Page 4-65, colu!!'n I. After paragraph 3, insert 
the following paragrapb. "Potential indirect 
impacts to bald eagles as a result of the No Action 
Alternative ... ould be loss of available prey (i.e., 
birds, smaIl mammals), to the extent that prey 
would be excluded or displaced from the CBCPA, 
and loss or diswrblllCe of approximately 
3,270-4,&96 acres of poteDtiaJ foraging babitat 
until surface..disturbed areas are restored and 
reclaimed. Bald eagle use of the CBCPA is 
iofrequeot--tbey were DOt observed on the CBCPA 
duriDc any of the biolo,ical surveys cooduaed in 
1997-and the area to be disturbed does not 
provide aquatic habitat or large quantitiea of 
carrion that are the primary food sourteS for 
nestio& bald .... ea. Therefore, wbile bald eagles 
may be displaced from the CBCPA due to buman 
activities, effects would DOt be sicoificaot. " 
,,"..go 4-65, column 2. After paragraph 2, insert 
the following paragraph. "Potential indirect 
impacts to peregrine falcons ... ouId be loss of 
poteDtiaJ prey (i .e . , birds, waterfowl, and smaIl 
mammals), to the extent that p .... j speciea ... ouId 
be excluded or displaced from the CBCP A, and 
loss or disturbance of approximately 
3,270-4,&96 acres offorqiDgbabitatuntil sun--
disturbed areas are restored and reclaimed. 
Several peregrine falcons were observed durin, the 
1997 spring migration, and individuals were 
reportol hunti~; in and flying through the 
SimpSOL Rid,e and Foo:e Creek Rim areas 
adjacen, iO the CBCPA. lbe Medicine Bow River 
and several ponds within the CBCPA provide a 
source of potential waterfowl and shorebird prey. 
Human activity at the mine may cause peregrine 
Carbon Basin Caal Project EIS 4--9 
falcons 10 be displaced from the mine area. 
However , because the areas 10 be disturbed do not 
support concentraud prey for peregrine falcons 
and because they range widely while foraging (so 
adjacent habitats would be available) , indirect 
effects would not be significant. ' 
Page <HiS, column 2. After paragraph 3, insert 
the following paragraph. 'None of the Ute 
ladies ' tresses' habitat in and adjacent 10 the 
CBCPA is proposed for disturbance under the No 
Action or Proposed Action Alternatives; therefore, 
this species would not be impacted by mine 
development and operation. In the unlikely event 
that Arch would need to disturb Ute ladies' 
tresses ' habitat, surveys would be conducted. 
Similarly, the approved transportation corridor(s) 
would be surveyed for this species .:xl its habitat 
prior 10 disturbance. If any individuals are 
discovered , mitigation (preferably avoidance) 
would be developed in consultation with the 
USFWS. ' 
Page ~, column 2, paragraph 3, line 9. After 
'bats are highly mobile and' insert 'may be ' . 
Page~, column 2, paragraph 3, line II. After 
'CBCPA' add if such suitable habitat is 
available' . 
Page <Hi7, column I , paragraph 3, line S. After 
'habitat' insert 'likely'. 
Page <Hi7, column 2 , paragraph I, line 9. After 
'foraging habitat' insert 'likely'. 
Page <HiS, column I, paragraph I , line 3. 
Replace ' therefore, if destruction of a known nest 
was necessary, formal consultation and a take 
permit issued by USFWS would be required.' 
with ' therefore, if take of burrowing owls or their 
nests appears likely, Arch would apply 10 the 
USFWS for a take permit.' 
2Ci2A I-01 
4 5 I 3 Recreat ioo 
Page 4--78, column 2. After paragraph 3, add the 
foliowing paragraph . ' Additionally, areas located 
away from active mining but within the same hunt 
areas occupied by the mine may experience 
increased use by hunters unwilling to bunt near the 
mine. An increased concentration of bunters may 
reduce the bunt qual ity for some hunters. 
However, since hunters would not be excluded 
from Ark 's private lands, impacts to hunting 
opportunities would be minimal . ' 
U2 I AgrjcultureiRangelaod 
Page 4--79, column I, paragraph 2, Iine II. After 
'and state land . ' add 'The 3S7 AUMs (181 AUMs 
average) accounts for all AUMs available from all 
ownerships within the CBCPA. The west pasture 
of the North Anschutz allotment, which occupies 
only a portion of the CBCPA and is the only area 
of use to which the N/S Livestock Company's 
federal privile,es are anached , contains 
1,652 AUMs on private/state land and 681 AUMs 
on federal land . Of the 681 federal AUMs, 
4SS are anached to the N/S Livestock Company's 
federal permit and 226 are anached to the Johnson 
Ranches federal permit. Of the 3S7 AUMs 10 be 
disturbed by mirting in the west pasture, it i& 
estimat<d that only 23 federal AUMs would be 
unavailable due to disturbance of federal surface. 
Of this 23 federal AUMs, IS would be unavailable 
to the N/S Livestock Company (3910 of federal 
permit) and 8 (3.S9IO of federal permit in the west 
pasture) would be unavailable to the Johnson 
Ranches. The loss in AUMs may vary depending 
on placement of fences 10 protect reclamation or to 
keep livestock off baul roads . Fourteen federal 
AUMs would also be unavailable to the Jobnson 
Ranches in the remainder of the North Anschutz 
allotment as • result of surface di&turbance. ' 
5{ 
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5.0 MITIGATION AND MONITORING 
Page 5-30. Add a new section as follows. 
"5.4 APPLICANT -COMMfITED PRACJ1CES 
" Arch has committed to implementing the 
following mitigation measures, above-and-beyond 
those specified in the previous sections. 
202A1-41 
" I) If the conveyor is chosen as 
transportation alternative, Arch would 
conduct a crossing study, and if additional 
mitigation is required, it would be 
developed based on study resullS. 
"2) Wing-type snow removal equipment would 
be used, where feasible, to prevent or 
minimize snow accumulation along roads .• 
5-2 CcaJ Project EIS 
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6-2 Carbon Basin Coal Pro}«, ElS 
6.0 CONSULTATION AND PREPARERS 
Page 6-2. Under "Wyoming Game and Fish Page 64, Under "TRC Mariah Associates Inc ," 
Department" add "Steve Facciani, Deputy add "Peter Guernsey; M,S , Rangeland Ecology . 
Director" . B,S, Biology. 16 years professional experience; Quality Assurance", 
202.41.01 
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OlrlJon Btuin Coal Projtct EIS 7-1 
7_0 REFERENCES, ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND GWSSARY 
1-1 REFERENCES 
Page 7-1. Add · Adams. A.W. 1982. Migration. Pages 301-32Un J .W. Thomas and D:E. Toweill 
(cds.). Elk of Nonh America: Ecology and Management. A Wlldhfe Managemenl Insutute Book. 
Stackpole Books. Harrisburg. PerulSylvania. 698 pp .• 
Page 7-1. Under Avian Po ... er LiDo Interaction CommillCC. add • __ . 1996. Suggested practices for 
raptor protection on po ... er lines: The State of the Art in 1996. Edison Electric InstitutelRaptor Research 
Foundation. Washington. D.C. · 
Page 7-1. Add · Bruns. E.H . 1977. Winter behavior of pronghorns in relation to habitat . Journal of 
Wildlife Management 41(3):560-571.· 
Page 7-3 . Under Call. M.W .• add __ n.d. Habitat requirements and management 
recommendations for sage grou.se. U.S. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Land Management 
Technical Note. 37 pp .• 
Page 7-3 . Add ·Carpenter. L.H .• and O.C. Wallmo. 1981. Rocky Mountain and Intermountain 
Habitats. Pan 2. Habitat evaluation and management. Pages 387-421 In O.C. Wallmo (cd.). Mule Deer 
and Black-tailcd Deer of Nonh America. Wildlife Management Institute. University of Nebraska Pr .... 
Lincoln. 60S pp . • 
Page 7-4. Add ·Council on Environmental Quality. 1997. Considering cumulative effects under the 
National Environmental Policy Act. 64 pp + append .• 
Page 7-7. Replace references to Harris et a1 . (1985) and Harris and Meyer (1986) ... ith ·Harris. R.E. 
1996. Industrial minerals and construction materials map of Wyoming. Wyoming State Geological 
Survey. Map Series 47.· 
Page 7-7. Add · Intergovernmental panel on climate change. 1995. Qimale Change 1995: IPCC 
Second As .... ment Report. IPCC Secretariat. World Meteorological Oreanization. Geneva. S ... itzerland. 
hap:II ......... . ipcc.cbI· 
Page 7-7. Under Intermountain Resources. Inc. replace · 1996· ... ith ·19961·. 
Page 7-7. Under Intermountain Resources. Inc. add • __ . 1996b. Energy Development Company. 
Permit 334-T2. Final reclamation bond release study on new la ... areas. 1995-1996. Preparcd for Arch 
of Wyoming. Hanna. 35 pp. + append . • 
Page 7-8. Add · Johnson. T.B .• and R.B. Spicer. 1981. Mountain plovers on the N .... Mexico-Arizona 
border. Continental Birdlife 2(3):69-73.· 
Page 7-8. Add ·K1ebeoo .... D.A. 1969. Sage grou.se nesting and brood habitat in Idabo. Journal of 
Wildlife Management Volume 33(3):649-662.· 
2D2A1-41 
7-2 Carbon Bastn Coal Project ElS 
Page 7-9. Add ·Mackie. R.J .• and D.F. Pac. 1910. Deer and subdivisions in the Bridger Mountains. 
Montana. Proceedings. Western Association of Fisb and Wildlife Agencies 1910:517-526.· 
Page 7-9. Add ·MacLaren. P.A. 1985. Resource partitionine in an assemblage of breedine ropton 
from southeastern Wyomin,. M.S . Thesis. Department of Zoology and Physiology. University of 
Wyomin,. Laramie. 64 pp .• 
Page 7-9. Add · Nelson. J .R .• and T .A. I..eqe. 1982. Nutritional requirements and food habits. Pages 
323-367 In J.W . Thomas and D.E. Toweill (cds.). Elk of Nonh America: Ecology and Management. 
A Wildlife Management Institute Book. StacIcpole Books. Harrisbure. PerulSy1vania. 698 pp . • 
Pale 7-10. Add · Olendorff. R.R .• and R.N. Lduoan. 1986. Raptor collisions with utility lines: an 
analysis using subjective field observations. Pacific Gas and Electric Co .• San Ramon. California. 
73 pp .• 
Page 7-10. Add ·Olson. R. 1992. Mule ~ babitat requirements and management in Wyoming. 
Departments of Range Management and Agricultural EcollOmiCS. CoII .. e of Agriculture. University of 
Wyoming. Laramie. Wyoming. Report B-965. 15 pp . • 
Page 7-10. Add · Parker. K.L., C.T. Robbins. and T .A. Hanley. 1984. Energy expenditures for 
locomotion by muie d_ and elk. Journal of Wildlife Management 48(2):474-488. 
Page 7-10. Add ·Reeve, A.F. 1984. Environmental influences on male pronporn home rand and 
pronporn behavior. Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Zoology and Physiology. University of Wyomine, 
Laramie. 155 pp . • 
Page 7-10. Add ·Rudd, W J . 1912. Elk migrations and movements in relation to ... eather and bumine 
in the Absaroka Mountains, WyominG. M.S. Thesis. Department of Zoology and Physiolcgy. University 
of Wyoming. Laramie. 238 pp .• 
Page 7-11. Add ·Skovlin. J .M. 1912. Habitat requirements and evaluations. Pages 369-413 In J.W. 
Thomas and D.E. Toweill (cds.), Elk of Nonh America: Ecology and Management. A Wildlife 
Management Institute Book, StacIcpo1e Books, Harrisburg. PCrulSylvania. 698 pp .• 
Page 7-12. Add ·Tabler. R.D. 1986. SIlO ... fence handbook, release 1.0. Tabler and Associates. 
Laramie. Wyoming. 169 pp .• 
Page 7-12. Add ·Tabler and Associates. 1994. Effect of proposed ... ind energy project on 111001 
distribution at Foote Creek Rim. Report preparcd for Mariah Associales, Inc. by Tabler and Associates, 
Niwot. Colorado. 56 pp .• 
Page 7-13. Under U.S. Fisb and Wildlife Service. replace ·1996· ... ith ·19961· . 
Page 7-13. Under U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, add • __ . 1996b. Final bioloeical opinion on 
miDOr water depletions to the Platte River system. Memorandum to Assistant Rqional Directon 
(Colorado. Kansas. Nebraska. Utah, Montana. and Wyoming) from the Rqional Director, RqiOD 6, 
Denver Colorado. June 13. 1996.· 
6/ 
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Page 7-16. Add ·Yeo, J., A.F. Reeve, P.A. MacLaren, and A.L. Travsky. 1984. Medicine Bow Wind 
Energy Project Wildlife Swdies: Final Repon. Wyoming Game and Fish Department, Cleyenne, and 
University of Wyoming, Laramie. 151 pp." 
7.3 GWSSARY 
Page 7-24. Add· Jllrisdlctional wetlands defined by 33 CFR 328.1 and .2 as those wetlands which are 
within the extent of ACE regulatory overview and must contain three components: hydric soils, a 
dominance of bydropbytic plants, and wetland hydrology." 
Page 7-30 . Add ·Wedands Those areas that are inundated or sawrated by surface or groundwater at 
a frequency and duration sufficient to suppon, and that under normal circumstances do suppon, a 
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include 
swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.· 
202.41-41 
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8.0 COMMENi'S AND JU!SPONS1!S ON 11IE 
DRAYI' ENVIllONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
AU COIUIeDton • Thank you for t.akiDg time to review the 
DEiS aDd provicfuog your commeots. 
A. Rawlins Chamber of Comlllf!"C! 
R awlins-Carbon County Chamber o/Commerce , ~ I 
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R .. poasc 10 Commeat BI • As Doted 00 poaea 4-33 ODd 4-34 in 
the DElS, miDe deveIopmeot aDd operatioo are DOl likely to 
impact waler quality in the Medicine Bow River. Prior to miDe 
developmeot, a permit applicatioo would be IUbmitted to the 
WDEQ. who would aw""" all desipa for dM:nioo ditches, 
c:uJvert ttoosinp, ODd aedimeot/e-nporatioo poods, to ensure that 
there would be minimized elfecu to doMIatream water quality 
ODd qUaDtity. ID additioa, Arch would be required to obtain a 
NatioaaI PoilutaDl DiKJw&e E1imioatioo System (NPDES) 
permit UDder the au.. W_ Act 0/ 1m, wbich rcp1atea 
cIiodwp: of poIIutaD1J into ....;pbIe waten. PIeue refer to 
SeaioD S.I.29 in the DEIS for the performance ItaDdarda that 
Arch musl meet to protect surface waten wbiIe coaductiag ooaI 
IIIioia& opcratiooa in the Stale of W)'OIIIiaa. 
Grouodwaler use ODd cIepadaIioD within the CarboD Baain would 
DOl cause cIediaea in surface water quality in the Medicine Bow 
River for CWO reasoDI. rllll, formatiooa in the CarboD Baain are 
aeparated &om broad rqpo.w aquifen by a layer of semi-
impen;ou. LeW Shale, wbich _tlaJIY dimioat .. any hydraulic 
COIIIIOdioa betM:eD the CarboD Baain aquifen ODd aIIu.ium IIoog 
the Medicine Bow River ODd &urface walen in the North Plane 
n- sysIaD. SeamdIy, the Carbon Buin ia a dOled basin in 
wbich IIJOUDCIwoIcr IIowIloward the c:eDIu of the buin. 
Surface water q1IIDIity impacta are cI*'-d OlD pap: 4-33 to 4-37 
ill tho DEIS. Surface water quality ODd user impacta are 
tIisamed above ODd in SeaioD 4.1.8.1 in the DEiS. Elfecu OD 
paaodwaIer usen are diacus&ed in Sedioa 4.1.8.2 in the DElS_ 
Rqpopse to eommeDt 82 - In the DEIS, depletion estimates were 
mlde usiDa a wont..c,ue $CC:nar10 that each o( the 13 proposed 
aedimeot/evaporltioo pooda would be full year-rouod. AJsuming 
a oet aDDval evaporatioo rate of 2. 7S feet (Martner 1986) over tbe 
surfla: area (u'9 acres) of the 13 poods, aD estimated 3S acre-feet 
of water per year would evaporate. The underlying assumption., 
that all 13 ponda would be full year-rouod is Dot realistic for 
several rCUODS. 
DEQ requires that aedimeot/e-nporatioo ponda be disch&rged 
U IOOD as water quality meets the required disch&rge 
ItaDdarcla, wbich uaually occurs within 2 weeks of a 
precipitatioo aoeot. Accordioa to Arch, ponda could contain 
water for up to 180 days per year. 
The coostruaioo seq_a: for pooda would be determined 
duriDs permittins, but, accordios to Arch, it ia likely that a 
muimum of 10 pooda would be operatiooal at aDy gMn time. 
Pooda would be COIIIlnIcted ODd reclaimed as milling 
progr...... Since the total surface water atttap: of 13 ponda 
would be U,9 attes, the surfaa: atttap: of 10 ponda would be 
aD estimated 9.9 IttO$. 
No pooda would be allowed to become bukfuIJ because DEQ 
requires that sullicieDl freeboard ia maintained to COIItaio a 
lG-year 24-bour Ilorm. Because the pooda would aew:r be 
full, the surface area would be .... thaD U,9 attea. 
A more rea1istic, but IliII c:oaaervatiYe, aa:oario for estimalios 
aDDval e-nporatioo would be to uaume 10 poads coataio waler for 
180 days per year. Aooval e-nporatioo would be I.37S ft ow:r 9.9 
attes, 10 aDDval e-nporatioo lou wOuicI be awOllimately 14 acre-
feet. 
Tbeae Ioue& would be mitipled in ac:cordaDa: with the ruW 
BioIosicaI 0piDi00 OlD MiDor WalQ Depletioos to the North P1aue 
River System ODd the CooperalM Apeemeot _0 the Statea 
of W)'OIIIiaa. Nebrub, aDd Colorado ODd the Secretary of 
Ioterior, dated July 1997, wbich requires the paymeot to the 
USFWS for each atte-foot of dcplctioo or rep1aa:meot of the lost 
water. The reference 00 pap: 4-35, lint paragraph, to Sectioo 
S.I .13 hu bccD deleted. 
C. Carbon County Planninl Commission 
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Response 10 Commenl Cl • See commenl response N5. 
Response 10 Comment C2 • The comment period was not 
extended as requested because the outcome of any negotiations 
between Ark l..a.nd Company and the NjS Live.o;.ock Company 
(Scherer Ranch) would no. have changed the analysis as presen.ed 
in the DEIS. Additional detail is provided in comment response 
NS. 
D. Biodiversity AssociateslWyomJng Outdoor Coundl 
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Response to Comment 01 - The CEO's (1~ gui~ce titled 
Considering Cumulativt Effects unur the Nahonal En'tIJronmenlal 
Policy Act states that cumulative effecu may be thought of u . the 
spacial and temporal crowding of environmental perlurballons 
which do not alJow the environment to rebound from ~ne 
pertwbation before anotber occw s. Eventually the crowdtng 
creates an environment that is not sustainable and thus could 
result in .severe and unacceptable adverse effects on the human 
environment . 
Based on this concept, it is not necessary to derme southern 
Wyomittg as the cumulative impact analysis ~ea (ClAA) for 
wildlife, water, and air resow ces for the foUowmg reasons. 
J) There is little interchange between the big game in the berd 
management units in soutbwestern Wyoming and th~ herds ~at 
overlap with the CBCPA; therefo re, there is no spallal crowding 
that would cause cumulative impacts. Otber mammals, as well ~ 
reptiles and amphibians, occupy smaller home ~anges than b1& 
game and thus are even less likely to be cumulative ly ~ffected by 
other developments in southern Wyoming. Bir~.' ~speaall7 large r 
birds, may be cumulatively affected by actlVllles outsl~e the 
ClAA but because thcsc species are affeded by a mynad of devel~pments throughout the western hemi..'lipbere, deve lopment 
of an appropriate CIAA was based on BLM's perceiv~ area of 
e((ed adjacent to or rel ated to the Proposed Awon and 
alternatives (CEQ 1997). A5 stated in Section 4.23.4 in the 
DEIS, there would be an overaU decline in some aspects of 
habitat for these species. 
2) Because of the technology e~ployed .to. protect water 
resow ces. site-specific impacts are VlItuaUy elim~ated and tbus 
cumulative effects would be minimal The Plaue River watersbed 
is extensively monitored and mitigations are implemented. to 
maintain water quality and quantity specifically f~r ~&E speoes, 
so measurable cumulative effects are not permLSSlbl~ (~e (or 
example the Final BiologicaJ Opinion on Minor I?epletlOns U1 the 
Plaue River System IUSFWS 1996». BlM 15. one . of ~any 
entities that require developments to conform Wlth s~pulatlOns 
thai ensure thai waler resource protection goals conUnue to be 
mel. 
3} Arch wiJl be closing two surfa.ce mines and, if the proj.ect is 
developed., opening one swface mme. Tabl~ 43 (page ~9 LD th.e 
DE IS) prcscnt.s a comparison of the maxunum permitted au 
emission levels lor the two mines that will be closed ~d the 
highest estimated emissions for the Hew mine. The Semmoc II 
and Medjcine Bow mines are permitted to emit m .7 tons per 
year (tpy) of the five major poUutants: Un~er the worst -case 
scenario, surface mining and transponatlon optJoD.6 represc~t the 
highest emissions of any under the Proposed Awon. Maxunum 
emissiom under option 6 are estimated to be 1.287. ~4 .tpy, a ~2% 
increase from permitted levels at tbe two eXisting m.ll1es. 
However, average emissions under t.his o~tion would be 723.6 tpy, 
or a 26% reduction from currenuy pemutted levels. 
Emissions fo r Arcb 's preferred baulage option, transportauon 
option I, are estimal r-d to range (rom 14831 tpy, ~ ~.5% d~ea.se 
from the currently permitted levels at the two eXlSllDg mllles, to 
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emissions in the Caroon Basin by selecting a ~~er.emi..ssion 
transportation option and implementing emlSSlon control 
procedures. The reduction in emiss io~ ~rom the c10swe of two 
mines should easily compensate for emwlOns from the proposed 
Dew miL". aud cumuJative impacts would be reduced. 
Response to Commenl D2 . The BLM was within its authority and 
foUowed proper procedures to amend th~ exis~ ~and usc plan to 
include a change in the coal planrung deaslons. Federal 
regulations found at 43 CFR 1610 . .5-.5 state that -a resource 
management plan may be changed through amen~ent: .. A5 
discussed in Environmental Assessment lor Coal PIQJ1nmg DeCISIons 
in the Carbon Basin Ana o/the Great Divide Re.soul\.e Ana (BlM 
1997a) a federal coal lease existed on 60% of the federal coal 
lands a'. lbe time lbe curreo' BLM land use plan (lbe GDRA RMP 
IBLM 19901) was prepared. Because ~e area .was leased, It was 
exempt from the coal screeningJplanrung re~ullemen.ts (43 ~~ 
34613-2) . Also, no intere~t WAS expressed by Illdustry LD obtamJDg 
federal coal leases on the remaining lands. 
The BlM is committed to proted and preserve significant natural 
and cultwal resources, provide for a variety of public I~d use~, 
and en/orce federal laws and reguJations unde.r its authontt This 
DEIS was completed to disclose the enVU'onmental unpacts 
resulting from the leasing and subsequent .mining of fede ral coal 
within the southern portion of Carbon BaslD. 
ResooDSe to Comment 03 • The cumulative impad analysis area 
analyzed in the DEIS (or socioeconomic impacts was Carbon 
Couo.y. A5 swed 0 0 poge 4-70, Sectioo 4.4.1.1 , and 00 poge 4-74, 
Section 4.4.2.1, in tbe DEIS, the continuation of employment 
opportunities for workers now e~pl~yed at Arch's Medicine Bow 
and Seminoe II mines would be Significant to the Town of Hanna 
and surrounding commun.ities and to Carbon County as a whole. 
The projed serves tbe national interest as set forth in the Federal 
Mineral POlicy Act, the Feikral Coal L.:asing Amendnttnu Act, and 
the Federal lAnd Policy QJ1d Management Act. 
The No Action Alternative will be considered dwing tbe 
decisi?n-making process. 
Response to Comment 04 • Response to Comment O~ presents 
the rationale for not designating alJ of soutbern Wyommg ~ ~e 
cumulative impad analysis area for air, water, and wildlife 
resowccs. In addition, Arch will be closing and comp~etin.g 
reclamation at its Seminoc II and Medicine Bow mines and, if this 
project is developed, opening one surface mine. Therdore, 
cumulative impacts to some resources would be reduced from 
current levels. The c10swe of two swface mining operations would 
potentially reduce cumulative e(fects to the foUowing resources: 
air pollutant emissions; . 
potential for water pollution (minimal due to pollution 
control measwes currently in -place); 
displacement from habitat ; 
direct wildlife mortaJj.y. 
water consumption; 
soil loss due 10 accelerated erosion (minimal due to use of 
required erosion conuol measures);. . 
1,099 tpy, which represents a 13% increase ~r currenuy 
permilled levels. There are oumeroU5 OpportUOllies '0 reduc<: /, I pocential for bird collisions with power lines, ciraglmes, and other mine· related strud ures; 
loss of AU Ms; 
loss of access to other mineraJ re.sowces such as oil and 
gas; and 
increased ambient noise and odors. 
Response: to Comment 0.5 - BLM bas been gi ve n the mandate to 
manage mUltiple uses on public lands. The stewardsbip of public 
lands requites that BlM authorize actions in a manner that will 
minimize barm to the environment. The length of time beneficial 
or adverse impacts would occur is a consideration but is nOl tbe 
overriding issue that determines the viability of an adion. 
Mine development under the No Action Alternative would begin 
in 1999, and mining would begin in 2lXlO and end in 1007, a total 
of an s.year mine life (see Section 2. 1.1 in the OEIS). Unde r the 
Proposed Action, federal leasing would allow an extension of 
surface mining through 2010 and undrrground mining would 
cootinue ."'oug/> = (see Table 2.12 in .be DEIS). 10 
summary, the leasing of federal coal would add 13 years to the 
mine life discussed under the No Action Alternative, instead of 
seven as you bave indicated. The WM would be 21 ye31s. 
Response to Comment D6 - A cumulative impad analysis i.~ 
provided for eacb resource analyL..ed in the DEIS (see 
Sections 4.2.2.4, 4.1.8, and 4.1.2.4 for the cumuJalive impact 
discussions for tbose resources listed in this leUer) . See page 4-2 
and Table 4.1 in the DE IS for development activities included in 
the cumulative impact anaJysis. 
Response to Comment 07 • Section 4.6 in the DEIS describes 
visual impacts due to mine development and other projects in the 
cumulative impact analysis area from both foreground and distant 
viewpoints. The No Action and PIOposed Action Alternatives 
would result in operations tbat would dominate the landscape 
depending on the distance from whicb the mine is viewed. 
WOEQ requires permittees to monitor values such as surface and 
groundwa ter quality, revege tation, air quality, climatic conditions, 
annual disturbance, and wildlife utilization and report these 
randings '0 WDEO 00 an anJIual basis. 
Response to Comment D8 - The Shirley Basin mines, which oue 
located approximately 3.5 mi from the CBCPA. have not been 
engaged in any active wining operations for over 4 years. 
Currently, most reclamation is complete, with 80% of the area 
topsoiled and seeded. All reclamation other than monitoring 
activities should be complete in 1999, prior to the proposed 
opening of the Carbon Basin Mines (personaJ communication, 
November 1998, with Tom Hardgrove , Pathfmder Mines). Thus, 
no additional air or water quality impacts would occw due to the 
Shirley Basin Mines. 
Response to Comment.s D9 - The near-field modeling completed 
(or this project demonstrates that pollutant emissions would be 
within national and slate standards at a distance of 1.0 mi from 
the mine. Potentia.! inaeasu in air poUulanu from the proposed 
projed were found to be immeasurably smalJ and outside the 
bounds of accuracy of any far -field models. Fwtber, a reduction 
in regiooal air quality impacts will resull (rom the closing o( lbe 
Semi.ooe II and Me<licine Bow mine.< (&ee respouse '0 
eommeo. 04). 
Response: to Comment 010 - BlM concurs that habitat 
degradation occw s both in and immediately adjacenl 10 disturbed 
areas and that such loss of effective habitat would be somewhat 
grealer tban the disturbed swface . Also, displaced animals mayor 
may not fmd suitable habitat in adjacent undisturbed areas. Six 
pe rcent of the CIAA is currently dist urbed or proposed (or 
disturbance, and additional habitat would be degraded. However, 
BlM concluded that the .5 19,037 acres of undisturbed land within 
the CIAA is highly likely to contain suitable babitat for animals 
displaced from degraded areas; therefore, a more detailed analysis 
of effective habi tat loss such as habiut mapping. estimates of 
disturbance buffers, etc., is nOl warranted. 
Response to Comnlent 011 - According to tbe Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Cbange ( 199.5), scientific information is sufficient 
to show a discernible human influence on global climate , and the 
burning of fossil fuels is a major contributor to greenhouse gas 
emissiom. Howt!ver, the scientific community is still uncertain 
about when, how much, and at what rate earth's climate will 
respond to the build-up of greenhouse ga.ses, or wbat feedback 
mechanisms (e .g., sinks for carbon dioxide) may reduce their 
atmospberic concentrations. 
Combwtion of the 119. 123 million tons of coal to be mined would 
result in estimated emissions of 1,030,319 tons of poUUlabts 
(Table 8.1 00 lbe (oUowiog poge) ; ... umiog lba •• he coal is burned 
over a period o( W years, an estim .. ed 51,516 'py o( poUU""'ls 
would be emitted. Project activities would contribute to pollutant 
emissions, includ.i..ng greenhouse gases, and thus may contribute to 
the human influence on the environment. However, as stated in 
Section 1.0 in the OEIS, the coal would meet increasing demands 
by the electric utilities for low-suJIw coal to provide the U.s. with 
electrical power while complying with the Clean Air Act and 
amendments. 
Response to Comment 012 · The USfWS will a..s.sess impacts to 
mountain plover and other TE&.C species in the larger context of 
their popuJations. The USfWS bas reviewed the Biological 
Assessment for this project and will l ender ill biological opinion on 
whether the project is likely to jeopardize the continued existence 
of the mountain plover and other species. In formulating the 
biological opinion, USfWS will take into consideration the known 
mountain plover population and the potential effecu of the project 
on the species' continued existence. 
Response to Comment D 13 - The last sentence on page 4-63, 
column 1, paragraph 2, states: -In addition, areas adjaccnt to 
dist urbancc may be avoided, or movement through or around tbose 
areas may be impeded; thw, for some specie.s, the effective amount 
of habitat dist urbance may be greater than the acreage of adual 
disturbance: Although there is potential for fragmentation, there 
is no evidence at the existing mines that distwbance bas impeded 
movements or cawed animals to avoid adjacent undisturbed 
babitats. Fwtbermore, the areas between the various 
developments are large, so wildlife bave accc.ss to large continuous 
Lr .. cts of habitat. 
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T.ble 8.1 Estimated Air ~uality Emissions from the Combustion of All Coal Produced l from the Proposed Carbon Basin Coal 
Project. 
Percent of Annual 
PoUutanl BACT Emissions2 factors Emissions (tons)' Emi.ssions (tpy)· U.S. Emissions 
SO, 0.18Ib/mmBTU 241,867 12,093 0.08 
NO/ 0.15 Ib/mmBTU 201,556 10,078 0.13 
VOC 0.015 Ib/mmBTU 20,156 1,008 
CO' 0.15 Ib/mmBTU 201,556 10,078 
Particulate 0.02 Ib/mmBTU 26,874 1,344 
CO,' 5.68 Ib/ton 338,309 16,915 0.0002 
- - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 1,030,319 51,516 
Proposed muio.um LOM production is 119.123 million tons. 
Source: WDEO/AOD "anda"b and Two Elk Generation Partners, L.P. Permi, Application Aoalysis AP 857, WDEO/ AOD. 
December 16, 1997. 
Emission estimates were made assuming that the mined coaJ would have an energy CODlc1l1 of J 1,280 British Thermal Uails 
(BTU)/Ib, for a total of 2.69 x 10' mmBTU. 
Assumes the coil is burned over a 2O-year period. 
Greenhouse ga.se.s. 
Response to Comment 014 - As mted Oil page 4-48 in the DEIS, 
a wetland mitigation plan would be developed in consultation with 
the WDEO and the U.s. Army Corps of Enpoccrs (ACE). 
A5 of 1992, each coal mine must receive approval to disturb 
wetJands wit.hio their permit area. Under the new Nationwide 
Permit 21 issued on February 21, 1997, the Wyoming ACE office 
requires each mine to submit a Precon.struction Notification 
(PCN), a Delineation of Jurisdictional Wetlands (using guidelines 
set forth in ACE'. 1987 Wetlands Delineation Manual) to be 
disturbed during the WM, and a copy of the state-approved 
wetland mitigation plan for the term of the permit. This wetland 
inventory and mitigation plan, once approved by the ACE, is 
1ocorporated into Appendix 010 of the WDEO mine permit. 
The ACE requires -aae for aae- mitigation under a -no net loss-
mterion. and wetland values and functions (i.e. bydrologic and 
ecologic cb.aracteristia) would be similar to premioe conditions. 
As I.D eu.mple, of the total weLb.nds disturbed in the Powder 
River Basin to date, 96 acres (31%) bave been restored 
(personal communication, November 1998, with Ed Heffren. 
BLM). A reclamation bond is beld until it is assured that the 
wetlands are self·sustaitling and are not being artificially 
enbaneed. 
Furthermore, in additioD to mitigation requirements for 
jurisdictional wetlands, it is BLM's policy to protecl .!!! wetlands 
00 BLM·admi.n.istered surface . Texl in Section 4.2.J.2 of the 
FEIS Iw been modified to reflect this policy. 
&tate, or private land in Wyoming. Numerous layeu of NEPA 
analysis occur at all stages of federal coal planning and leasing. A 
NEPA document is also required during mine permitting if federal 
~ is 10cludcd in the permit area. The inventory, mon.itoring. 
surveyiJlg. and mitigating actions which occur before, during. and 
after mining are aU in place to assure that Unpacts are kept to the 
minimum neces.sary to accomplisb the projed. Yearly reporu are 
required by WDEQ to usure that timely adjustments to operatiol1S 
caD be made such that unanticip.ated environmental concerns can 
be aUeviated or reduced. 
The NEPA proc.es.s encourages mventory, monitoring. mapping. 
etc., as methods to provide disclosure of affed.ed resources and 
impacts to those resources. The information must be o( high 
quality. Ac.curate scientific analysis" expc:n agency comments., and 
public sautiny are essential to implementi.ng NEPA. The EIS 
proc.es.s does not require that all significant impacts be eliminated. 
only that aU reasooable efforts be taken to reduce Unpacts to the 
environment. Agencies s.ba1I to the fullest extent possible use all 
practicable means, conslstent with the requiremenu o( NEPA and 
other e&SCntiai considerations of national policy, to restore and 
enhance the quality of the buman environment and avoid or 
minimize any possible adverse effects of their actions upon tbe 
quality of the human environment. 
The BLM does not have the authority to approve or deny I 
SMCRA mine permit application. This authority belongs to tbe 
OSMand WDEQ. 
Response to Comment 016 . There is presently no clean·up 
ResOOflK to Comment 015 • Coal mining is one of the most proposed al the state level for the Medicine Bow River (personaJ 
heavily regulated and monitored activities occurring on (ederal, communication, November 1998, witb Todd Parfin, WDEQ. Water 
fl n 
Quality Division). WDEO bas commenced their BeneficaJ Use 
Recoonais.sa.nc.e Monitoring, a program designed to determine 
which streams within the Slate of Wyoming are Unpaired and 
determine their 50urces o( impairment. After completion, a Total 
Maximum Daily Load will be established for these streams. The 
Medicine Bow River is classified as Unpaired downstream (rom 
tbe town of M :d.icine Bow (over 7 mi from the CBCPA). 
There would be little to no potential for adverse water quality 
impacts to the Medicine Bow River from the Proposed Action 
because WDEO requires Unplementation of site-specific runoff 
control practices designed specifically to prevent water poUution 
(see Section 4.1.8.1, page 4-33 in the DEIS). Ascb would be 
required to construct and monitor water poUution control devices 
such as sediment and evaporation ponds, diversion structwes. 
water bars, silt fencu, etc., such that runoff from the project 
would meet water quality standards. Runoff (rom storms or snow 
melt would be contained and would not be cfiscbarged to the 
Medicine Bow River until the water quality standards set forth in 
the NPDES bave been ruet. Some of the water quality Unpacts 
10 the Medicine Bow River are caused by sedimenl·laden runoff 
from the Sand Creek watersbeds and Arch's water poUution 
control efforts would reduce the sediment level.\ in this runoff. 
Impacts 10 groundwater must be analyzed in the context of 
current groundwater quality found in the proposed project area . 
The premining groundwater quality is poor, sui~ble only (or 
livestoclc and wildlife watering and industrial uses. PostmiDing 
groundwater would abo be poor, probably with higher level. of 
calcium, sulfate, magnesium, manganese, and totaJ dissolved solids 
than premi.nin.g waters, but postmining uses would be the same as 
premine uses. Second, the majority of the current use is for 
industrial purposes (mine· related monitoring), so the Cact that 
groundwater level.\ may not recharge for 100 years or more is 
inconsequenlW unles.s there is some future demand (or the 
poor-quality waler in this area. Given the history o( groundwater 
use in this area, increased demand is highly unlikely. 
Furthermore, water levels witb.i.n the replaced overburden aquifer 
may be sufficiently recovered within a few years of final 
reclamation such that landowner/lessees could con.struct 
productive wells for stock vr.ltering. 
Response to Comment 017 • BLM is responsible for managing 
public lands for multiple use without infrinjp.Dg on the rights of 
private landowner,. The proposed coal mine projed area consists 
of 3,266 acrea of federally adminiatered land (18% of CBCPA), 
compared with 13,360 .crea of private land (74% of CBCPA). 
The ROW wued for the windpower project encompuses 60,619 
acres, 37,584 of whicb are privatc:ly 0WDed (68%). Therefore, 
development 10 the ClAA is largely a consequence of actions on 
private land. During the NEPA proass, BLM Iw and will 
continue to weigh the environmental c.onsequencc.s of its actions., 
laodowoership patte ..... landowner wishes, and public response 
during the decision-making process. 
RespoD!C to Comment 018 • The &COping letters received from 
BiocIMnity AISociatea/Fricnds of the Bow and Wyoming 
Outdoor CowIciI addreas wuea related to the P1atming Review 
EA (RLM 1997.) ODd to the development and operation nf the 
coal minu. Sinu the DEIS lpecifically addrCIIU impacts of 
UuaDCC of the federal coal lease, scoping comments related to 
lhe Pla.o.ning Review EA are nO( addres.sed in these responses 10 
comments. The issues and concerns raised by Biodiversity 
As..sociales/ fricnds of tbe Bow during scoping included: 
Air quality degradation, specifically as it rel~tes 10 valuable 
airsbeds downwind of the proposed mine. Please see Section 
4.1.2 in the DEIS and respoo.s.e to comment 09. 
Degradation of surCace and groundwater quality, most 
specifically the Medicine Bow River. Please see Section 4.1.8 
10 the DEIS and response to D16. 
Impacu to special status species. These impacts are addressed 
10 Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 in the DEIS. No sensitive plant 
communities have been identified in the CBCPA (personal 
communication, November 1998, with Jim Orpet, 
Intermountain Resources, Inc.). Ute ladies' tresses may occur 
in the project area (page 3-56 in the DEIS) , and future surveys 
would be conducted to ensure that this species and tbeir 
habitats are managed in accordance with the EI1d4ngued 
Sptciu Act. Surveys for special statu! species and its babitat 
would be completed along tbe choseD transportation comdon 
prior to surface disturbance. 
Cumulative Unpacts to wildlife from extractive industry and 
development aaoss Wyoming.. Cumulative Unp.ad.5 to wildlife 
are addrused in Sections 422.4 and 4.2.3.4 in the DEIS. 
Respon.ses to comments 01 and D4 present 8LM's rationale 
for not considering all of southern Wyoming in the cumulative 
impad analysis. 
Likelihood that valuable, crucial winter range will be degraded 
or lost altogether for the next 10 years if this project is 
autborized. l...oss of aucial winter range is addressed in 
Section 422 in the DEIS. 
DelP'adation or los.s of ground-outing bird babila~ particularly 
for sage grouse and mounw.n plover. I...oss of ground·nesting 
bird babitat is addrused in Section 4.2.2 in the DEIS. 
Likelihood that the projed will destroy and/or degrade raptor 
babitat. Imp.acts to raptor babiLat are discussed in Sections 
4.22 and 4.2.3 in the DEIS. 
Desecration, damage, or destruction of priccleu Native 
American tribal values. Cultural relOurce Unpacts are 
discussed in Section 4.3 in the DEIS. BLM will manage 
cuJtwal resources., iDcludin.g Native American concerns, in 
accordance with the NalWruJl Historic PruOWllion Aa; Historic 
Sites, Buildingr and Andquities Act; American IIUIi4n /ulipow 
Frttdom Act; Executive Order 11593; AnJjquiliu Act; 
Alduuololf.<al Resources I'ro«crWn Act; NciuJ<o/ogicai and 
Historic DDla PreJU\IQljon Act; and the Nanvr AmvictUI Gravu 
Protection ""d RtJHllriDlion Ad. It should be noted that no 
response wu received from any Native Americ.an group, and 
DO religious site was identified for pre.scrvation within or 
adjacent to the CBCPA. 
Degradation or lou o( valuable archaeological, paleontological, 
and geologic resowce.s. Impacts to these resowce.s are 
17/ 
cIiwwed in Sections 43, 4.1.6, and 4.1.4, respectively, in the 
DEIS. 
Loss of visual beauty adjauol to Elk Mountain and the 
Medicioe Bow National Forest. Impact5 to visual resowc.u 
are desaibed in Section 4.6 in the DEIS. Also see response 
to commcat D7. 
CutTent levels of monitoring conducted by BLM and other 
agencies is Dot able to reveal cumulative impacU to soils. 
water, air, aDd wildlife. Moaitoring would be. required for 
this projea under the authority of WDEO and is discussed in 
Section S.O in the DEIS. 
Loss of rcaeatioD opportumties. lmpact.s duc to loss of 
reaeatiooaJ opportunitiu arc described in Section 4.5 in the 
OEIS. Also see the respoase to comment E22. 
Full analysis of a No Action AHemalive. Impad5 from a No 
Adioa Alternative, which because of land and coal ownership 
patterns is DOC a eno-mining" alternative, are addressed for 
each resource in Section 4.0 in the DEIS. Also see response 
to n . 
The issues and CODceflLS raised by the Wyoming Outdoor Council 
(WDq during scopiag include: 
Environmental, health. and safety coaccms about using 
Highway n as a haul road. Many other respondents bad 
similar coacerns; lherC£ore, BLM developed 10 transport.tWa 
options., and the impacts by resowce and cocrgy 
requirements arc ualyz.ed in the DEIS. 
A5sas the cumulative impacts/affecu of this and other 
proposed and reasonably foreseeable future adious in the 
Veil. Arch will be closing two cWTcntly operatin.g surface 
mines and opening ODC mme, so the cumulative effects of 
mining OD ccrtaia resources wiU be reduced from aureot 
levels (see response to comment 04). The woe scopiag 
leuer asked that numerous projects/actions be: included in 
the cumulative impact analysis. These are briefly discussed 
below. 
I) Arch's propo&ed mining of i" private I .. <is is the No 
Action Alternative in the OEIS. 
2) It is 001. appropriate to mdude timber s.a1es 00 the 
Medicine Bow National Forest ill the cumulative impact 
analysis. Guidance OD cumulative impact analysis 5lale& 
that cumulative effects of projects that are adjaccnt to or 
related to the Propo&ed Action should be aaalyzed. The 
closat active timber we to the CBCPA is the Holmes 
Sale located Dear Rob Roy Reservoir. approximately 
3S mi $Outh of the CBCPA. The clO$<Sl pUl timber we 
OCCUlTed in the Rock Creek drainage aboul 15 mi 
southeast of the CBCPA. This area was logged in the I 
1%00. The projecu are not adjacent 10 the CBCPA. 
Additioaally, timber w.. affea a different array of 
landforms, species.. and human interest values (e.g., 
reaeational vaJuu). 50 these projects are Dot related. 
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For these reasons., there is tiule potential for cumulative 
effects OD a particular resource. 
3) The only water development projects in the cumuJative 
impact analysis area are range improvements for livestock 
watering. The eDvironmeDtal effc.cts of building and 
operating these arc 50 minuscule that they were DOl. 
considered relevant to the cumulative impact analysis. 
4) Potential impacts of Uvestock grazing in the CIAA include 
accelerated soil ermion due to soil trampling. water 
quality degradation due to soil ermion and excrement, 
dut.ruc:tioo of ripariaD ar~ from tzampling. aDd IO$S of 
forage due to overgrazing in ar~ preferred by livestock. 
Of these impacts, mine developmeot and operatioo would 
cause accelerated soil 1055 and removal of vegetatioo 50 
these resources would be affeaed cumulatively. Surface 
water quality would not be adver$Cly affected by mining. 
l...ivestock grazing would DOl contribute to cumulative 
effc.cts 00 other re50Wce5. 
S) Oil and gas pipelines were Dot included in the cumulative 
impact analysis becall$C they are reclaimed aad thll$ 
... umed to be adequately supporting existing land II$<S 
aDd therefore are oot contributing to cumulative impacts. 
6) 1-80 wu coa&idered in the cumulative impact analysis (see 
"Roa"'", Table 4.1, page 44, in the DEIS). 
1) See re&ponse to D9 for disc .... io. of the air quality 
cumulative impact analysis. 
Should DOl be aIIowiag Arch to eatabIish a DeW mine before 
completiog reclamation respoosibilitiu at their existing miDa. 
Arch is curreotly ia compliaDCe with reclamatioo requiremenu 
at both the Scminoe U and Medicine Bow Mines. WDEO will 
be reapoa&ible for eosuring that the reclam.tioa plan is in 
coaformaace with otate and federal reguJatioas and that Arch 
meets aU reclamatioo requirements prior to full bood release. 
Resoo95C to Commeot 019 . The couaty road referred to is 
addtes&ed in the DEIS u the H .... Bypas&. The federal .. d 
mte monies applied for by CarboD Couaty were solely for the 
purpose: of providing a secoad iagre.u/egre.u to the towa of 
Hanna. At present there is oaly ODe route iDto the tOW11, aDd 
there are .iglWlClIDl beaJth and wely isaues aMOCiated with Uagle 
a=. Arch baa ogrud to supply a portion of the funding to 
support this county projed, but it is not part of the Propo&ed 
Action or any alternatives related to 81M's analysis. 
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Respoo.sc IOCommcot El · Title vor LheFetkrol ~d PoJjcy~d 
Management Act (A..PMA) provides the authonty (or . granung 
ROWs aaoss public lands. Denial of, accc.ss ~a0S5 public land, 10 
private land could be considered a taking of pnvale p~operty :-,",bith 
is supported by case law. BLM Manual 2800.06 proVIdes policy on 
this issue and states the foUowing: 
Allow owners of Don·Federallands surrounded by public 
land managed under FLPMA a degree of access across 
public land which will provide for the reasonable use and 
enjoyment of the nOD-Federal land. Such acceM must 
conform to rules and regulations governing the 
admiD.i.stration of the public land; keep in mind. however, 
that the access Decessary for the reasonable use and 
enjoyment of the non-Federal land canDot be denied. 
Because the BLM canDOt deny reasonable access to private 
property, an alternative that would deny any federal ROWand 
thereby preclude mlniog of private coal. would be an unreasonable 
alternative. 
Response to Comment E2 - See comment respoose El. BLM b~ 
obtained aDd used all relevant available wildlife data in this analyslS 
including current literature; baseline ~orma~on ~Uec::ted by 
Intermountain Resources, Inc. for the mme penDlt appli~uon and 
by Western EcoSystems T~~logy, Inc. ~or ~e W\Dd~wer 
projed:; data on impacts to wildlife at the mmes an H~a, *?d 
consultation with the USFWS, WGFD, and the Natural D',:,,"dy 
Databa>e. We believe that the data used to ana1yu: wildlife 
impacts ue the be5t available. In some cases, ~~ data sugg.est 
that there would be slgnificant effects to wildlife from mane 
development aDd operation. 
ResPOD5C to Comment E3 - When comidering transportation 
options, BLM selected alternate methods of baulage, as weU as 
alternate haulage routes. The four haul road routes were placed 
along existing roads such that new disturbaDce would be 
minimized. The three conveyor routes were selected 1) to follow 
the existiDg ROW along Highway 72, 2) to take the sbnrtest 
distance between the CBCPA and the Seminoe IIi0adout, or 3) to 
take the sbortest distance between the CBCP A and the town of 
Medicine Bow. The two railroad routes follow two routes that 
were surveyed in the 19800 by Edison Development Company. 
While there are infmite routes that could be developed. these were 
determined by BLM to be reasonable options for the various 
modes of transportation. 
No identified on page 1-7 in the DEIS, any ROW outside ~f the 
permit area would include cultwal res.ource clearaDces, wildlife 
surveys., aDd BLM-approved reclamation ~I~ as part of the 
required NEPA analysis for any ROW applieauon. 
Response to Comment E4 - As stated on page 2-30 in the DEIS, 
the current Seminoe II loadout, which bas the capacity to process 
3.0 million tpy, would not be adequate once underground m~ 
beiPns. A new facility would be required, and the most IDgJeaI 
place tn build the facility is within the CBCPA so coal . can be 
efficientJy loaded for transport to the Union P .. cific main.line. 
No discussed nn page 4-68 in the DEIS, any transportation 
option(s) selected would be required to complete surveys ' or T&E 
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and sensitive speci~ and tbeir habitat prior to construction (see 
comment response EJ) and monitored after development 
according to a USFWS- and WOEQ-approved wildlife monitoring 
and mitigation plan. 
Response to Comment E5 - The text has been modified 
(Section 2.1.5 in the FEIS) to sta te that all power lines would be 
conslruded in accordance witb the recommendations of the Avian 
Power we Interaction Committee (1994, 1996) on mitigating 
collisions and electrocutions. Since Arch will be closing two 
surface mines i.o the Hanna Basin thus removing an estimated 
21 mi of existing mine-related power lines, the potential for raptor 
collisions/electrocutions i.o the CIAA would be reduced from 
current levels. At present, there are DO proposals to proceed with 
windfarm development in the Simpson Ridge area. a project 
which could require additional power lio~. However, most of 
these lines would be buried and abovegroUDd lines wnuld be kept 
to a minimum to minimize potential for collisions or 
electrocutions (BLM 1997b). 
Response to Comment E6 - The conveyor would be completely 
covered with a light-weight corrugated steel quonset-type cover 
thai wnuld sbield all belts and cables (see page 2-34 in the DEIS). 
There would be potential for mortality of migratory birds due to 
collisions with the conveyor cover, as well as with equipment 
associated with the other transportation options. but since these 
features are highly visible, mortalities should be infrequent. No 
additional mitigation is proposed. 
Response to Comment E7 - See respoose to comment B2 
Response to Comment E8 - The DEIS stat~ (page 3-56, 
column 2. paragrapb 3) that there is a small amount of Ute 
lad.ies' tresses habitat within aDd adjacent to the CBCPA. Text 
bas been added to Section 423.1 in the FEIS, to describe 
potential impacts to this species, as weU as mitigation, which 
would include completing surveys for Ute ladies' tresses prior to 
disturbance. 
Section 5.1.2.18 in the DEIS sbows as part nf the WDEO 
performance standards any T&E species or habitat, plant or 
animal, which was not reported or investigated in the permit 
application that has been identified. must be reported to the 
regulatory authority. Upon such notification, consultation would 
be beld with WGFD and USFWS to identify whether, or UDder 
what conditioDS., the operator may proceed. 
Resooose to Comment E9 - No Slated in the DEIS and the 
Biological As.ses.sment for this project, the proposed development 
is liltely to adversely affect mOUDtain plover. U USFWS prnvides 
a jeopardy opinion, BLM will comply with USFWS 
recommendations for mitigation to reduce the potential for 
ces.sation of operations should the plover become listed prior to 
the completion of mining. 
U the area is leased for federal eoaI, the WDEO performance 
standards found at Section 5.1.2.18 would require the operator to 
report aDy T&E species or aitical habitat for T&.E species not 
reported or investigated during the permit application. WGFD 
aDd USFWS would be consulted tn identify UDder what conditions 
the operator could proceed. 
Response to Comment E10 - Text in Section 4.2.3.1 in the DEIS 
has been modified to include a discussion of indirect effects of 
displacement on bald eagles and peregrine falcons. 
Meuwes would be implemented at tbe WDEO permitting phase 
lbat would minimize impacts to waterfowl, shorebirds, waders, and 
pauc:rines. Performance standards found at Section 5.1.2.18 in the 
DEIS set forth the requirement thai tbe permittee use the best 
available technology to minimize distwbaDce and adverse impacts 
on fLSh, wildlife, and related values. Standards include adions to 
restore wetJands disturbed by mining (see comment response 014) 
and protect streams with a 100-ft buffer zone. 
Response to Comment Ell - See response to comment J 11. 
Vegetation loss is considered a long-term impact until vegetation 
is re-establisbed. Cbapler 5, Section 5.1.2.4, in the DEIS describes 
the performance standards required of the mine operator as part 
of the mine permitting process. The standards state that, prior to 
complete bond release, reclaimed areas must sbow species diversity 
aDd composition suitable for the approved postmining land uses. 
Response to Comment El2 - Table 2.18 bas been revised to state 
that long-term impacts wouJd occur until shrub reestablishment 
approaches preminiog composition and density. 
Response to Comment E13 - The WDEO requirement is round in 
Sectinn 5.1.2.4 in the DEIS and Slates that the bond (or 
revegetation sball be retained for not less thaD 10 years after work 
bas beeD completed to enswe revegetation. Monitoring continues 
until bond release aiteria are met for 2 consecutive years. The 
standard aJ.so Slates that with concunenc ; from federal aDd state 
agencies, an alternative technieal standard supported by a 
recognized authnrity (e.g., USFWS) can be utilized. 
R~ponse to Comment E14 - The 14 raptor nests identified in 
Table 2.18 in the DEIS include both active and inactive nests 
located during the 1997 survey. Of the 14 nests identified, nnly 
fow were active in 1997. Table 2.18 is accurate as presented i.o the 
DEIS. The 14 nests.. whether active or not, are within the area of 
projected swface distwbaDce. Additional surveys would be 
conducted prior to dUturbaDce and activity and number of nests 
may cbange. 
Re§ooose to Comment EI5 - The policy established by the BLM 
Rawlins Field Office is to require a 0.7S-mi buffer zone between 
active raptor nests aDd humaD activity, however, mitigation 
presented in the BA for this project recommends that coostruction 
aDd disturbance within 1.0 mi or an active raptor nest wouJd be 
avoided, if possible, frnm february 1 through July 31. Text bas 
been revised (Section 4.22.1) to reflect this cbange. 
Response to Comment E16 - Tm has been modified 
(Sectinn 4.23.1) to Slate that Arcb would apply to the USFWS fnr 
a take permit if impacts to bunowing owls or their nests appear 
likely. The reference to rormal consultatioD under the MigrtJlory 
Bvd Trttuy Acr bas been deleted. 
Response to Comment El7 ~ BLM concurs that there may be 
activities south of I-SO that could affect wildlife resources, but 
believes that reanalyzing cumulative impacts to include those areas 
would not change the overall assessment of cumulative impacts. In 
fact, the proportion of habitat d.islwbed by tbe Proposed Action 
would be reduced by an increase in the size: of the ClAA, because 
the area south of J~80 is rel"lively undisturbed except for ranching 
and agricultural-related activities. See response to comment 01. 
Response (0 Comment E18 - The stalem~Dt that no significant 
impact 10 regional wildlife species populations was based on the 
amount of regionally available habitat and population sizes 
relative to the amount of habitat (and the wildlife it supports) tbat 
woultJ be removed or modified by the proposed project. The 
proposed min.: would undoubtedly reduce populations of wildlife 
that depend 00 mine-affected babitats. but the amount of habitat 
and associated animals lost would be small compared to the 
overall regional habitat aad populations. For example, tbe 
disturbance of 4,568 acres of pronghorn crucial winter range 
under the Proposed Action would be less than 1 % of the crucial 
winter range of the Medicine Bow Herd and would be much less 
than 1 % of the crucial winter range in the Laramie Region which 
includes nine other herd units. Some habitats support more or 
fewcr individuals than others due to differences in habitat quality, 
but even if the habitat proposed ror removal is substantially 
superior to other habitats in the region, the removal or that 
habitat is likely to affect less than 1 % or the regiooal population, 
and such amounts are not considered significant on a regional 
scale. For TE&C species, the USFWS cannot allow the project 
to pr'XCed if it would jeopardize the existence or TE&C species. 
IJ any TE&C species is in jeopardy, Arch. in coosultation with 
USFWS, BLM, and WDEO, would be required to develop and 
implement mitigation measures to prevent such jeopardy or the 
project would not be allowed to proceed. 
Response to Comment E19 - The babitat requiremeDts or many 
or the species addressed io this comment are Dot currently 
understood and documented io the literature such that the 
carrying capacity or affected habitats c.annot be quantitatively 
determined. Surveys have Dot beeD conducted to determine the 
populations or these species in adjaceDt habitats. Ouantitative 
data are not available to support either position concerning these 
populations relative to the carrying capacity and the ability te.. 
accept displaced bats, shrikes. curlews, Brewer's sparrow. lark, 
bunting, and slmiJar species. Text has been modified to delete 
the rderence 10 adjacent suitable habitat and to describe the 
possible effects or wildlife displacement into adjacent habitats 
(Section 4.23.1). 
Response to Comment E20 - The lmportance or wetlands in the 
CBCPA including their importance as sites lor lood chain 
production; wildlife and vegetation habitat ; nesting. rearing. and 
resting sites ror aquatic and terrestrial species; etc.; is described 
on page 3-28 in the DEIS. See also comment respoose 014. 
Response to Comment E21 - The wildlife section or the 1997 
Annual Report submitted to WDEO by Arch ror the Medicine 
Bow Mine compares the use or habitats by big game animals at 
this mine ror the years 1993 through 1997. The most prevalent 
big game animal is pronghorn antelope. During this 5-year 
period, tbere were a total or 6,222 prongLom observed in the 
permit area . A majority (73%) were observed in undisturbed 
mixed .sagebrush-grass; however, the next largest number or 
pronghorn ( 11 %) were seen in distwbed and reC':aimed areas. 
Mule deer are not orten observed at the Medicine dow Mine. but 
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a smaU number bave been Doted util.izin.g reclaimed areas. 
Because of the shape of the coal outcrop, the width or the surrace-
mined strip will not exceed 1 mi and is OD ave rage about 0.6 mi 
wide, so no animal would ever be more than 03-0.5 mi from 
undisturbed babitats. 
The DEIS discusses temporal errects OD wildlife . See, ror example, 
page 4-53, column I, paragraph I, tines 3-6; column 2, paragraph 2, 
lines 22-25 and continuing to the next page; page 4-58, column 1, 
paragraph I, lines 5· U; page 4-59, column I, paragraph 2, lines 7 
and 8. 
Response to Comment E22 - Page 4-78 in the DEIS states that 
there would be no change in the general policy regarding access to 
the project area by hunters except that access would be restricted 
in areas adjacent to active mine operations. Nonhunting 
recreationists would be given the same coosideration. Ark controls 
the private land within the CBCP A. Where lederal land is legally 
accessibl.;, these lands would continue to be available to Ibe public. 
Loss 01 hunting opportunities would be realized ii, based on the 
LOM Joss or habitat due to surrace disturbance, the WGFD 
decides to reduce the herd objective ror one or more species of big 
game in the region. The WGFD has not indicated any need to 
consider adjusting existing herd objectives. 
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Rc.s~ t? Commenl Fl - Arcb anticipates that there would be 
.ullicieDt l1me to discu.s highway upgrades with the Wyom· ~epartment .of Transportation prior to mining. Mitigation co: 
.. clude (but IS Dot DecessariJy limited to) upgrading the highway to 
accomm~te the gr~ter volume or traffic or reducing tbe Dumber 
or truck trips to remam below curreDt design standards. 
Response ,to Comme~t F2 • A No Action-No Mining Alternative 
was co";"'dered dllrlDg DE'S preparation. A No Mining 
~terutlve ~ Dot ..wyzed in deWJ because Arch would likely ;uue the pnvately 0WDed coal OD private laael, regardless 01 the 
. edcralactioa (au SectioD 2.1.1 in the DEIS). TClII in SectioD 2.4 
.. the FE'S bas beeD moclified to include a No Acti"".No Mining 
Alternative as an alternative considered but Dot ..wyzed in detail. 
To ~ the pre&eD!"tiOD 01 baseline information in the DEIS~om ~ I compansoD 01 alternatives caa be made, Idditioaal
informatioD from the Affected Environment has been added toTabl~ 2.18 (see ~a~le 2.1& in this FEIS) to show project effects 
rela~ to the. ClIIStJag eDV\roDlDeDt. It is BLM's betiel that with 
this W:0rmalloD as DOW pre&eDted in Chapler 2, that th 
alteru.aIlVU ..wysis in this EIS fully discloses th . ~
direct and indirect, 01 proposed mining. e IDIpacts, 
G. S!"k Klal" Prnmall .. 0I!!q 
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Rgpopsc to Cammep' Q 1 • AdditiooaJ coordinatiOD will lake 
place betw<eD WDEO .. d OSM duriog permitW>g. 
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Response to Comment HI • Text (Executive 5ummuy and 
Secti .. 3.1.2 io the PElS) bas been revised u requested. 
RQJ!O!IK to Comment H2 - TClII (Executive Summary aDd 
Sectioo 3.1.2 io the PElS) bas bccD revised .. requested. 
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Response 10 Comment 11 • F .... gures 2.9 Uld 3.2 have beeD 
correded as requested. 
Respo\l5C to CommeDt 12 - Wyoming Geologic Survey Report or 
IovestigatiOD No. 22 (1980) states that H ..... Form.tioD coals io 
the CarboD Basin coctaiD wanium with a meUi value of 3,9 parts 
per miIliOD based OD 18 samples. Bob S....., .. Geologist io the 
BLM's Wyoming State Office, reviewed the Uace elemeDt aoaIysi.s 
completed ror two core boles drilled io the CBCP A .. d 
confirmed the presence of wanium in the Hanna formatioD 
coals. This language bas beeD added to SectiOD 3.1.5.4 or the 
DEIS. 
Response to Comment 13 - The references have heeD updaled as 
requested (see Sections 3.1.5 .. d 7.1 io this fEIS). 
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Response to Comment J ) • See comment response F'2. 
Response to Comment J2 . Underground minj~ . couJd occur 
without any surface operation; howeve r, ~urface muung would be 
necessary to achieve maximum economic . recove ry. of the coal 
resource, and it is standard industry o peratmg practice to extract 
surface-minable coal seams rust. Both surface- and unde rground-
minable coal are being considered fo r leasing since private mining 
is Likely and surface minable coal in the scatt ered federal parcels 
would not be economical 10 mine without the intervenin& private 
coal . Offering a federal coal lease for unde rground reserves only 
would reduce surface disturbance on federal lands by only 
397 acres bec.au.sc roads, power Lines, and other facilities I~led 
on federal lands would be required for the underground opc:ralJon. 
Response to Comment 13 - Section .4.2.2 in the DEIS. states that 
wildlife continue to utilize both undisturbed and reclalDled areas 
al the Hanna mines and that operators bave been successful in 
re-estabtishing vegetation at these mines. This evidence is 
documented in the annual reporlS the mine operators are required 
to file with the WDEO. Mines"..ilJ not be able to achieve bond 
release until impaclS have been successfully mitigated in 
accordance with the WDEO-approved reclamation plan . 
Response to Comment 14 - See comment response EI9 .. The 
assumption that the surrounding habitat was not at maxunum 
carrying capacity for pronghorn and mule deer (and therefore 
could accept displaced individuals) was based on WGrn data 
indicating that populations in the herd unilS were gen~rat.Jy I~ 
than objective (pronghorn 56% and mule deer 70-100%) mdlcatmg 
that there is additional carrying capacity for these species. No 
crucial ranges for elk or wh ite-tailed deer would be affected by the 
No Action or Proposc.d Action AJ ternativC5. 
Response to Comment 15 - For the purposes o~ le~ing. BLM must 
ooly determine whether or not the polenual ~pa~ of the 
Proposed Action can t.c mitigated. If so, there . will likely be a 
determination that impacts from the Proposed Action would not be 
significant. N part of the pe rformance sta.r.dards require~ by 
WDEO, vegetation, wildlife, and existing land uses are exa:rJU~ed 
in detail in the mine perm it and specific measures and mODitonng 
requiremenlS are identified. including mechanisms to .dete rmine if 
the required mitigation measures would be effectIVe or need 
adjustment. An annual report submitted by . ~e operator to 
WDEO would provide data on the success of millgation on these 
resow cc..s. 
Response to Comme nt 16 - Ter' (Seelion 4.2.2) has bee~ ~odified 
to &tate that wildlife habi tat would be ODe or the poslml.D1.D8 land 
u.s.es. Potential ror reestablishment of crucial babitat would be 
determined dwing permitting. in consultation with WGrn. The 
General Environmental Protect.ion Performance Standards, 
required by the WDEO (Section 5.1.2.1), stales that reclamation 
shall restore the land to a condition equal to or greate r than the 
"highest previous u.s.e: In addition: o~rato~s are required to 
reMore wildlife habitat whe re restora tion 15 possible on the affected 
land in a "manner commeruurate with or superior to habitat which 
existed before the land became affected: In the evenl h .. bitat 
crucial to wildlife bas been designated prior to the submittal of a 
permit application, or in areas of critical ha~itat , it is standard 
practice that WGFD "be coruuhed about, and Its approval sh .. 1J be 
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required for , minimum stocking and planting arrangements of 
shrubs, including species composition. For areas del ermined to 
be importan t habitat, the WG FD shall be consulted for 
recom mended minimum stocking and planting arrangements of 
shrubs, including species composition, thai may exceed the 
programmatic standard discussed above." Sec: Section 5.1.2.4. 
Response to Comme nt 17 - See comment resporue EJ I. 
Response to Comment 18 - BLM concws that Ctuo al winter 
ranges provide a variety of habitats such as shelter and forage, 
and that these habi tat elements are available in varying 
proportions throughout the range. The distribu tion of these 
babitat elemenlS will change annually depending on climate (in 
particular as related to snowfall and snow redistribution). In the 
absence of fln er scale mapping within crucial winter range, the 
impacts anaJ)'5is assumed that crucial winter range was, as 
defined, winter Jyearlong range that ha.1Ii been documented as the 
dete rmining faclor in a population'S ability to maintain ilSc Lf at a 
desired level over the long-term (WGrn n.d.). In considering 
this dermition, impact.s to pronghorn and mule deer crucial winter 
range were determined to be significant in areas where habitat 
would be removed, something the decision-maker will consider 
during preparation or the ROD. BLM also concurs that loss of 
crucial winter range should be avoided. and as stated on 
page 4-52 in the DEIS. the BLM's management objective is to 
"protect crucial winter ranges for all big game species: Fwther, 
the BLM acknowledges tha t los.s of cruciaJ winter range and 
overlapping crucial winter ranges would constilute a significan t 
impad. See comment response E 18. 
Response to Comment 19 - N stated in the Dtcision Record lor 
tht Environmental Assasmtnt / or Coal Planl1lng Decisions ;n tht 
Camon Basin Area 0/ Iht Crt al Dividt RtJ'OUTCt Ana (BLM 
1998a), application of UJl5wlability crite rion number 15 allows a 
federal coal lease to be issued if, after consultation with the Slate, 
the surface management agency determines that all or certain 
stipuJated methods of coal mining will not have a significant long-
term impact on the species being protected. The coal screening 
process for the Carbon Basin did not identify any areas that 
would be unaccept .. ble for further consideration for coaJ leasing 
and devc:lopment. with the provision that any lease issued would 
proted the long-term intere.sl5 of the species and habitats 
involved. 
As part of the permit application pacbge submitted to WDEQ, 
baseline vegetation studies would be conducted that would better 
delineate areas proposed (or surface mining that contained crucial 
habitats (e .g., appropriate sagebrush height and dcn.siIY) . If areas 
are identified that , if mined, would adversely affect the long-term 
viability of high-interest specie5, then mitigation would be 
developed and included in the permil (Appencfu 0 9) 10 protect 
the crucial habitat. 
Reglll.tioll1 (43 CFR 3461.1) exempt federal lands with ooal 
deposits that would be mined by underground mining methods 
from being a.s.se.ued as unsuitable for coal leasing con.sideration. 
RGOOQK to CommeDI 110 - WDEO would require mitigation 
prior to issuing a permit to mine. Some land located outside o( 
the CBCPA, .uch as certain ROW .. mighl not be: parI of the 
WDEO permit , and thus their usc and reclamation would be 
subject to surface owner preference. 
Response to Comment J 11 - Reclamation success studies at the 
Edison Development Company and Seminoe I Mines arc 
dcmon.strating that shrub establishment, especially sagebrush, can 
be successful, with shr ub densities meeting and exceeding WDEO 
slandards. Ave rage shrub densi ty in reclaimed shrublands ranged 
from slightly less than 2 to 2 shr ubs per square mder. However, 
specific tran.secls and shrub patches contained up to 10 shrubs per 
square meter, a majorit,y of which was big sagebrush 
(Intermountain Resources, Inc. 1996) , and some of these areas 
were reclaimed just 12 years ago, In some areas, sagebrush 
establishment was excessive, almost to the detriment of perennial 
grasse.!; (personaJ communication, November 1998, with l im Orpet, 
Intermountain Resource.s, Inc.). Therefore, Arch has demon.strated 
that goo.J sagebrush establishment can be attained in a relativc:ly 
short period of time in the Hanna Basin, and success should be 
similar in the Carbon Basin . 
Response to Comment 112 - Amendmenl o( the GDRA RMP to 
include iii decision to consider coal leasing in the Carbon Basin is 
found on page 1-8 in the DEIS. The Planning Review EA and 
decision record associated wi th this amendment are available at the 
BLM Rawlins Field Office. 
Re;eoonse to Comment 113 - See comment response Fl. 
Response to Comment 114 - The changes to Ark's originaJ 
application we re made in May 1998 and are included in the DEIS 
analysis. Lands excluded from Ark Land Company's original 
application include the SI/2NWI/4NEI/4 and SEI/4NEI/4NWI/4, 
sec. 12, T .20 N., R.80 W .• approximately 30 acres, which were 
determined to be unsui table under Criterion No. 16 dwing the coal 
werning procc!.S (BLM 1997a). Also excluded from the original 
application was the NWI /4, sec. 28, T ,21 N., R.79 W., 
approximate ly 160 acre1, because no coaJ resowces exist in this 
tract . 
BLM recommended that 1.280 acres, containing approxjmately 
.59 million in-place toru of coal, be included in Ark 's application to 
allow a reasonable underground mine plan with enough rcsc rves 
for a new mine start. Tbe.sc lands are located in sec. 22 and 24, 
T .21 N., R.80 \ / . 
Response to Comment 115 - State law reguJating coaJ mines 
require> that if crucial habitats will be: disturbed, the WGFD will 
be: notified. WDEO permil requirements (Sec. 2 (a)(vi)(G», , laIC 
that the application must include Icudie5 of ruh, wildlife, and their 
habitats in the level of detail as determined by the Administlator, 
"after coD.5ultation with the Wyoming Game and ruh Department 
in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding between 
the two agencies; and Federal agencies bJiving responsibilities for 
the management or conservation of such environmental valUe5, 
including: (II) .. . if crucial or important habitat or migration route 
" tikcly, the Wyoming Game and F .. h Departmenl . hall be: 
contacted by the Administrator .~ 
Response to Comment 116 - Because Highway 72 crosses federal 
lands, any upgrade to this road that would occur outside the 
existin.g roadway would be lubjed to a new authorization, including 
a JeUer of consent from the BLM. Stipulations are placed on the 
authorization including fencing requjrcmcnLS. Tbese requitemenlS 
can be found in the Interagency Agreement AA 851-1A2-4Q 
between Department of Transportation and BLM, whjcb allows 
(or negotiations (or feocing standards based on the area in which 
they occw (e.g.. crucial winter range) . BLM Man ual H-1741 -1 
(Fence Standards) specifies the various beights and spacings 
appropriate (or a given situation. 
Response to Comment 117 - Tree loss would be minimized by 
routing power line and transportation corridors to avoid trees., 
where feasible. Performance standards (Section 5.1.2.10) Slate 
that trees and vegetation may be cleared only (or the csscntial 
width DeceMaT)' to maintain slope stability and to serve traffic 
needs. Loss: of lIees would be handled in accordance with the 
WDEO-approved reclamation plan. Text (Section 4.2. U ) has 
been modified to include this information. 
Response [ 0 Comment J 18 - See Section 4.5.1.3 and commenl 
response: E22. Text bas been added to Section 4.5.1.3 in tbe FEIS 
to des.cribe impacts to bunting and recreat ional aClivities. 
Response to Commenl J1 9 - Text (Section 4.2.2.1) has been 
modified to discu.s.s effects o r topograpby and snow distribut ion on 
cruciaJ winter range. 
Resoorue to Comment JW - -Final reclamation- rders to Arch 's 
commitmenl to completing tbe steps outlined in the previous 
paragrapb (i.e., all atUS would be graded, top-soiled, seeded, and 
measwes 10 protect newly seeded arus wouJd be in place) within 
a 5-yev time-rrame, if approved by WDEO as part o r the mine 
pe rmi!. This 5-year pe riod does not include tbe monitoring and 
bond release pbases, which could be an additional 10. years. 
Response to CornmeDI 121 - Fencing is addressed in 
Section 2.13.8. 
Response to Comme,,' J22 . Chervik (If)fj ) ) de monstra ted that 
big game will CTQS.\ conveyor.!it 0 0 overpasses, so this mitiga tion 
would be considered adequate until proven indrective. Jr the 
cooveyor as chosen is a transportat ion aJlernative, Arch would 
conduct a crossing study, and if addilionaJ mitigalion is required 
II would be developed based on .!itIudy results. Thi.'i applicant· 
w mmiHed practice bas been included in Sed ion 5.4 in the FEIS. 
Response to Commenl J 23 - See commenl re.!itponse: f'2. 
Re'looonsc: 10 Comment J2A - See cummenl respon.'iC 121. 
Re'ioonsc: to Comment J25 - See commenl respon.'iC 122. 
Resoonse 10 Commenl Ju, . Sec commenl response~ 16 and 120. 
Response to Commenl J27 . BLM concurs thai some wildlife 
impacts would be signiflcanl Stare -or-the-art mitigation and 
reclamation requirements bave been attached to the No Action 
and Proposed Action AJternal ive!i to protect wildlife while 
fulfilling (he purpose and need ror the project 
Rgpon.sc to Cornmenl J28 - See comment rClpolUC J27. All 
mitig.uioo measurCl described in Table 2.18 and Chaple r 5 in the 
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DE IS would become a part or the lease and the mine pe rmit. The 
WG FD would be involved in the specific application or mitiga tion 
measures during aU phases o r mine development and operaLions as 
required by WDEO. 
_Re.!itQOll.!ite to Comment .1 29 - Text ha.s been moJified 
(Sect;o"" 4.1.5.1, 4.1.7.1, 4.1.7.2, 4.1.8. 1, 4.2.1.1 , and 4.2.2.1) Lo 
include a d.io;cus.sion about snow redisllibution. 
Re.!itPOnst to Comment J30 - See comment response J19. 
Response to Comment 131 - Text (Section 3.2.1.1) bas been revised 
a.s requested. 
KesPODSC to Commenl 132 - Delineation or, and mitigation ror, 
jurisdictionaJ wetlands would be done dwing the permitting pbase 
(.see comment response DI4). In addition, WDEO perrormance 
Mandards (page 5-23) slate tbal no land within 100 rr or a 
pe rennial or inte rmittenl steam wiU be distwbed by mining 
operations wi thout authorization. 
Response to Comment 133 . Section 3.2.2.1 ba.s been modified to 
include the listed ractors as conllibuting to the decline or the 
pronghorn herd. Information rrom Reeve (1984) and Yeo et al. 
(1984) ba.s been incorporated, as appropriate, into Section 4.2.2 in 
the FEIS. See also COmment responses J8 and 119. 
Response: to Comment J34 - Because only a small area or the 
CBCPA wi..l.: be mined at anyone time and because reclamation 
will be occwring a.s soon as possible after disturbance, numerous 
routes should be available where wildlife can travel lluough the 
CBCPA to importan t habitats south or the area. See filso 
comment response E21. 
Respon.'ie to Commenl J35 - Rder to commenl response J8. 
Re!lponse to Comment J36 - Direct and indirect impacts to wildlife 
are discussed in Section 4.2.2. Figure 3.11 shows the distribution 
or raptor ne.!itts within the CBCPA and sbows that most or the 
nesting babitat oeeurs along Ihe rock rim on the southern boundary 
or the disturbance area and in tbe northern portion or the CBCPA 
where no surrace disturbance would occur. 
Response to Comment J37 - Sec comment responses E2 1 and J8. 
Section 3.2.2.1 .!ittates that the Sbeep Mountain Herd is at 87-)00% 
or objective and is showing a slight increase in numbers. It 
appears thar highway rtnces, land uses such as oil and gas, and 
habital modifications are nol significantly afrecting tbe Sheep 
Mountain Herd. 
Response to Comment ) 38 - TeXl and Table 3.14 (Section 3.2.2.1) 
have been modified to include this inJormation. 
Response to Comment 139 - Text (Section 3.2.2.1) ha.s been 
modilied ;u requested. 
Response to Comment J40 - Rder 10 comment response J36. Text 
(Section 3.2.2.2) bas been modified ( 0 state thaltbe entire CBCPA 
is probably suitable raptor nesting habitat. Sed ions 4.2.2.1 and 
4.2.2.2 add.res.'i loss or potential raplor nesting habita t. 
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Response to Comment 141 • C umulative impacts (0 raptors arc 
discussed in Section 4.2.2.4. 
Respon!le 10 Commenl 142 - ApprovaJ rrom WDEO in 
consultation with other agency personnel (e.g., WGFD, BlM, 
USfWS) would be required prior to construction in areas sucb as 
sage grouse leks, where redcra.l regula lions are applied to protect 
sensit ive re.!itources. This action would allow project activities to 
proceed in restricted areas and/or during pe riods or restriction, 
ir deemed appropriate. The amount or sage grouse nesling 
bab;"L wiLhW Lbe CBCPA is 14,320 acres (see page 3-44) . This 
includes all babitats within 2 mi o r leks and the refore presents a 
wnrst-case situation. 
Re.!it ponse to Commenl J43 - All passe rine species listed in the 
most recent report on avian monitoring ror the SeaWesl Wind 
Plant (Western EcoSystems Technology, Inc. 1998) arc included 
;. Append;' A ;. the DEIS. 
Response to Cornmenl 144 - Although baJd eagles likely rorage 
within the CBCPA, no bald eagles were observed in tbe CBCPA 
during tbe wildlife and vegetation base line surveys whicb were 
conducted over .severaJ months in 1997 (Intermountain Resources, 
Inc. 1997), 
Response to Comment J45 - As part o r the Wildlife Mitigation 
and Mon;Lor;'g Plan (Appen<lix 0 ·9 of the WDEQ perm;t), Arch 
would be required to condud annual wildlife surveys in 
accordance with Appendix B o r the WDEO Rules and Regula/iom 
and report all ftndings in their annual reports. See also comment 
response E9. 
Response to Comment J46 - Refer to cumment response J6. 
Federal land would be available ror all FLPMA land uses 
rollowing coal mining, reclamation. and bond release where legal 
public access exists or with landowner agreement. 
Response to Comment J47 - Oil and gas exploration and 
development occur within crucial winter ranges to tbe east of the 
project. Thirty-one except ions were granted ror oil and g.as 
activi ty during .!itCasonaJ reSlr iction periods in 1997. Exceptions 
ate granted only wben mild winter conditions enable big game to 
utilize non· crucial habita ts. Fwthermore, exceptions allow a 
limited period or time to accomplisb specific activities. 
Response to Comment 148 - Rerer to comment responses E22 
and Jl8. Te'" (Section 3.53) bas been modified Lo sbow LbaL only 
320 acres or federal land within the CBCPA currently have legal 
public aeccss. At present, where legal public access exists (i.e ., 
public roads), accc:.s.s is nO{ restricted to public lands in the wind 
energy project area . Where acceM has in tbe past been available, 
in either the Ledder Land Exchange area o r the Ark lands, the 
lands may continue to be available to the public with landowner 
permission. 
ResPOO5C to Comment J49 - 8LM concws that babitat value is 
DOC immediately or completely replaced by reclamation. 
POSlminiog land uses wouJd likely be the same as premine land 
uses and may include crucial wildlife habitat. As stated in the 
response 10 comment J26, Arch would be required 10 re-establisb 
wildlife habilat as closely as possible to what currently exist 'i. U, 
during Ihe premine evaluation, it is delermined Ihal cruciaJ habitals 
exist, WDEO would consult wi th WGFD to determine appropriate 
reclamation procedures and standards ror areas designated as 
crucial babital (page 5- 11 or the DEIS). 
Response to Cornmenl J50 - Reclamal ion standarru on ROWs 
granted within the permil boundary would be rcquired to meet the 
WDEO reclamation standards presented in Chapter 5.0. Ir there 
are any ROWs located on rtderal lands outside of the permit area , 
tben BlM would require reestablishment of vegelation lhat 
supports existing land uses, including wildlife babitat. See 
comment response J 19. 
Text (Section 4.2.2.1 in the FEIS) has been modified to state that 
displacement or animals on to adjacent private lands couJd increase 
damage complaints. 
Response to Comment J51 - There is some variation in 
reclamation requirements; however, the reclaimed acres shown OD 
Table 4.1 in tbe DE1S meet the defwlion or · reclaimed" ror tbe 
rederal and/or state law in existence when tbe land was dislurbed 
and reclaimed. All surrace mines rderred to in this table operate 
under an approved WDEO permit and reclamation standards will 
be met prior to bond release. 
Habitat runctions may nol be ruUy restored to premine conditions 
in reclaimed areas, but tbe reclaimed habitat may be better than 
pre mine babitat ror some species (e.g., mountain plover) and 
equivaJent or Wor.!itC for others (e.g., sage grouse). Since 
restoration or habitat function is species-specific and because these 
areas are not presently distwbed, they were not included in the 
disturbance acreage anaJyad ror cumulative impacts. See 
comment responses EIJ and 11 I). 
Response 10 Commenl 152 - Displacement is described ror • 
number or species in Section 4.1.2. in tbe DEIS. See commeot 
response J47. 
Response to Comment J53 • See respon.'iC to comment Jl9. 
Response to Comment J54 - Sea ion 5.2.2 in tbe DEIS slate.!it that 
in areas where substantial subsidence occurs, Arch would be 
required to backfill, grade , contow . and revegelate these areas to 
blend in with the topograpby of the surrounding terrain . 
Subsidence is monhored and reported as part or required WDEO 
llJlOuaJ re port submissions. ECfecl5 or subsidence on snow 
distribution as it affects wildlife habitat bas been added to 
Section 4.2.2 ;. Lbe FEIS. 
Respon.'iC to Comment 155 - C umulative effects or snow 
redistribution have been included in Sed ion 4.2.2.1 in the FEIS. 
Response to Comment J.56 - Refer to comment responses K7 and 
K49. 
Response to Comment 157 • There are no ateas designated a.s 
crucial winter range in or surrounding tbe areas where tbe Hanna 
m;'es operaLe (see FIgUres 3,7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 ;. Lbe DE IS). 
Arcb reported in their 1996 Vegttation S/udy /0' Final Bond 
Release ( Intermountain Resource, loc. 1996a) submitted to WDEQ 
October 16, 1997, thallbe average full shrub density was 1.4 shrubs 
'i.2" 
per square meter and the patches formed a mosaic covering 
18.6% of the reclaimed surface. This cxc.c:eded the WDEO 
requiremeot of O DC shrub pe r meter square on 10% of the 
reclaimed area . 
Response to Comment J58 · The manage ment objectives listed in 
the DEIS were lucn from existing federal, state, and county land 
use plans and arc broad-based management goals to guide the 
decisioD.ma.ki.ng process. These management objectives were 
used to &SSeS.S the compatibility of the No Action and Proposed 
Action Alternatives with federal. state, and county land use plans. 
Mitigation measures identified in Chapter 5.0 of the DEIS set 
forth the cnvironmcntaJ protection performance standards 
applicable to aU coal mining operations. Site-specific mitigation 
measures would be included in the WDEO mine permit and 
applied., as required. through bond relea.s.c: 
Response: to Comment 159 . Text has been added to 
SeClioD 4.2.2.2 in the FEIS as requested. 
Response to Comment 160. - The G DRA RMP crucial winter 
range and overlapping crucial winte r range management 
objectivt..s li\led on page 4-5) in the DEIS apply to the entire 
resourcc area and would continue to apply under the multiple-use 
management tbat would continue to occur in tbe CBCPA. The 
objective sta tements in the RMP also provide that surface 
disturbance would be mitigated and that crucial big game range 
would be reclaimed to the extent possible . The intent of the 
objective i.s to fully conside r the needs of wildlife and reduce 
impacts of any action by using all available mitigation measwes. 
appropriate design and development technology, and reclamation 
measures. 
The analysis projects a reductio n in cruoaJ winter range over the 
LOM of 19% and 35% for antelope and mule deer, respectively, 
within the CBC PA and 0.7% and 1% for antelope and mule deer 
within their respective herd units. Whether big game animals 
move: away from the mine activity and arc out -competed in 
adjacent winter range o r whether the added stress causa 
morta lity in a bad winler, the result is that wildlife would find a 
slightly reduced amount of habitat on which to overwinler . A5 a 
result of this analysis, the conclusion was reached that the loss of 
habitat function would be a significant impact to the local wildlife 
population on and adjace nt to the CBCPA but not to the entire 
herd. With proper mitigation and reclamation of disturbed sites 
(including prope r seed mixes), impacts of babitat conversion 
would be reduced in tbe long term . 
Response to Comment 16 1 - The G DRA RMP management 
objective (or sage grouse listed on page 4-51 in the DEIS applies 
to the ent ire resource area . The intent o( the objective is to fully 
consider the needs of the species and reduce impacts of any 
action by using all available mitigation measwes, appropriate 
de.\ign and development technology, and reclamation measures. 
The coal-saeening proces.s required under 43 CFR 3461.5 
requires that pro;ect -specilic mitigatio n measures be incorporated 
to protect the long-term su.stainability of the species and babitats 
invotved. The DEIS ack.oowtedges that there wo uld be adverse 
im pacu to u ge grow.e due to los.s of breeding, nesting, and 
wtnlenng habiu t. The los.s o( an inclividuaJ lek or leks does not 
predudc the: area from being mined as long as tbe long-term 
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viability of the species and its habitats arc protected. Impacts to 
sage grouse wo uld be reduced through implementation of 
mitigation measw es identified in Chapter 5.0 in the DEIS. 
Response to Comment J62 - Page 4- 1 in the DEIS defLDes 
long-term as permanenl.Q! long-lasting. The 20- 100 years required 
to reestablish sagebrusb habitats is a long-term temporary impact. 
Response to Comment 163 - Mining activity may cause the 
displacement of wildlife species to otber areas. When animals are 
displaced, they may fUld equally suitable habitat tbat is not 
occupied by otber animals, occupy su.ilable habitat that is already 
beiog used, or occupy poorer habitat than that from which they 
were displaced. In the second and third situations, displaced 
animals suffer from increased competition with other animals 
and/or decreased habitat effectiveness and are tberefore less likely 
10 thrive and reproduce. The consequences are often difficult to 
quantify because other (actors such as annual rainfall and snowfall 
depths influence animal population and mortality. SmaJl less-
mobile animals may be less Likely to relocate and may by killed 
during collStruction and development activities. Populat ions may 
be suppressed during the LOM but would be able to repopulate 
mined areas foUow1.ng reclamation. 
There arc certain restrictions placed on tbe BLM that prohibit 
requiring companies to practice off-site mitigation. Instruction 
Memorandum No. WY·93- 160 rcCers to policy regarding ofr-Iease 
compensation mitigation and states that the Regional Solicitor'S 
Office determined that mandatory compensation was a form of 
~ fund-raising" and was beyond the BLM's legal authority. The 
Solicitor did state that if Ihe money were used ·on the lease· where 
the impacts occurred to enhance babitat for the species affected by 
the lessee's operation, then the fund would probably be 
appropriate; however, if the fund were used ·off-Iease- or for 
clifferent species tban those affected by the action then the fund 
may be inappropriate . 
Response to Comment J64 - The Medicine Bow Herd pronghorn 
population is at 58% of WG FD's population objective of 45,000 
pronghorn (see Table 3.14) . If the herd unit can accommodate an 
adclitional20,OOO animals, il is likely thatlbere is sufficient adjacent 
babitat to support pronghorn displaced from the proposed 
di\twbance area . Tbe EIS states that impacts to pronghorn are 
considered significant at the local level , and it may be appropria te 
to adj ust the herd objective to account (or JTI ;!le-related 
distwbance. 
Response to Comment J65 - See respon.~ to comment J57. A5 
stated on page 5- J I in the DE IS. the postmining density, 
composition. and distribution of shrubs shall be based on 
site-specific evaluations of premining vegetation and wildlife use. 
Because none of the Hanna mines have a pre mine vegetative 
designation of "uciaJ winter range (the area is considered winter-
yearlong range). there bas been no requirement to reclaim back to 
crucial winter range. 
Response to Comment J66 - Refe r to comment responus 18 and 
J63. 
Response 10 Comment 167 - Refer to comment respon.~ 119. 
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Response to Comment J68 - Refer to comment responses K8 and 
K63. 
Response to Comment 169 - Text (Section 4.2.2.1 in the FEIS) 
has been modified to include a deflnition o f the regional raptor 
population. 
Response to Comment 170 - RcCer to comment response J61. 
Response to Comment 171 - Sage grouse wintering habitat was 
deemed in Sections 3.2.2.2 and 4.2.2. in .he DEIS. 
Response to Comment 172 - See comment responseslll and 157. 
Response to Comment J73 . See comment response l72. 
Response to Comment 174 - See comment response J49. 
Response to Comment 175 - See comment response 122. 
Response to Comment 176 - See comment response J60. 
Response to Comment J77 - See comment response 157. 
Section 5.1.2.4 in the DEIS slates reclamation requirements, 
including WGFD recommendations (or minimum stocking and 
planting arrangements of shrubs in areas determined to be crucial 
habitat. must be met prior to bond release. 
Response to Commenl 178 - See comment response J48. 
Response to Comment 179 - See comment response 111. 
Response to Comment 180 - See comment response 163. 
Response to Comment J81 - Many o f the requirements o( 
SMC RA, administered by OSM, and state taws regulating surface 
coal mining (regulated by WDEO) are intended to ensure that 
impacts from surface coal mining are minimized or mitigated. 
Mitigation and monitoring measures required by these and other 
regulations are considered part of the No Action and Proposed 
Action Alternatives. Mwe-specific mitigation measwes would be 
developed during the mine permitting process, when specific mine 
plans are submicted. for these reasons. the WDEO perform~ce 
standards will remain in Chapter 5.0. 
Response to Comment J82 - See comment response 157. 
Response to Comment J83 - See comment responses J6 and J49. 
Resoo!l5C '0 Commen. J84 · Text (Section 3.2.2.4) and Appendix 
A have been modified as requeMed. 
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Resoonsc (0 Comment Kl . The DEIS d~ Dol indicate a 
potential for substantial traffic on County Road 3/402. As 
disclosed in the OEIS, page 2·21, employees residing in Medicine 
Bow may use COUDty Road 3/402 to commute, but this traffic 
would tum west into the mine before reaching the N/5 Livestock 
Company ranch. The county road bas two characteristics thai 
make ir undesirable (or hauling coal: I) the bridge near the 
junction with I-SO is Dot adequate to support large trucks and 2) in 
places.. the road is too Darrow to allow trucks to pass safely. 
Hauling coal for loc.aJ customers requires only 22 trips per day, and 
upgrading the bridge and the road for lh.i.s amount of traffic is not 
ecoDomica.lly (easible . Therefore, Arch does Dot plan 10 haul coal 
along lh.i.s route. Workers and visitors coming (rom the Laramie 
area and points east may use County Road 3/41)2 to access the 
mine. which would resuJt in a traffic increase past the ranch . 
However, traffic to and (rom the mine wouJd be required to 
comply with aU (ederal and Slate transportatioD laws (e.g., 
adherence to speed limits, vehicle safely features) , so the increase 
is nol likely to result in the loss of life or property. rmalJy. Arch 
has an excellent safety record (or operations in the Hanna Basin. 
Since 1990, the Medicine Bow Mine has reccived (our awards for 
having tbe best safety record of any mine owned and operated by 
Arch. Arch operates mines nationwide (personal communication, 
November 1998, with Ed Turner, Arch) . 
ReSPOnse to Commenl K2 . Please refer to the new teXl in 
Section 4.1.1.4 which explains tbe cumulative effects figures 
(Figures 4.5 and 4.6) and corrects the statement that cumuJative air 
quality impacts would be significant. Cumulative air quality effects 
wouJd not be signifitaDl. 
As stated on page 4-14, maximum particulate matter conccntrations 
wouJd comply with EPA primary and secondary ambient air quality 
stAQdards at all areas neat the mine to which the public can be 
exposed. Demonstrated compliance with these ambient air quality 
standards is required before WDEO and EPA would allow mine 
construction. Residents near the mine wouJd not be adversely 
affected by air quality impacts. 
Response [ 0 Comment K3 . BLM concws that there would be 
increased noi.sc and odor in the vicinity o( the mine which may be 
heard/detected at nearby residences, and which given the present 
relative quiet and fresh air in the area may annoy some people. 
Since no adverse health effects arc anticipated, BLM does not 
consider this to be a significant impact. but will consider these 
effect.s during the decision-making proces.s. The appropriate time 
~o requut the adtfition of specific stipulations such as noise and 
odor monitors would be during the mine permitting procc.u. 
Contact OSM and WDEO (or opporlunitie.c; to be involved during 
permitting. 
Re.spoO,'\e to Comment K4 . Since the spoil piles/dragline would 
be a constant visual intrusion during surface mining, impacts to 
residents of the N/S Livestock Company and Johnson Ranches 
wouJd be significant. 
Response to Commenl K5 . The DEIS states thai a maximum o( 
357 AUMs would be unavailable durieg tbe LOP. This loss of 
AUMs was Dot prcscnled by landownership or by livestock 
ope ration . Adtfitional narrative has been added to SectIon 4.5.2.1 
AgricuJture/Rangeland that describes the impact of mining on 
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livestocll1azlng in the North Anschutz Allotment. A maximum 
of 15 federal AUM> (3% of the federal permit) would be 
unavailable to the Scherer Ranch in the west pasture o( the North 
An.scb.utz allotment during: the WM. A maximum of 8 federal 
AUM~ (3.5% of tbe (ederal permit in the wcst paslwe) wouJd be 
unavailable to the Johnson Ranches in tbe west pasture of the 
North Anschutz allotment during the WM. The remainder and 
the large majority, of the AUMs wouJd be removed (rom' Ark 
p~~te property. The ability of the N/S Livestock Company to 
u~ the federal permit is entirely dependent on the N/S 
Live5lod Company ruching an agreement with Ark to acce.ss 
Ark private properties during the WM. See comment responses 
J6~ J8. and JT!. Direa mortality of livestock is highly unlikely. so 
this potenual Impact IS not considered significant. 
Response to Comment K6 - BLM acknowledges that there may 
be a decrease in property value at both the N/S Livestock 
Company andJohnsoo R~ches during the LOM. This impaCl 
wouJd be significant and will be considered as such during the 
decision-making proces.s. 
~~po~ to Comment K7 - As o( this time. BLM bas no 
mdical~on f~om Ark that they uuend to preclude Livestock grazing 
00 ~~11' pn~te lan~ ~See response 10 K5). BLM does not 
paruopate 10 negotlatJons between private landowners and 
potential reder~ coal lessees regarding private property values 
and compensauon. 
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Response to Comment Ml • See commeot response F2. 
Response to Comment M2 · Only 39'1 acres of BLM-administered 
surface is proposed Cor disturbance under the Proposed Awon. 
A comparison of Figures 13 (Section 1.0 in the DEIS) and 2.9 
(Section 2.2.4 in the FEIS) shows the extent of federal surface 10 
be dislUrbed . 
ReSPOnse to Commenl M3 . BLM concurs that a topographic 
map would be helpful but an 8 1/2 X ll -incb topographic map 
would add tittJe information relative 10 the resources that would 
be impacted. Production of a larger map (e.g .• included in a map 
pocket) would increase EIS reproduction by an estimated 
$3,000.00 and, again, would not provide much additional 
information relative to the impacted resources. 
Response to Comment M4 - Table 2.18 (Section 2.5 in Ibe FEIS) 
has been modified to identify all significant impacts. 
Response 10 Comment M5 • See comment response F2. 
Response to Comment M6 . Effects of the principal federal 
action are evaluated relative to the effects of the No Action 
because the privately owned surface-minable coal could be mined 
regardless oC the federal action. NEPA allows that alternatives 
and analyses be presenled m a form that offers comparison 
between allernative.s. The DEIS also presents or compares each 
action ahernative to the existing baseline preseoted m Chapter 
3.0. The environmental impact tables m Chapter 4.0 (i.e .• Table 
4.2, 4.10. 4.11. e.c .• in the DEIS) provide impact estimates for 
each action alternative in relation to the existing baseline and the 
narrative provides both comparison between action alternatives 
(in the form of percent increase or decrease between the No 
Action and the Proposed Action) and comparison between the 
action alternatives and the existing baseline. 
The Proposed Action air quality impacts were compared to the 
ambient air quality that currentJy exists m the CBCPA and the 
extended Hanna/Elmo impact area (see Section 4.1.2.2 m the 
DEIS). 
It was suggesled that the Proposed Action be modified to analyze 
the impacts of mlning just the federal coal, and that impacts from 
development of slate and private holclings should be included in 
the cumulative impacts as reasonably foreseeable Cuture 
development It is technic.a1ly and economically infeasible to mine 
only the federal coal because of coal ownership pallems, SO the 
suggested approach is not reasonable because it ignores the 
connectiveness of the private and federal actions. This approach 
would requite the analysis of direct and mdirect impacts of a 
Proposed ActiOD (the competitive lease. sale. aDd mining of 
federal coal) which cannot occur without the development of state 
and private holdings; thus., it is not a reasonable alternative. See 
also comment response F2. 
Response to Comment M7 • Table 2.18 is I summary table and 
was nO( intended to provide information at the same level of 
detail as the nan."", ODd labl ... in Chapler 4.0. The air quality 
nan,"'" in SectiOD 4.1.2 in the DEIS explains these perC<D.ages 
in greater detail. See comment response M6. 
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Re;monse to Comment M8 • Hanna is currently an auainment 
area. 
Response to Comment M9 - The air quality modeling completed 
for tbe DEIS included an assessment of air quality impacts along 
a segment oC Highway 71, with receptors located within 6.">6 rt of 
.be highway (see S«.ioo 4.1.2.2 in the DEIS). Tbe 'OWD of Elmo 
is approximately 600 ft Crom the road to be used Cor hauling coal, 
so the modeling would apply to Elmo residents. Text 
(Section 4.1.2.2 an tbe DEIS) bas been modified to show that 
pollutant concentrations would be within current WAAQS and 
NAAOS at 656 ft. so DO adverse health effects to Elmo residents 
are anticipated. Hanna is more than 1 mi from the proposed haul 
route. so its residents also would not experience any significant 
impacts. 
Response to Comment M10 • See comment response M9. Since 
modeling was completed for the transportation option with the 
highest emissions and since results showed tbat the project would 
Dot violate any WAAQS or NAAOS. adclitional modeling is Dot 
required. Other transportation options are elCpected to have lower 
emissions. 
Response to Comment MIl · Mitigation would mclude ensuring 
that all vehicles are properly muffled and in good working order al 
all times. Monitoring would include periodic inspections by mine 
maintenance personnel and MSHA inspectors. 
Response to Comment M12 - Executive Order 12898. Federal 
Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations 
and Low·Income Populations, focuses attention oC federal agencies 
on the human health and environmental conditions in minority 
commu.a.ities and Icw·income communities. Private residences 
(such .. the N/S Livestock CompaDy aDd 10hnsoD Ranches) do 
not qualify as minority or low·mcome populations under 
Environmental Justice guidance. The residents of Elmo also do 
not qualify as either miDority or low·income populations. Over 
50% of the community must be composed of racial, ethnic., or 
gender·related minorities. Low·income populations are identified 
wing poverty Lhresbolds or deftnitions. Tbe State of Wyoming has 
nOI dermed Elmo as either a minority or low-income population or 
community. See Section 3.4 in the DEIS. 
Response to Comment M13 - Estunated 24-hour average noise 
level a. Elmo would be belWeeD 37.5 aDd 45.0 dB; 00 aD hourly 
basis, DOise levels would be belWeeD 35.0 aDd 42.5 dB (personal 
communication, November 1998. with Jim Brennan, Brown, Buntin, 
and Associates) which are considered very quiet (see Table 3.11 in 
the DEIS). A.s..suming that ambient noise levels are similar to 
those measured for the KENETECH/ Paci/iCorp Wind Power 
project Dear ArlingtOD (BLM 1995b). ambieD' DOise levels would 
be m the range of 40 to 61 dB. Therefore. by the time truck noise 
reaches Elmo, it would have dissipated to lower· than-ambient 
levels wbich could be beard (a low rumble) bu. would DO' cause 
significant adverse effects to most people. Some people may rlOd 
the noise annoying. and this would constitute a significant impact. 
Rcsooose ' 0 CommeD' M14 - Te'" (SectioD 4.1.2.4 in the FEIS) 
bas been modified to corred the statemeot that cumulative air 
quality impacts would be significant Cumulative air quality effects 
would DO' be significant 
ResPODSe to Comment M15 - No specific mitigation is proposed 
.It this time but it would be instituted at the permitting stage. As 
staled in Section 4.1.2 in the DEIS, Wyoming air quality control 
regulations require any new or modified source of air 
cont&minants to obtain a construction permit prior to 
commencing work. All applicable federal and state ail' quality 
permits would be subject to the Best Available Control 
Technology requirements of PSD regulations. Additional control 
measures (e.g., chemical dust suppression, temporary vegetation 
of spoil piles, adherence to speed limits) may be required by 
WDEQ or OSM during permitting. 
ResPODSe to Comment M16 - This potentially significant impact 
has been added to Table 2.18. Mitigation for the potential 
damage to Highway 72 would include upgrading the road to 
design standards for the proposed volume and type of traffic 
expected and/or restricting average daily traffic to the appropriate 
design standard. Also see comment respoDSe 116. 
ResPODSe to Comment M17 - Table 8.2 shows estimated Cal 
emissions flom diesel fuel combustion for the various 
transportation options. 
ResPODSe to Comment M18 - Table 8.2 on the next page has 
been added to show emissions from the Proposed Action relative 
to baseline conditions. 
Response to Comment M19 - See comment response F2. 
Response to Comment M20 - Minimal surface water quality 
impacts are anticipated because Arch would be required to 
contain water in sedimentation/evaporation ponds until water 
quality meets the requirements of the NPDES permit for the 
mine. Thus, while BLM concurs that there may be other 
poUutants of concern, mitigation would occur prior to discharge, 
such that mine-related activities would not introduce these 
poUutants into the surface water system. 
Response to Comment M21 - Section 3.1.9.1 identifies the cause 
of water quality impairment in the Medicine Bow River as 
sediment and silt loading and nutrient enrichment flom irrigation 
and rangeland erosion. However, mine development and 
operation would not affect surface water quality and would only 
slightly affect news into the river. Since potential impacts would 
be adequately mitigated, no additional analysis is required. A 
discussion of maintaining the minimum flow in the Medicine Bow 
River h~ been added to Section 4.1.8.1 in the FEIS. 
Response to Comment M22 - Closure of the Medicine Bow and 
Seminoe U Mines would allow additional surface water to reach 
the Medicine Bow and North Platte Rivers and would liJcely off-
set the depletions created by the proposed mines. Therefore, 
cumulative effects on now in the Medicine Bow and North Platte 
RM:rs are not anticipated. 
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Table 8.2 Estimated Annual CO2 Emissions l for the No Act ion Al ternative and the Proposed Action 
Propoeed Action Tnruporution OptiOn(I) 
No Action No Action Mine and 
Mine Ind Reelamation Q"cr-tho-ROId Ree llmation 
OpentiOfl.l Haulalle Opentiona 1·2 3 4-6 7·8 9 10 
Year Obi Co,Jyr) Obi Co,/yr) Obi Co,/yr) Obi Co,/yr) Obi Co,Jyr) Obi Co,/yr) Obi Co,/yr) Obi Co,/yr) Obi Co,/yr) 
1999 224 1,007 635 10,069 0 0 0 0 0 
2000 14,936 4,344 13,91 0 50,948 1, 12 1 17.488 0 4.968 0 
2001 21 ,SI7 I ,m 19,140 105,119 2,608 40,691 0 1l,S60 0 
2002 21,863 8.863 2 1.648 119,157 2,991 46,665 0 13.257 0 
2003 22.398 9,051 20,588 108.609 2,102 42,154 0 11,976 0 
2004 22,641 1,967 29,594 149,137 3.114 59,492 0 16,901 0 
2005 22,881 9,166 29.552 26,172 4,660 10,853 0 20,653 0 
2006 22,214 1,954 26,322 5,460 3,957 9.216 0 17,538 0 
7fXJ7 21 ,55 1 1,508 35 .366 7,432 5,929 13.806 0 26,274 0 
2008 1,336 0 3),853 7,119 5,686 13,24 1 0 25,198 0 
2009 1,427 0 38 ,&02 1,263 6,760 15,743 0 29,960 0 
2010 1,631 0 11 ,31W .121 6.617 15.410 0 29,327 0 
2011 1.112 0 27,806 7,035 5,531 12.8'.2 0 24,514 0 
2012 790 0 29 ,122 7,284 5.781 13 . 163 0 25,621 0 
2013 0 0 21.832 7,214 5.781 1:',463 0 25.621 0 
2014 0 0 27,504 7,284 5,781 13 ,463 0 25,621 0 
2015 0 0 27.504 7,284 5,781 13 .463 0 25.621 0 
2016 0 0 27.504 7,284 5,71 1 13,463 0 25.621 0 
2017 0 0 27,504 7.284 5,;.'! 13.463 0 25.621 0 
2018 0 0 27,504 7.214 5.71 l 13,463 0 25,621 0 
2019 0 0 27.504 ,284 5,78 1 13.463 0 25.621 0 
2020 0 0 27,504 7,214 <.781 13,463 0 25,621 0 
20'21 0 0 1,869 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2022 0 0 1.632 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2023 __ • _ _____ ._._ ..... ___ ~._ .........•.... _ ........ _ ....... ~ ........................ _. !.~~Z.~ ........... _ ...................... ~ .......... _ .......... ~ ........................... _.~ ... _ .................. ~ ........................ ...... _.~ ..................... ~ ............. . 
E.limet.ed LOM 
TouJ co, 
Emiaaiona (l000i) 67,637 564,750 217,008 104,409 243,145 o 46~,720 
BuecI oa fuel cooaunption IJDOUIIlI Illown in Tlble 4 .11 in the OElS . Co, emiuiona from dieael enainea were atimat.ed u.ina the formula C020blbr) - BSFC X hp II 
If X 0 .'7 II ~1I2 wben BSFC - bnko-8p«ific fuel COflIU.,..,oon (161bp·hr); hp - honepower; If - operatina enaine load factor, 0 .17 - the carbon fnction of dieael 
fuel; 44112 - die mot-dar w_&ht of Co, divided by the molec:ulu weiJltt of carbon. The emillion cakulation, W e! , baeed 00 the foUowina "lUmptiO 
Fuel 
EmiuioOi ConaI.,..,ooO EmiuiOfl.l 
Tzpe of Vdtide B~FC Honepower (hp) l..oed Fletor QbC~p (aillonalbr) Qb C1¥r) Hw l truct.t 0367 400 0 .S1 9 2 .1 
Locomotiv_ 0.367 1,800 0 .63 1,328 32 41.5 
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General Response - Thank you for taking the time ( 0 review the 
DEIS and providing your comments. 
Response to Comment Nt - Sec response to commenl Kl. 
Response to Commenl N2 - See response to comment K3. 
Response to Comment N3 - We assume that your reference to 
vancWism, theft, trespass, and poaching would be due '0 the 
additiooal people in the viciniry of your ranch during mine 
development and operation. Most of the people who would be 
working at the miae are presently employed by Arcb and have 
been working at the Scminoe n or Medicine Bow mines and are 
residents of Hanna. It is difficult to imagine that these neighbors 
would commit &IIy of the acts you mentioned. Mine workers that 
are not IOQ8Aimc Arch employees or nearby residents are 
expected to be professionals in their trades. at the mine site solely 
to work, and not willing (0 risk their jobs for these: rypes of 
misdemeanors. 
Response to Comment N4 . See comment response: K6. 
Response to Comment N5 - See comment response K5. 
Response to Comment N6 - The maio reason for transporting 
coal through Hanoa would be '0 utilize the loadou. (acilily a. the 
Seminoc II Mine once surface mining begins in the CBCPA. 
However, the Seminoe IIl0adout. in its present form, would not 
be adequate for the expected coal production levels once the 
underground mine becomes operational. 50 a new facility is 
proposed for constructio n in the CBCP A. Constructing a rail 
spur for only 5 yeats of use would likely be uneconomical. 
However, because DO decision will be made at t.his time as to the 
method of coal transportation to the Seminoe ]J loadout. Arch 
could colUider your proposal and apply (or a BLM ROW gran. 
if (ederal lands are involved. The ROW would 001 be grao.ed 
untii appropriate NEPA documentation is completed. If ooly 
private land is involved, arrangements would have to be made 
with private landowners and applicable state permits would have 
'0 be obuined. 
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APPENDIX A: 
ANIMAL SPECIES LIST 
Appendix A, page A-II , Fish. Add "Sand shiner/Notropis stramineus, Iowa damr/EtirLoSloma aile , 
Fathead minnow/ Pi_phDJes promelas. Emerald shiner/Notropis anJirLri""ides , Bigmouth shiner/Notropis 
dorsalis, Longnose daalRJUniclrJhys caJaraCltU". Delete "Silver shiner/Notropi; photogenis, Brook 
troul/Salvelinusfrmtjnalis." Change "Oncorynchus" to "OncJwrhynchus" . 
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